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ing 313,000.
This represents a total Of od.zuu
than
tons for Great Buttaln more
althe United States, which was besaid,
announcement
the
lowed,
cause of the age of the older British battleships.
The official announcement said
that the agreement was "dependent
with
agreement
nn a suitable
France and Italy," as to theirasnaval
beratio
the
ratios, but that
tween the three big powers was not

the

;d Press.) Subject to To-'- y
of tho Japanese
.tproval
f
tlon today accepted the Chi- offer to pay 63,000,0.00 gold
marks for the
Ov f ,iinan-F- ,u . -railroadi in . .iShantung,
i
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around the state capitol who have
Ho fear of an investigation tell me
In whispers that there ought to be
a special session of the legislature.
They sense the fact that if the re
publicans are forced Into a campaign next year making a defensive
fight over the 'management of the
state treasurer's office and the state
auditor's office, without having
one something concrete to remedy
the evils found to exist, that the
party will not get to first base with
the voters. Promises of the alluring reforms they are going to make
if returned to power can not be
madeto take the place of perform-aijo- e'
now.
"These men realize that the mis
conduct of officials put in power
by the party is at present the misconduct of no one but the lndlvid- -
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Denver, Colo., Deo. 15. New
Mexico: Friday and Saturday, generally, fair, : colder Saturday.
Arizona: Friday and Saturday,
fair, colder notth portion.
5
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Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
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uals. If the party condones the
offenses or fails to repudiate un
worthy servants promptly, the acts
of the individuals bocome the acts
of the party. These men know that
promises of reform will be away
below par with the people if the
party fails to' act at once.
They also sense the fact that
when it is
right now is
possible to enact a measure giving
the state a proper accounting law
with adequate supervision over the
expenditure of public money. During the legislature the schemers
were in a position to defeat the reform legislation asked- for by the
governor. Wow, with puDllo opinion
arounsed and the public eye focused
it is possible to pass such legislation as the governor thinks neces
sary. By next winter the scandal will
have died down and another legislature can refuse, at the behest of
the ring, to do anything to prevent
a repetition of the scandal.
None of these men doubts the
need of reform . legislation.
Kcver was a state so cursel
with a system which lends itself to extravagance, manipulation and fraud.
of republican
The sentiment
leaders here undoubtedly, is favorable to a soeclal session with a
complete investigation, followed by
is
impeachments if the occasion can
found to exist. , The remedy
new
be
legislation.
then
applied by
If this is done and the party
cleans its own house, It will be in
shape to go to the people with the
proof that the party is not corrupt
or the suDDorter Of corruption and
that it has the virility and characters
to deal effectually with tne
of government aa they arise.
Only in this way is there hope of
victory next fall '
One of these men with wnom i
talked, pointed out the weakness
ICoutluueo. on 1'bge Two.,
the-tim- e

proo-lem-

day, the Issuing of an order direct
men back to
work and stops by authorities for
the prosecution of women mob
leaders, were today's developments
In the Kansas coal fields. The district has been In a furore all week
over activities of women strike
sympathizers, who sought to deter
miners from working.
The guardsmen tonight had established camp In Franklin, r.ingn
and Mulberry, mining communltion
of
which have been the scenes
most serious disorders. Xo disturbances were reported today.
Tho order calling upon the men
to return to work was if:sned bv
tho provisional administration set
up in the district by John I.. Lewis,
president of fiiie International mine
workers' union several months ago
when he overturned tho administration of Alexander Howat.
C. A. Burnett, county attorney,
devoted himself to ascertaining
what steps might be taken to prosecute leaders of the demonstration!!. Tonight he was advised by
tho office of attorney general
at Topeka that he rhould begin
Immediately to arrest the leaders.
The proclamation Issued by th
representatives of the international
union commended non union strikers for "fortltudo" nnd self restraint, saying that the march of
the women to tho mines this week
was a scheme to entrap tile "loyal
members Into combat, with the
women, In order that the chareo
might then be brought that the
of tho International
adherents
union had attacked
defenseless
women."
It assured them thnt it
was now safe to return to work
and directed them to do so tomorrow.
Crowds of ldlo miners wateh"d
the troops pitch camp at Ffnnklin.
Two orahree women shrilled .1ibei
at the soldiers, who Ignored tnem.
For the most part, however, the
crowd was silent and grave.
At Rlngo the crowd of miners
watching the soldiers was in genial mood.
The men who are idle do not
to be suffering.
Every one
looked well fed, Including the
-
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Asquith.

Treaty,
rouble
End,
I

Instructions with reShantung.
gard to this were sent to the Japanese delegates In Washington,
several days ago, according to a
competent authority and consummation of the sale depends on an
agreement as to method and also
to some extent on China's attitude
on other pending problems.
Is considering
The government
the
several plans under which
transfer of tho railroad can be
made. In any casa, it is said, Japan anticipates retaining a
Interest in the railway,
whilo transferring the title to
China. It has been suggested the
purchase likely would embrace the
form ot a loan payable over a
period of from thirty to forty
years.

UNIONS HAVEN0 MORAL
RIGHT TO TIE UP LINES

Public Opinion Has
Decreed That Railroads
Should Be Closely Regulated.

Says

non-striki-

nsu'lntcd Press.)

"die-hard-

In

(Br The

Anliitn

Pre.s.)

New York. Dec. 11). The wisdom with which the question of
organized labor Is solved In America will spell the survival or downfall of the republic, Ben W. Hooper,
vice chairman of the railroad labor
board, declared In an address here
that organized
tonight. He added
railroad labor and railroa capia
"public trust" to pertal has
form In rendering efficient and uninterrupted railway servico to the
people.
Railroad labor, he said, has nt
least, to tie up
right, "morally at
the
tho railroads and destroy
property, business, health, comInnocent
men,
of
fort and lives
womon and children."
But this moral obligation dots
not mean organized labor on the
railroads should be stamped out,
as had been advocated In laft
fall's crisis, he said. The problem,
he added, is "how to deal with Just
demands fairly' and humanely and
how to curb unjust demands and
control such artivltics as threaten
public welfare."
"The right of labor to organize
is based on sound principles recognized by congress and sanctioned
by the courts," ho said. "If organized labor is to be permitted to
throttle individuality, destroy Initiative, exalt inefficiency, dominate
management, limit production, ignore rights of the public and sos
up a class government, then, indeed, is this country headed for
bolshevism and death.
"All of those things are the possible, but not the Inevitable results
of organized labor.
"On the other hand, If organ- Ized labor confines Its efforts to
the legitimate advancement of the
cause of the workingman, by the
procurement of a Just and reasonable wage, establishment of desirthe mainteable woWwl'-leBVnance of an increasingly
good
standard of living, and preservacivil
tion of the political and
rights
of labor, then will organized labor
not only serve its own interests
but it will constitute one of the
bulwarks of the American repub-

to remain neutral. His speech had
taken much of the force out of the
'Carsonite attack, and is considered
to have insured ratification of the
treaty.
The vote is expected to be taken
In both houses cf parliament toDavid Lloyd George.
morrow afternoon and the most imThis Is the most recent likeness eminent ever faced end has passed portant incident In tomorrow's deof Britain's greatest living states- through crises which should have bate Is likely to be Lord Birkenhead's reply to Lord Carson.
man the greatest statesman who wrecked his ministry, but didn't
only because his uncanny ability to
Winston Spencer Churchill,
ever lived in Britain, many declare. surmount
obstacles prevented dis
for tho coionles, and Herbert
He has held his place at the head aster.
His handling of the Irish II. Asquith in the house of comof the British government through question was the greatest achieve- - mons,
warmly defended tho treaty,
times as trying as any tnat bis
of his long career.
the former premier, however, utof "the
tering a warning to beware over
all
malignant genius hovering
RECONSTRUCTION
IS
Irish affairs."
of
house
In
the
Viscount
Bryce,
BUHCI1
GREATEST PROBLEM
lords, admitted th it the treaty was
contended
in form but
IN
TODAY imperfect was
FRANCE
great enough to try
England
MRS. MILLER SEEKS
of throwing the rethe
experiment
(lt Ths Armf frm.)
AG
of Its own administraTO COLLECT $1,009:
New Tork, Deo. 15. The prob sponsibility
tion on Ireland.
lem of reconstruction
When tho commons adjourned,
supercedes
OFFERS RESIGNATION
government
all others in France, Maurice Case-nav- Ausfen Chamberlain,
in reply to questions, adchief financial adviser to the leader,
(By The AssoHnted Press.)
that par- children.
was
undesirable
mitted it
Santa Fe. Dec. 15. Mrs. Ruth
French delegation at the arms
liament should be prorogued before
C. Miller of the state department of
declared-itoan address
tho result of the discussions at
education presented to the state
day boforia. k lunchwcn of the na- Dublin win "known: therefore, it
superintendent today, two. resigna Attorneys Tor' Defense Wish tional industrial conference board. might be necessary that the session
tions covering her three Jobs as
carried Into next week. But he
Time
to Prepare Mo- The economic situation of Franco, be
director of industrial
education,
to admit that the house
he added, must necessarily be of declined
education
director of vocational
to wait fT tho Duhlin decisourjht
Witnesses
Help
tions;
and supervisor of home teconomics.
interest to! the whole world,
ion before voting on the question of
At the same time she presented a
On the contrary he
M. Casenave described
State's Claims.
the re- ratification.
IfJ
claim against the state for salary
cent Wiesbaden
thought the house ought to express
agreement
Mra.
and expenses of $1,009.73.
for the
without
Its
The
Associated
lic.
view
as
and
wilting
France
Germany
(Bj
rres.)
Miller was recently charged with
Los Angeies, Calif., Dec. 15.
"the njost momentous of all nego- dal!, therefore the house would sit
"In my Judgment, the survival
use
of
funds
In
the
be
extravagance
The trial of Arthur C. Burch for tiations since the treaty of Ver- tomorrow as long w might
of this republic depends upon tho
In a report by Traveling Auditor alleged murder of J. Beltorr Ken sailles."
neeessarv.
wisdom with which this question
Whlttier and the state education nedy, was adjourned lato today un
The dail is malring little progress
The German seller will bo
is handled."
board requested her resignation, til Monday morning, after the pros- by ths German organization. paid at Duhlin.
Mr. Hooper asserted that if the
demand.
the
'
later withdrawing
ecution bad rested, and defense at
Sir James Craig's official rejecrailroad brotherhoods had been
now
been
State Superintendent Conway said torneys announced that they hd
has
tion of the treaty
n a strik o,her reani- Action of Court of ADDea sicruahed wM.1.1
the department had no funds to several motions to make and wish- CARL LANG WILL BE"
hfll'A sum n
In his letter the Ulster
II
tin.
.,,Hnna
published.
with
in
at present.
of In ''and probably could not have been
ed time to prepare them.
pay her claim
Ordering
premier declared th'U all the govGERMANY'S
CHARGE
have
Ulster
The court granted a request that
ernment's pledges to
animated by motives half so conCheck-Of- f
of
junction
the prosecution be granted the priv
been violated, and that It seems
servative and patriotic."
AT IJLS. CAPITAL that
Its case later to
Ulster will not be able ever
ilege of
Reviewing the railroad situation,
System ElateS Them.
to enter the Irish free state. He Is
examine a witness who has been
he said, It would be "blind waste
conto
(By The Aau'lated Press.)
ill. This witness, Mr. Kcyes said,
coming to London, probably
of energy" to attempt a return of
(By The Assnrl.ilrd Pre.s.l
Berlin, Dec. 15 (by the Associat- sult the. prime minister ngnln, and
Is Mrs. James W. Warren, of Santa
Dec. 15. Officials of railroad conditions of a generation
Barbara. Mrs. Warren, was a pas ed Press.) Carl Lang, not Theo-do- r It Is possible that he had knowledge the(jnieago,
United Mine Workers tonight aB0.
.
senger On the train Burch Is al
1 ubllc opinion, he said, had
will be Germany's of Mr. Bonar Law's attitude.
to eee a signal victory in
IDEA leged
to have traveled from Chicago chargeLang,
In his address on Irish afra!rt professed
self- of
a
matter
as
creed
that
d'affaires
decision
at
the
of
the
Unit
States
Washington. former Premier
to Los Angeles! last July, about two
aqi'lth wariart
the railroads should
F" preservation,
Approval by the United States of the house against th'nklng the dlf
weeks before Kennedy was shot.
"p?w of the injunction be closely regulated.
The last points scored by the his appointment was delivered to fi.iti,., wnre ended, alludini to ?ereT a
It Is this regulative function, he
sVstem of
i, rtn.prlhpfl nn n. mallcnant banning the cheek-of- f
jwas testimony the foreign office today. He will
prosecution
today
that "this new fangled
BOAT
OF FLYING
for the United States this
hoverlns over all Irish collecting union dues. Tho case explained,
checking on the distance traveled start
remanded to Judge A. U. An- - tribunal, the labor board," is tryweek.
lwas
nn
nrtdnd.
the night of the slaying by the
ffnir.
to
r Indianapolis, who issued ing
help fulfill. He told of the
declared to have been rent - The government has not given
"Don't be too sure the spell is tne injunction.
difficulties met by tho board In
active
consideration
to
the
that
occasion.
on
quesed
Burch
broken"
by
(By The Awiolnlrd Prut.)
was ordered to starting its work and tho momen-tou- s
Richard Parsons, owner of the car, tion of tho ambassador because
An acrimonious scene arose as
.f"da.a Anderson
New York, Dec. 15. The United testified
problems it was called upon
Rackvllle-- ! Is.su
preliminary
Injunction
the trial that a it is awaiting the initiative of tho ihn result of Ttunert
in
toearly
of
court
solve.
States circuit
appeals
for registering Amorican government and owing Gwvnne's reference to the Irish along lines outlined ' y tho appel to Mr.
hub attachment
was
H.
Glenn
Curtlss
held
that
Hooper in referring to th
while tho eoso is being
day
mileage showed the machine trav to tho dearth of. available candid-date- s. peace delngates as "members of n late court The
lack of power to enforce
the
the first person to Invent and operreheard.
court
took
forty-foappellate
eled
miles.
John
Joseph
murder
organg."
ate a flying boat and Issued an
the case under advlfcment several board's orders, said this wns eviRecalled
afternoon
Parsons
this
labor
violently
member,
Jones,
der awarding him the broad patent testified that he drove over the
weeks ogo and issued an order sus- dent in the settlement of the
protested, and a hubbub arose, pending
railroad strike, when
tor
i
the original injunction as threatenedwas
ut neclared bv- the Drosecutlon to
which appeals were made
during
the board
treated to a "shower
said py aero-- ,
The decision,
to the check-of- f
it
related
Burch
and
b
pending
to
who
the
diplomatically
speaker,
of verbal brickbats becauso it had
nautic experts to be one of the forty-fou- r
a necision.
IDIiiUDn
miles was registered by
the
not
had
exnlalned
he
caught
in
of a
most significant developments
The court of appeals found the violated the
the attachment. The
today was
offensive expression.
tribunal."
aviation since the Wright patents from Los Angeles totrip
Anderson
injunction
because
g point on a
In
faulty
Churchill.
Winston Sncnoer
"A few sophisticated and hard
were upheld, reversed the lower beach road near Santa Monica, and
was too general.
his address, dwelt on the evil ef- it The
never could becourt's ruling which awarded tho return with two trips up a side
Issued by Judge boiled Individuals
Injunction
British
on
interests
fect
throughout
an.
S.
lieve that I did not promise th
Janin,
KenAnderson
was
patent rights to A.
obtained
Glen
where
to
road
coal
op
Beverly
by
the world, and especially In Amer erators
Inventor on Staten Island. It con- nedy was slaln.-Thof Kentucky and West Vlr brotherhoods' officers," he continwitnesses testiica, nwlnt to the discredit to the
stituted the latest development In fied
saw Burch drive through
rolleeted ued, "to take something away
theyterrible
c,aIme(,1
a,!C8
f'nla
Involved
the
by
country
a legal battle fought since 1913. the Glen both before and after tho
tb
avviom hv from the carriers and give It to
last
the
In
Irelnnd
events
during
tho
and yet this was literally
The decision was based on
shooting, and two others testified
two years. He said doubtless Irish which operators deducted union them,
true. The memorandum adopted
fact that Janin had been granted ;they
dues
from
besaw him on the beach road
miners'
were
the
pay
If
bo
the
crushed
resistance could
by the board, which averted the
his patent on the strength of an in between the times fixed for his
n
ing used to organize
country were willing to employ fields
vention not "reduced to .practice,
strike, merely called attention to
By The Awaclnted Press.)
visits to the Glen.
operated.
they
them
men
nnd
enSplov
long
enough
New York, Dec. 15. A deal Inbut that Curtlss, while applying
The appellate court held that the the fact that It was premature to
Moreover, the nntlon
some months later,! had already
volving two of the most important enough.
was In error In "not lim- start a row about another reduction
Injunction
and
metal producing and refining com would face the sacrifices
,DAUGHERTY CONSIDERS
demonstrated Its operation.
the prohibition of the sending In wages, because the board did
iting
if
there
Involved
.
therehy
from
The decision eliminated
of money into West Virginia, to the not propose to readjust wages of
panies in tne countn-- was virtually were no
PLEAS FOR CLEMENCY completed
but ho de- use
other
of labor until rtilos and.
the contest for the. fundamental
thereof In aiding the promotion any class conditions
today when the largest clared another way,
had
been
way
ot that class
working
patent, - the French pioneer, Fabre, .
stockholders
of interfering acts."
IN WAR LAW CASES Individual
of the found.
who" in- 1908 constructed an
American Brass company agreed,
held the circuit court also In had been passed on.
It
opfree
Ulster
that
had
Arguing
"It was said that the board's
with which he rose from
subject to minor conditions, to sell tion
error In enjoining the performance
(By The Associated Press.)
concerning tho treaty, he exthe water but which he never sucin the memorandum, in effect, closed the
Washington, Dec. 15. Attorney out to tne Anaconda Copper Min- pressed hopo that In the Interest of the existing check-of- f
to carriers and employes who
door
ceeded in landing without wreck- General
company. .
of the whole empire and of Ulster, central competitive field, claiming might want to ask a reduction of
Daugherty today began ingTerms
of the Anaconda company she
ing.
In the field were
that
consideration 'of recommendations
companies
come
see
to
a
into
would
not even listed In the original bill. wages.beenOn this point tho board
to President Harding in connection are $150 cash and throe shares of the agreeement. way
has
thoroughly vindicated,
with the extension of executive stock for one share of Amorican
WILSON PROUD TO
because It has already disposed of
clemency to 1,97 war law offenders, Brass.
most
of
the
rules and It will oe
FOUR
TREATY
POWER
TCItXErt
Shares
the
reof
AS
QUITS ATHLETICS.
CONSIDER SELF
in order that as many aa may be
latter, company
weeks, and possibly months, before
lreetl might have the benefit ot the cently were quoted at 1275 In the
Portland, Ore., Dec. 15. ThomADrIC
DOES
GUARANTEE
NOT
(rTlMDnnr
a wage revision is
for
' IH
nny petition
open market, but the offer of Ana- as L. Turner, who has been scout
lUIVinnvt 111 Hllivig I.Christmas holidays.
Whether the case of Eugene V. conda is equivalent to $300 On the of the Philadelphia Athletics, has
TERRITORY filed with the board."
SIGNERS'
(Br The Associated Press.)
Debs, socialist leader, would be in- - basi of today's quotation of $50 been signed as assistant manager
Dec, 15. Former eluded among cases submitted to for Anaconda stock.
Washington,
and scout for the Portland club of
(By The A'nomr. rresa )
conPresident Wilson is proud to
President Harding for action, Mr.
Acquisition of American Brass, the Pacific Coast league, according
Washington, Dec. 15 fby the Asall
of
a
comrade
slder himself "as
could not say, the largest individual consumer of to word received from President sociated
said
he
Daugherty
Press). A spokesman for
the men - of the expeditionary
but he Intimated there was such a copper, by Anaconda, the largest W. H. Klepper, who Is in New the British
arms delegation dis'
forces."
domestic
3
York.
of
will
possibility.
producer
copper,
SSOP
'
Pacific
cussing the
Replying- to a letter from J.
tend, it is believed In trade circles,
treaty today said there was noth0 Mr a A
to strengthen that industry.. DeBentley Mulford, first vice presiIn
In
of
onlnlnn
the
the
pact
ing
tails of the deal were worked out
CLUBS
dent of the Rainbow Division VeteBritish delegation which guarEMPTY STOCKING FUND the
rans, extending New Year's greettoday after six months of active
to
anteed
the territory
protection
I
? VOU CAW COME
ings, Mr. Wilson in a letter made
negotiations.
Y?!
Refer- of nny of the signatories.
The participants were C. F.
public today by Mr. Mulford,
The following contributions
to
he
on
discussions
this
pomt,
ring
J.
says:
and
E. Coe, were received yesterday to be said the use of the word
Brooker, chairman,
"guaranty"
hOMU.
"I am proud to.regard myself as
president of the American Brass
distributed
Salvation
was unfortunate.
i
a comrade of all the men ot the
company, and J. D. Ryan, Phalrf Army and bytho Bureau of
In
taken
to
to
bo
steps
Referring
forces.
It therefore
man, and Or
expeditionary
Kelly, president of Charities to glvo tlio poor of case of aggression by an outside
the Anaconda Copper Mining com- -, tho
affords me the greatest pleasure
(By The Assorlnled Press.)
city a Merry Christinas;
party, he said:
to receive from a group of thera
New Tork. Deo. 15 (by the As- pany.
"Nothing in the treaty pledges
$ 1.00
such a greeting as Is conveyed to sociated
Over 40 per cent of the stock of Mr.' Ford
Press). Major league
trio parties to take those measures
100
me by your letter of December tho baseball owners, in Joint' meeting the American Brass company was Mrs. N. Woods
There Is no guaranty or obligations
1.00
ninth."
the represented at the meeting but the Dr. Carmen
today, voted to
'
upon any of tho powers to take any
t
S.00
seven-gam- e
world series, Instead of actual sale Is contingent on the ac- -; S. M. Portrrflcld
steps afer these discussions.
A. T. Iluehring.
1.00
e
,
series.
the
of
terms
ofi
4
Anaconda's
4.
ceptance
4'
4,4
$4
$
$
5.00
American league club owners not less than 51 per cent of the' Mrs. K. Ji. Iinulo
BOO
AFTER LAJfOIS AGAIN.
FIFTEEN KILLED IS BLAST were unanimous for the change. $15,000,000 outstanding stock of Friend"
2.&0
while National , league magnates the American Brass company.
Dicky Whttmer.
Brussels, Dec. 5. An ex- Washington, Dec. 15. Another
voted seven to one against It. InasMr. Ryan said that no financing
bill designed to compel Federal
Mary Caroline Wliitnicr 3.50
plosion of fire damp in the
much as under a Joint agreement other than through Anaconda share
Polrier coal mines at Montlg- Judge Lnndis of Chicago either to
.
24.00
TOTAL
each league has only one vote, holders, would be necessary. There
near Char- retire from the bench or give up
Commissioner Landls, who Is au- - will be no public offering
lerol, today caused the death
Previously reported . .$247.40 the position of baseball commisof fifteen miners.
sioner, was Introduced today by
4 thorlzed to caRt tire deciding ballot new Anaconda securities is may
In case of a tie, voted for the seven be needed to consummate the ac
TOTAL TO DATE... $271.40
Representative Lee, republican,
New York.
4 game series.
Brass.
of
American
quisition
gov-jme- nt
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Members of Party Who Have No Fear of
Investigation Urge Extra Session; Ringof
I
Stnrlc Armiment
ni
r
Now.
Expense; Chance for Good Law
O.

RGANIZEUPHELD

ing all "loyal union

London, Dec. 15. The event of
the day in conneetlon with the Irish
settlemeni was the decision of Andrew Bonar Law, unionist former
government leader In tho house of
commons and one of the strong
men on the Ulster side, to accept
the treaty, and If net to lnvlta Ulster to come into the settlement,
at all events to counsel acceptance
of tho boundary commission, which
the Marquis of Londonderry, In tho
house of lords, hinted Ulster might
reject.
Mr. Bonar Law had been confidently relied upon by the
,to support Lord Carson, in

Tokio, Dec. 15 (by the Associated Press.)
Japan has consented
to the purchase by China of the

railroad

and
Defend
Hinting

May Not Be

820,000.

Japan will scrap the same number as under the original plan but
the amended list substituting the
old Setsu for the new Mutsu makes
the total tonnage to be scrapped by
Japan 435,000 tons in place of
448,000 tons In the original plan.
Great Britalrr, which was to have
scrapped nineteen capital ships unup
der the original plan, is to give arunder the revised
twenty-thre- e
new
two
build
will
hut
rangement,
ships. The British tonnage to have
been scrapped under tho original
nronosal was 681.000 and under the
revised proposal will bo 605,000.
The total number of capital ships
first
by the three powers under tho
and
American figures was sixty-si- x
under tho revised figures win ne
t.
The total tonnage to oe
me
scranped was 1,S78,U43 tons, in tons
original plan and is 1,861,643
In the revised plan.
Tr wn Indicated In the official
announcement that no further
made in the
will
h
naval holiday
American
plan except as may be necessitated
In arranging the reiauvo position
of the French and Italian navies In
th reduction plan.
It was announced that the naval
.".greemant, Including that on naval
bases and fortifications probably
would be incorporated In a treaty
to be signed by the- five .powers. No
n'enary-- ifloB (if the- ennference,
It was stated, would be held to consider the naval agreement until the
entire sublect, Including that of
auxiliary ships, was settled. was
Under the agreement, It
estimated that the United
States would save from f 15 000,000
to J 20,000.090 over the original pro
poonT of the American government.
The agreement was made nubile
In en announcement to the subcommittee on naval armament, which
snld:
"The following are points or
agreement that have been reached
In the course of the negotiations
between the United States, Great
Britain and Janan with reBpect to
their canital fighting ships. reached
"Agreement has been
between the three powers the
United States, the British empire
and Janan. on the sublect of naval
ratio. The proposal of the Amerithat the ratio
can government
It Is
to accented
should be
fortifiagreed that with respect into the
cations and naval bases
on Page Two.)

10PE FOR REPUBLICAN PARTY HI

By CAUIi

MINE TB OUBLES

VOTE DUE IN HOUSES
OF PARLIAMENT TODAY

aut6-mobi-

Santa Fe, Deo. 15.- - -- Ttenubllcans

OiAHSTO

District Has Been in Furore
Of BEPJ HOOPER
Over Activities of Women
Strike Sympathizers Who
Wisdom With Which AmerHad Been Expected to OpHave Checked Work.
Remain
ica Solves Question of
or
pose Treaty
(By The AsnnrlnlrJ Tress.)
Unions to Spell Survival
Weakens
Stand
Neutral;
Plttuburg, Kans,, Dec. 15. Aror Downfall of Republic.
Carson Attack,
rival of national guard troops to-

"5-5--

ten-ye-

J

RIGHT OF LABOR

TO STOP KAMSAS

.TO

80c a Month
Single Coptic Ho

Mull
-

NEW IRISH PACT

terioration.
When the conversations between
tho two delegations was renewed
today the Chinese offered to buy
tho railroad outright in cash, but
the Japanese, it was said, raised
questions as to why this course
was proposed, pointing out thit
all other railroads in China had
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
and
ttie
French
been built with the aid of foreign
Washington. Dec. 15 (by the As to be affected by
loans.
negotiations.
sociated Press.) Agreement of the Italian
the
final
Under
arrangement
the
The Chinese replied that the
"Big Three" naval powers on the United States will scrap the same Chinese consortium
was ready to
naval ratio plan was of- number of capital ships as pro- finance
of the
the restoration
at
American
announced
late
in
the
today
desire was to
original
China's
ficially
railroad and
posed
tho stute department.
plan. The thirty American vessels make use of this in order to do
Under the plan, Japan retains the to be Bcrapped under the original away with "foreign control."
of proposal had a tonnage of 825,000
superdreadnaught Mutsu Instead
tho old battleship Setau and the and those to be scrapped under the JAPAN' CONSENTED TO
United States retains two additional present plan have a tonnage of
SALE SEVERAL DAI'S AGO

ships of the Maryland class lnsteud
of the Delaware and North Dakota,
Great Britain as an equivalent
will build two superdreadnaughts
similar to the Maryland and Mutsu
types but of greater tonnage, scrapping four old battleships of the
original retained list suggested by
the American plan.
The agreement includes a status
quo understandng on fortifications
of the Pacific
islands, in open
waters and exclusive of Hawaii and
islands off the Japanese, Australian
and New Zealand coasts.
With these exceptions the agreement coincides with the Original
plan of limitations, but, questions
as to submarines, possble modifinaval holications of the
day and tonnage allowances In aircraft carriers and other auxiliary
types are reserved for consideration
by the new naval committee of fifteen, which held its first session today.
The agreement also provides for
maximum limit In tonnage of cap- tal ships to be built in replacement
of 87,000 tons, American measurement, for an ultimate tonnage ratio
between the three powers at the
end of the
holiday as follows:
Great Britain, Ba5,000 tons; the
United States, 625,000 tonsf Japan,
$15,000 tons.
The original American proposal
fixed a frMXlmvm limit. of 36,00V
tons and provided suu.uuu ions wra
for the United States and Great
Britain and 300,000 for Japan.to be
Ships of the Maryland class
retained by the United States will
be the Colorado and Washington.
Ships to be scrapped by Great Britain to compensate her for her two
new battleships, the King George
V., the Erin, the Centurlan and the
A3Under the agreement during the
ten years the United States will
aggrehave eighteen capital ships Britain
gating 625,850 tons. Great 682.050
twenty ships aggregating aggregattons and Japan ten ships

DECIDED TO BE
FAVORABLE

Great Britain Will Build Two Superdr
naughts Similar to Maryland and F
Types But of Greater Tonnage and Soap
Four Old Battleships as Equivalent.

ten-ye-

hj Currier or

x

""he Associated Press.)
;ton, Dec. 15 (by

CLAS,

SHIPS OF FMRYLAKD

0E AS

to Pay Cash Outright
in Order to Do Away
Control:
With Foreign
Tokio Said to Be Willing.
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PRODUCTION OF

10
S

THIS YEAR

1

DECLINE

Total for State Has Been
Dropping Off; New Mexico Slumps From Third
to Ninth in Union.

but an Increased demand Is shown.
Over 3,000 head of horses were sold
to the Mexican government from
the state In November. Some salos
of calves at 1 15, and yearlings at
$20 per head have been reported.
Corn Is reported selling at 25
cents per bushel, (wheat 65 cents,
and grain sorghums at 17 per ton
in the head, but where possible
these crops are being held fqr better prices. Beans are now selling
at from 4 to 6 cents per pound.

BIG THREE NAVY POWERS
CUPID GETS DROP
ON VVM. S. HART REACH AGREEMENT USING

MELLON SEEKS USE
OF THRIFT BONDS AS
GIFTS ON CHRISTMAS

lands, Australia. New1 Zealand and
the islands
comprising Japan
proper, or, of course, to the coasts
of the United States and Canada,
as to which the respective powers
retain their entire freedom.
"The Japanese government has
found special difficulty with respect to the Muteu. aa that is their
newest ship. In order to retain the
Mutsu, Japan has proposed to scrap
the Setsu, one of her older ships,
which under th American proposal, was to have been retained.
This would leave the number of
.Tnnnnonn cnnttal Ahlnn thn sani.
that Is, ten, as under the American
DroDosal.
Retention of the Mutsu
by Japan "in place of tho Hetau
In net tonnage
difference
makes a
of 11,600 tons, making the total
tonnage of Japan's capital ships
aiasno tons, as against 299,700
tons under the original American

clfic region. Including Hong Kong,

of
new thrift bonds for

Tho new scries of treasury
toing certificates placed on sale
day for the first time, Mr. Mellon
said, and would make it possible
t give a $25 Christmas present for
$20, as new certificates are being
sold at a discount from their redemption value at the end of flvo
years.
sav-

tonight

Miss Winifred Westover.

William S. Hart, the "he man" of
the films, whose cool nerve and
deadly execution with his
have proved the undoing
of hundreds of bad men and Inhas met his match Dan
UNUSUALLY GOOD! dians,
Cupid. Hart was married recently
His
to Miss Winifred Westover.
bride has been in, his supporting
The marTo tho many persons who re- companies for some time.
an Episcopal
member with pleasure J. Hartley riage was read at Cal.
Manners' delightful comedy, "Peg church in Holywood,
of My Heart," and to those who
know It only by reputation the
of the HOPE OF REPUBLICANS
junior class presentationauditorium
play at the high school
HINGES UPON SPECIAL
not
a
be
will
disappoint,
tonight
ment. Judging by Its reception at
LEGISLATIVE SESSION
yesterday afternoon's matinee. Of
course there la only one aureue
(Continued from rage One.)
Taylor but Miss Pansy Hicks in
tho title role makes quite an
McDonald
which Oovemor
with
"Peg." Her no9e Is perfectly suited to the pert, winsome dealt with tha Las Cruces bank
character which she does with failure and his subsequent defeat
great ease and excellent results.
for lieutenant governor. This deIn several instances, Miss hicks feat was attributed directly to the
her
holds the stags entirely by
disaffection o the voters over his
own Dersonallty, and her accent is failure to act with vigor in that
amazing. A storm of applause and .Hci. un tha rnnnhliciin adminis
laughs greeted Miss Hicks on her tration has a living example of how
fisst appearance, with the splendid the people ieei unacr suui
dog Michael under her Arm, and
as now exist.
with sundry boxes and bundles de
However, those who fear that
posited in her grasps. Of her tal they may be caught in the net oi.
are rallying their
ent, there can be no question as to investigation
u n .1 attot.intinir to rttlt UD a
Its unusual value. She Is at all
times at home, and thoroughly front which will prevent a special
charming.
session from being called. Nothing
was else can be expected. Self det'enBe
Owen Marron as "Alaric
excellent. He was very droll at domands that they succeed in con
all times, and his occasional accent trolling the governor in wu uiuci-thif thev ara able
was pleasing. He exhibited
very
commendable powers of character to do It they may save their own
a
as
defeat
the repubhis
will
performance
acting,, and
scalps, but it
whole was one of the best parts of lican party next year.
Of course the stock argument of
the piece.
The others of tho cast were cor these men and their satellites is the
' expense oi a
all
enormous
good.
They
iegisiaue
respondingly
falfa.
TVa
- "
o ieaiure
showed considerable
' u a ufinnruaintr
stage presWinter Wheat.
the
governor
is
that
coachearnest
the
of
situation
and
the
under
ence,
Winter wheat in the eastern part
10
D.
ui" '
they grew suc- seems to give weigm
of the' state continues to suffer for ing of J. IntoBurton,
ment.
their roles.
cessfully
rain.
Governor Mechem is not corrupt.
The cast In full Is ns follows:
Fall Plowing.
. , .Mildred Zirhut
.
He very much prefers that officials
Chichester
Mrs.
for
The soil continues too dry
'. .Richard Lewis be decent, and aroW anything 'rethe dry farms, and fall Jarvls
flowing on
Ethel Chichester. .Helen Schneider flecting on the party. Ha disap
small
of
and
the
seeding
plowing
ueen b"'"& u
r
wnat nas
Alarie
.Owpn Marron provesVi.i.
li!a .lUnmirnVHl lloes not
grain is below normal at this time. ChristianChichester.,.
Brant. .Nathan Glassman
Indications are that not over
at
Just
militant
he
very
Pansy Hicks seem to ana aces
acreage or "Peg" , . . . ,
of last year'
mil gv iir n. v.
Allen present
small grain has been planted to Montgomery Hawkes... .CarlShaver
tn mmiHh
nnvbody
n.:.viin
ui
nioiiiiift
lent
Bennett
f
Laura
date.
nrovide any remedy, as far as,i
...Frederick Ward or
"Jerry"
ITarvostlnff.
can learn.
,
have been
Weather conditions
lose uia
If the state snouia
Women priests dominate the
Practi.1 a nnnl tful in
the
favorable to harvesting.
oro itc t hi
inof
end
a
tribe
curious
people
cally all corn, cotton, beans
bank plus the cost or a
habiting a section of British North Santa Fe
grain sorphums have been gathered.
special session, tne price wuuiu
comLivestock prices continue low, Borneo,
cheap for the taxpayers us of the
pared with the continuance
present system.
There is no possible excuse
Of
for the plea of expense
course it would be expensive
but it is necessary and what is
necessary is cheap in the end.
The state house needs a sura legislageon in the form ofThe
party
tive Investigation.
needs an amputation or twoa
to
have
and the state needs
few wounds sewed up. The
expense of the servicesforotnegis no excuse
lect.
can prophecy the outone
No
is in
find our
come. . i The
governor's heart
f The undecided gift seeker-wil- l
,
n WPrA &
tne Hgni piuo aim it wou d -. be
store a veritable treasure house of practical
there
trifle more militant
Something
There is a variety of things
stirring.
suggestions.
something
smell
and
of
the
needs to be stirred. It might wno.e-sommember
family
here for every
e
would be
effect
the
but
bad
of
its
all of it useful, lasting; and because
for both state and party.

HUB

,

sea-eon-

live-Moc-
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BASIS

the status quo shallj be maintained,
that Is, there shall' be no Increase
in these
fortifications and naval
bases except that this restriction
shall not apply to the Hawaiian Is-

(Br The AMnrlated Tret.)
Washington, Dec. 15. Use

BY

rn nspr rnn c imiOMAI
liu IIHUL run UUUUIIInlL

(Continued from p'age One)

the treasury's
Las Cruces, N. M., Dec. 15. New Christmas
presents were advocated
Mexico has dropped from third to today by Socrctary Mellon.

ninth place in the scale of wool
producing states in the union, according to a report of R., F. Hare,
agricultural statistician in the federal bureau of murkets and crop
estimates.
The production this year Is below
the totals of 1919 and 1920, but the
general production over the nation
shows a similar flecline.
Mr. Hare's report follows:
Wool.
The revised estimates of the Un- ited States department of agriculr.n thn nrrul nrlion nf WOOl In
New Mexico for the past three
years, are as follows: 1918, 11,600,-U0- 0
10,600,000
1920,
pounds;
pounds; 1821, 10,100,000 pounds.deThese figures show a large
cline In production of wool in the
state. A few years ago it was
third in production among tho
states. Now the production in
Wyoming, Texas, Idaho, Utah, Montana, Oregon, California and Ohio
exceeds that of New Mexico.
The estimated production for the
United States in 1921 Is 224,664,-00- 0
pounds. This is 10,441,000
for
pounds less than the estimate less
1920, and 25,394,000 pounds
1919.
than for
Cotton.
The number of bales of cotton
United
produced in 1921 for the the
deStates, was estimated by
on Novempartment of agriculture
is
This
ber 25, at 8,340,000 bales.
nn Increase of 1,303,000 bales over
the forecast made August 25, which
was based on condition at that time.
The ravages of the boll weevil were
the
not so severe as conditions atSubtime indicated they would be.
also
sequent weather conditions are over
responsible for this increase
estimate of August 25.
the
' The
production for New Mexico
at 6,400 boles from
Is estimated
about 13,000 acres..
Ranges nnd Mvestock.
The dry conditions noted In the
during the
last report continued
Temperperiod December 1 to 15.above
noratures have averaged snow have
mal and some rain and
and
fallen, benefiting ranges next fur- 's
nishing storage water for
The ranges have
Irrigation.
old grass
very little green feed, but and
k
Is generally sufficient,
continues in fair condition.
inThe scarcity of green feed has alcreased the demand for good

AS RATIO
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different In tonnage
there would be consider

Whiia th
Is small,

able difference In efficiency, as mo
retention of the Mutsu would B've
ships
to .Tanan two (2)
of the latest design.
ana
to
"To meet this situation
Dost-Jutla-

n..ia,ira tha rftlntiVA strength On
tha hnaia nt thn nzreed ratio, it is
States shall
agreed that the United
complete two (2) or tne snips in
course of construction, that is, the
nnA
the Washington,
which are now about 90 per cent
completed, and scrap two (2) of
the older ships, that 1. the North
T.nwtn

nA

th

Delaware,

which

under the original proposal were
Tnis woum ivc
to be retained.
the United States with thethatsame
18.
nonllul nhlnp
pro
eighteen, as under th original
u,-tonposal, Wltn a luiumge
as against B00,6SO tons os
11..
Three (3) of
d
the ships would be
ships of the Maryland type.no post- "As the British have
r...i.nJ .lilm, nvfifnt Onfi HOOd,
the construction of which is only
n is
partly
that to maintain proper re.ativo
government
strength, the British
may construct two (2) new ships
tona
s,

post-Jutlan-

s'"'

post-Jutian-

not to exceed 35,000 legend
each, that Is, calculating tonnag?
nccordlmr to British standards of

Candidates in the' Race for Autos nd Cah to Be
Awarded By The Morning Journal Must Do Their Very
Best During the Few Remaining Day of the Campaign
Biff Second Period Vote Offer Ends Tomorrow Night
at 10 O'clock and After That Time Less Votes Will be
the Order Campaign Ends for Good Next Thursday

JUY USEFUL GIFTS

Tomorrow is the BIG DAY; the
final hours of the big "Second
Period," vote offer, In The MornCaming Journal's Xmas 10 Gift
o'clock topaign. Promptly at
morrow night, Saturday, Decem
ber 17th, the present
big vote
schedule will end and after that
time the third and last vote offer
of the campaign will be In effect.
Tomorrow Is roIiik to be a
milghty Important day for
thoho candidates who aro in
tho race and In to win ono of
the big prizes to bo awnrded to
tho willing workers. Tho only
way to g;'t tho prize of your
choice in this eiimpnlgn Is to go
out nnd gather thn votes necessary to win it. KKiHT NOW
is the easiest time to get tho
JUi VOTKS right now when
every subscription tluit you seizure means tho greatest number of vote).
(iet the three, four, five,
nml rIy vrfir niihsrriittlons
t
they count tho greatest ill voto
value, liiu oi course uiun
puss up any of tho one or two
year subscriptions either. They
nil eoiint in on the present
offer wlileli ends at 10 tomor-rc.w

night.
Make a thorough canvass of
your friends nnd neiunlnt-nneo- s
for a TUG FINISH A
FINISH for the
WINNING

votes you need to win.

.TUST SIX JIOHK
DAYS OF ACK.

usefulness and permanence, a constant
remincei of tht giver. A tew are presented
herewith:
"

FOR GIRLS

Curling Irons
Flash Lights
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electria. Grills
Embroidery Scissors
Pen Knives, etc.
;

.

.

The Moaning Journal's big Xmas
Glfr Campaign ends next Thursday
night; it closes for good just ono
week from last night; Thursday,

IS AUSTRIA'S NEW

ENVOY TO AMERICA

-

thirty

r'-

.

Stanley Tool Chests
Separate Tools
Thermos Bottles
Wagons
Tricycles

will be awarded, the $2,295 Stude-bakSedan, the candldnte polling the second highest will receive
the Studebaker Six Touring Car.
Then the highest candidate 'n
each district, after the two Capital prize autos have been awarded,
will receive a Chevrolet touring
Car. Every candidate in the race
will receive a prise, exactly in proportion to the efforts put forth by
each. This Is a race for "live
wires" a race for energetio people and those who show the great
est ability In Salesmanship will be
the ones who will win the big
prizes.
YOU HAVE SIX MORE WORK
ING DAYS IN THE CAMPAIGN.
GET BUSY AND KEEP BUSY.
And remember that the largest
of the
remaining vote inducement
campaign ends fit 10 o'clock tomorrow night, Saturday, December 17th.
And that the entire campaign
ends next Thursday night.

Wind Shield
J.

fit

"

Thermos Luncheon Sets
Razor Strops and Hones
Carving Sets
Tool Chests and Tools
Auto Robes
Aluminum Hot Water Bottles
All kinds of Electrical Appliances
Aluminum Kitchen Ware

Pyrex Ware
Casseroles

Percolators
Picnic Refrigerator Baskets
A New Range
A Red Star Detroit Vapor Oil Stove
Leonard Refrigerator
Vacuum Cleaner s

t..t.

i

Cut Glass
Give Useful Gifts of Hardware for Christmas

MIF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE

Phone 74

IT"

mm

bsoluta proeir that tu
tu cnmaiM
berculoala can ba haalad
METHOD.
BMUlti
INHALANT
THE
bf
For further particular!
tea natlnn-wlMETUOD
INHALANT
Ct.
THE
,A,rt..t
Pulte 09 Union Loaitua Bldg., Key Ko.
Vallf.
Lo
Aogelca,
it,

iir. Uulrd baa

WOMAN CETS rLl'M. ,
15. Miss
Deo.
Washington,
Marthtt J., Spears ot Colorado was
nominated tday by President Harding to be register of the land office at Denver, Colo.

Uollermakrra
S. Second

100

J

Steel Co. Inc.
una
St.

fleidera.
Tel. 1047--

Planning, working,""-- giving for tho happiness of somebody else
Christmas spirit incarnate, So dear and
the
so unforgetablc. Again lowered costs are mnUlnsr generous
giving and hospitable entertaining a blessed reality. AgafrT
the same old .beautiful spirit Is abroad In the land. Lct'a
make It an
Christmas.
"
I

DR. WEST ARRIVES TO
TAKE CHARGE OF THE
, HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Dr. O. C. West, of El Paso, who
will have temporary charge of the
county health department, arrived
here yesterday morning and immediately started activities which
had been stopped for the past few
days since Dr. J. F. Decherty. former health officer, left for Washington.
Dr. West has been connected
with health work for a number of
years and, before Dr. Docherty left
tha city, familiarized ,himself with
the many local problems confronting the county bureau. The main
work now being done by the department is the examination and'
vaccination of the county and city
school children.

Handkerchiefs

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
s

X

mA&

n ft

TO BE SURE

A pair of gloves always
solve the perplexing question of "What shall I
give?" and always finds
a welcome spot In
dresser.
In all
leathers and colqrs from
the best glove makers;
an easy selection Is possible.
$3.00 to $8.50.

has helped thousands
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew, just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you ar
better off mentally, physically,
It's so easy, so simple
Get a box of
and if It
d,oesn't release you from all craving for tobacco In any form, youi
druggist will refund your money
without question.
norve-shatter-I-

,ml-lad-

THOUSANDS OF THEM IX A
SPECIAL SALE
Handkerchiefs the old gift ever
new here aro thousands of them
the latest fancy novelties as
well as the plain staple numbers.
AH were bought at a special price
and are so priced to you. Be
Here early for exceptional values
such as these will be quickly
bought.
'

NOTE THESE EXCEPTIONAL
VALUES
handkerAll linen, hand-rolle- d
50o ca.
chiefs.
Special
8 in a box, embroidered corners.
$1.00 box
Special
Men's
initial handker60c ca.
chiefs.
Special
all-lin-

at.......

HER HOSIERY
There Isn't a woman
among your friends who,
If asked to write a list
GIVE

Kdgar A. U. Prochnik.
Edgar A. G. Prochnik hes been
accepted by the state department fit
Austrian charge d'acairea at Washington. He has been in the national
capital for some time in connection
15 Day Bicycle Sala.
with the sale of the old Austro
a
tarteat atock of
Blcyclea
ever ahnwn in Albuquerque, at reduced
Hungarian embassy.

ot

KENTUCKY EDUCATOR DIES.
Danville, Ky Dec. 15. Prof. W.
S. Giltner, 95, founder of Eminence
college at Eminence, Ky., and for
more than fifty years Its head,
died at the home of his daughter

here last night.

HARDIXGS ENTERTAIN1.
Washington, Dec. 15. President
and Mrs. Harding gave their first
state dinner tonight, entertaining
In honor of the members of the
cabinet and their wives. There were
about sixty guests.

DUOAD

gifts

broidered

clockings

priced

$3.50

Fortify the system
against Colds, Grip
and Influenza by
taking

'mSSkmm

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

TILE GROWING STORE

FANCY

which destroy germs, act as a
tonic laxative, and keep the system in condition to throw off
attacks of Colds, Grip and In'
fluenza,
t
-

Be sure you get

Price

30c.

EGO

Phone 251

$11.25

CQMY
L.

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

J. MILLER, Pres.

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.

LUMBER COMPANY

42S NORTH

STKEKT.

Beginning tomorrow, December 13, we will until further
notice, do FREE OF. CHARGE each twenty-fift- h
item
that passes through our DRY CLEANING DEPARTMENT. It does not matter whether this item proves to be
a ten cent or a ten dollar job. ' Whatever it is, it will receive our best efforts and with absolutely no cost to the
v

'

.

IMPERIAL

LAUNDRY

Dry Cleaning Department.

288

REDUCED
TRY OUR

CHANCE TO SAVE MONEY

sender.

Tha genuine bears this signature

PRICES

AZTEC FUEL

W

tablets

COAL

PHONE

$1.25 PER TON.

Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
School
This
has SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED. SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
oomplete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

'ffrdmg.
Quinine

to $5.50.

BICTCT.B A TRADING CO.,
220 South Second Street.

C. H. CARNES

Laxallv

Special

98c

and

other fancy silk hose are

ALL

IP

Friday

Ladles' Ontlug Gowns, Brighton makes made of good grade
of blue and pink striped outing flunnel. Friday Special at

preferred
include hosiery.
wouldn't
Excellent values in silk
hose at $1.25 to. $3.50,
while fancy lace and em-

prlcea.

605,-97-

UftirHr

FOR WOMEN

New Mexico

er

i

"

riiu

Glass-Lumb-

BALl)Kl.(iK 1.D.M111.K CO.
rhona 402
South Unit Street.

O.

GLOVES

e.

All types of Razors

IPS

Lets Make It An Old
Fashioned Christmas

It

'.

x

&H0LEMU5J

er

448,-92-

Pocket and Hunting Knives
His first Razor

First nd Copper

n

'IB

0UITTOBACG0

ucuuin-modatlo-

a-

FOR BOYS

FOR MEN

day of

--

meas-....oma-

Vi

Electric

December
last
the race. Candidates have Just bIx
In
which
to goj
after
days
today
the winning votes, and It is up o
every active participant to do their
very best to hold their present position or to climb if possible to a
higher position in the list.
VALUABLE PRIZES
TO BE AWARDED.
The candidate polling greatest
number of votes In the campaign
22nd, Is the

n

OF HARDWARE FOR CHRISTMAS

MILK-POWDE-RED

Fresh milk
with the water
removed

Night.

.

-

Du-sun-

FRESH

.

to

or according
measurement,
American calculations, uiu eiui-ale- Is
It
of 37,000 tons each.
. ,.
ttini tho tiritlsh eovernment
shall,-o- n
completion of these two
"'r
(2) new ships, scrap iuui
their ships of the King George
Kind
the
Erin,
Is,
that
type,
George V, Centurion ana Ajax,
which were to have Dcen roiamru
under the original American pro-...- .i
Thi. ,niilil leave the British
twenty.
capital ships In number,
uuuui i
as against tweniy-iw- u
Taking tha
American proposal.
r,r tho inn (21 new ships
according to American calculation,
it would amount to ti.vw, mma
the fotlr ships scrapped having
of 96,400 tons, there
tonnage
would be a reduction in net ton nage of 22,400 tonst leaving uuBritish tonnage or capital, sm
mo ncn inctcmrl nt fin.450.i This
would give the British as against
the United mates an eicras ton-is
nage Of 66,200 tons, which
,ioomnfl tn h. fdlr. In view of tho
ships of the Koyal Sovereign and
the Queen iiiizaDetn types.
Tho minimum limit for the
tonnage of ships to be constructs
in replacement is to be fixed itg
55,000 legend ions, mat is, khjiu-lnto British standards of
itv ftcrordiniT to Ameri
can calculations, th equivalent ofn
37,000 tons, in oraer to give
Th
to these changes.
maximum tonnage of capital ships
is fixed for tne purposo of replacement, on the ihasls of American
standards of calculations, as fol
lows:
"United States, 525,000 tons;
Great Britain, 625,000 tons; Japan,
315,000 tons.
I'rnmnirini thU arrangement
with the original American proposal, it would be observed that the
United States Is to scrap thirty
ships as proposed, save that there
wul be scrappca inineen oi
chtrta under construction
and seventeen instead of fifteen of
the older snips.
"The total tonnage of the American
ships to ba scrapped
MTXHKM rNf'ERTAlV AS FLAN undercapital
ih orlelnal nroposal. in
TO EXTHA 8KSSIOX
the
tonnage of ships In
cluding
construction ir compietea, was
don't
"I
15.
Deo.
Santa
Fe,
stated to be 845.740 tons. Under
tonknow." said Gov. M. C. Mcchem
any the present arrangement the
if thera was
-- -.i,
wneu
ships
of
the
toaay
nage
he
rumored
an
of the
possibility that
of the to be scrapped, taking that
call a special session
would
.
inttAotlrrat a tnA H. - ships In construction if completed,
legislature iu
of state would oe azv,av oflaim.
the Japanese
"The number
leged excessive deposits funds in the sania
ho rotnlned remains the
- ahtna
exambank
ven
the
over
by
w..
same as under the original propo'iner last Monday.
sal. The total tonnage of the ships
State Treasurer mrons
by Japan "upon the
funds deposit- - to be scrapped
state
retover
to
Hon
proposal, takin?
. , .i
i
i. tnAav when on ftfl- original American
s office the tonnage of new ships when3
general
of
the attorney
vice
completed, was stated to be
he drew two cnecK.xur
tons. The total tonnage of
to be scrapped under the
the
ships
a
surety
covered
by
the amount
present arrangement Is 435,323
"
me
ny
bond furnished on nnn When the tons.
"Under th original proposal
checks are returned markedwillbank
be Great Britain was to scrap nineclosed," a formal demand company teen capital ships (including cer
made upon the surety
already
tain
wnicn wrow i.i
whereas under the
1"""" tn scrapped),
sne
"What course win
win
scrap
present arrangement
collect the remaining" $243,000 ha four more, or a total of twenty-threAwtini.
..... .. main
j.tnmninan
of
not. i.ueeil ucra
total
The
tonnage
ships
ant Attorney General A. M. Ed - to he scrapped by Great Britain,
"wards ....today. Tnis Daianco ;
tne
iour
tonnage oi
bond includingto tne
j i i.tiAnann nArshnal
which the proposal
thft treafl- - Hoods, aa
Inld down. If comDleted.
urer is also noiaing
was stated to tie 683,375 tons, Tho
oi me
notes , and
mortgagestin.
oi scrapped
.
announced r corresponding thetotal
tin.
new arrangement
Tne Dans
ships under
5
or
tons
he will go into court to force the
more,
22,600
be
will
return of this paper as pan. u, i- -v
tons.
the.
American
bank's assets.
"Under
proposal
there were to be scrapped sixty-si- x
tit rt i mm
an:t
lvhflnM ahtna hull
MAil,n1
Dec. IB. Fire
r.irirn. Inrallf..
total tonnage
of building, with the aown
stands
of
one
the
comas
originating
(taking snips lam tons. Under
the Globe Cotton and at Seed Oil pleted)
of
Mexican, tha TiroaAnf 1,878,043
Mills company's plant
wirrAncament. on the
Lower California, at midnight e last same basis of calculation, there ar
a gin, thirty-fivnight, destroyed tarn
to
be scrapped sixty-eigcapital
nnHnii
furl of seed fighting
ships with a tonnage of
causing
cotton and other property,
1,861.643 tons.
fuv.vw.
total loss esumaieu
"The naval holiday of ten years
with respect to capital ships, ns
Tiloa rniwd In B to 14 Days.
proposed by the AmeriTVmrirtat
refund money if FATtO originally
can government. Is to be mainOINTMENT falls to cure Itching1 tained except for the permission
or frotruomg to construct capital ships as above
Blind, Bleeding
Piles. Instantly rollevoi Itching stated.
Piles. 60o.
"Thl arrangement between the
LAJnitea Ktates, ureat .tsritam an.i
number of
japan is, so far as the
ships to be retained ana scrapper
is concerned, dependont on a suitable agreement with France and
Italy as to their capital ships, n
matter which is now in course of
negotiations." ,
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COMPANY
Phone 148 and 449.

WOMAN LANDRU
WOULDN'T KILL
. TO VISII U. S.?,

MM

MEN BY

ED

REACHED AFTER

TO

U

PEira

ROBERTS' BASKETBALL
TEAM DEFEATS BASS'

I

NO DECISIQNIS

JAIL

AT C, OF C.

26-'2-

SCORE

4

basketball team of the
league defeated Bass' team for the second
time last night, the score being 26
to 24.
The line-u- p
of the Roberts team
was: Roberts, (captain), c: Silver-steif.; Pinter, g.; Brown, f.; Caldof the Bass
well, g. The line-uYounq Vomsn
Closing Session of County team was: Rass, (captain), f.;
Bowman, f.; Maize, c.; Christensen,
Only Witness to Attack,
Agent's Course to Be g.; Faw, g. Creel substituted for
Chrlstensen In the second half.
Conducted
in
Supports Statement That
Spanish
At present only two teims are
in the Y. M. C. A. interRancher Began Quarrel.
and Will Review Work. registered
mediate league, but several more
are being formed nd will enter tho
IN0) tOURNAi
race shortly.
The Intermediate
Las
N. M., Dec. 15.
class Includes boys of high school Thomas Vegas.
TODAY'S PROGRAM.
Pennington took the stand
age.
10:00 a. m. Opening Talk
the in his own defence this afternoon
Don
referecd
Cavanaugh
Mr Milne, superintendent of
in his trial for the killing of Joe
game.
schools.
Bledsoe, a ranchman, on August
10:20 a. m. Grapes and Or27. Pennington swore that he shot
chard Fruit for the Valley
in
Professor Garcia, State Colnfter Bledsoe had
KATO
,
lege.
climbed into Pennington's car In a
11:00 a. m. Plant Diseases
downtown street and beaten hlrn
Dr. Long.
severely. 1I did not shoot until
11:S0 a. m. Relation of the
he thoiiRht B'odsoe was about to
SAYS HUSBAND
County Agent Work to the
kill him. Ho stuck to his story
County Max Gutierrez, coununder a severe cross examination.
ty commissioner.
Miss Josephine Johnson, daugh1:30 p. m. Crop Improveter of a prominent merchnnt of
ment. 1, Corn Professor GarFhoemalur.
who accompanied PenSHOOT
cia, State College; 2. Grains
nington to I rs Veirns on the day of
and Fruit Professor
Garcia,
the shooting, testified for the deState College.
fense, corroborating Pennington's
Afternoon meeting will be
Mile. Ferande Segret, photoAUca Katonka, who was arrested statement that Bledsoe began the
conducted In Spanish.
fatal
graphed recently in Paris.
on
the
last week at Altoona, Pa.,
quarrel.
Her crosi examination was unde
accusation of her husband. Steve
Mile. Ferande Secret, one of th
at
a nlht s'Vfilen of court and
way
of
Fred
Katonka, a Hungarian,
200 women with whom Henri Lan-drexpected that the case would
Crop Improvement and orchard killing Sam Grey snd William Kelly it was
to
the "Bluebeard of Gambais." nuestions
tho
go
jury tonight. The prosewill be the subjects at the of Gallup on August 1, stated yesIts case this mornfell in love and the wife who stood hort farm course at the chamber
to federal officers that It cution fin'fhed
terday
The was her husband thnt had done tho ing. It did not make an effort to
by him during his recent trial, may of commerce thl morning.
show
premeditation, and the Imcome to the united btates goon, t closing session this afternoon will shooting. A tcopy of her statement
is rumored, to go on the stage. She he In Spanish and will be a review was received hero yesterday by A. pression wa given that the state
Landru is awaiting of the entire course.
is an actress
It. Gere,
agent of the de- sought conviction for manslaughter
was partment special
The program
yesterday
for the
death at the guillotine
of justice, who investi- and not first degree murder.
murder of ten wives and the son of tfven according to announcement, gated the case in New Mexico.
save that County School SuperinMrs. Katonka steted that her PH0FWIX BAKKFR IS
one of them.
tendent Irene Burke addressed the husband ordered her with a revolNABSED IN WYOMING
Fourth
at
the
last
night
ver at her bead to shoot the two
meeting
street school Instead of giving the rnen In the front seat of the taxi In
(Bv Th AnMd Prens.)
morning. .which they were riding. She said
opening talk yesterday
Phoenix, Ariz., 'Dec. 15. P. K.
The meeting last night was well at- that she discharged the gun she
tended and aside from Miss Burke's held and then heard two shots Lewis, former
president of the
ndflroBS. rnnsiRted of Illustrated lec- - from her husband's revolver. When Central bank of Wlekenburg, Joint'
tures. The forest service
she opened her eyes the two men ly Indicted In the Maricopa county
court with H. S. Ross,
with the county agent in fur were dead and her husband re- superior
of
reels
several
agricultural marked that he had shot both of former state treasurer, on a charge
nishing
at
film.
them, according to her statement. of eonsniracy has been toarrested
Word re(By Tho Aeaoclaied Trent.)
The' short course, which started
Both Katonka and his wtfo are Lusk, Wyo., according
Traffic here Monday, is thi first held In under
office
Ncgales, Ariz., Dec.
sheriff's
In Pennsylvania nnd ceived today bv the
across the International lino at the the county and has met one of the will be arrest
brought back to New Mex- here. Lewis has waived extradiprincipal gateway Into Mexico here great needs of the valley farmers. ico for t 'M on the charge of mur- tion, the sheriff's office was In'
tonight was interrupted for twenty Scientific talks have been given by dering the two Gallun men who formed.
minutes by Mrs.Laura Para, who many farming and stock authorities
to Sheriff
Lew's telegraphed
1. The
about
August
disappeared
held a crowd of 200 Americans and who have also given, a number of bodies of the two men were dis- John Montgomery requesting him
Mexicans at bay by pointing a re- demonstrations.
It is planned by posed of In an arroja near the o notify tho sheriff at Lwk to
volver at them. Mrs. Para Is al-- 1 County Agent Reynolds to make Mace
on the letter's promise
of the shooting, according to
leged to be insane.
course
an
annual affair. the statement of bo'h the nrlson-er- s. to return to Phoenix unescorted
short
Just as Americans who had dined the
declined to
Sheriff
she
Montgomery
states
that
Mrs. Katonka
in cafes in Kogales, Sonora, were
send such instructions to Lusk.
was at one time a waitress in
United
to
the
preparing
however.
States, Mrs. Para, hatless and with
'
I
her hair hanging down her back,
a
Tt
i
n
enaWn"
F'rst Rnppmftn .To
...
. t wnlrt ihnt.......
n.A.M.n
wit '
A Hum w. r ui
appeared on thn Mexican side of
mm- jm, m...-rominaiirn hs aeiFm". l"
the boundary. During the excitete-Is nnr'n'-to bi rrine'ate
convention In
lntr constitutional
ment She backed up a short disland return to the Indians.
Missouri.
tance, enough to crori tho line Into
the United Ftites. Patrolman Lon
Parker, ot this city, threw his arms
Elfft
1 1 U
about her waist and forced her arm
LI I II
VL N ..MJHMJtMl-J.jJt'upward as she fired her revolver.
Others can:e to Parker's assistance
and the woman was put In jail.
The local plant of the McKinley
Land and Lumber company wili
BROTHERS AND FATHER
close tonight for the holidays, acan announcement yesOF P0RTALES MAN ARE cording bvto Col.
G. E. Breece, presterday
DEAD; SHOCK IS FATAL ident Work will be resumed the
ot
the
year.
fir
' PortaTes. N.
The sawmill h closing to take
M., Dec 15. J. V.
make
impairs and give
inventory,
Miller of Porta les reoeived a wire
late Tuesday stating that two of a chance frr holiday vacations.
his brothers had b"en shot and
killed at Wortrmm, Tex., In an al- I
tercation over oil leases. Mr. Mil- I
J
ler left here early Wednesday
day morning for Dal'as, Tex., for
the home of his brothers, and In
n" Theater ' he Pinnacle Proa few hours after Mr. Miller had
was received ductions, Inc., presents Neal Hart
left another wi.
In "God's Gold;" nlsD
here, stating that his aged father as the star two-rea
comedy, "Bethad dropped dead,
sunporedly showing
from tho shock of the death of his ty's Romeo." j
I;yrl Theater A Metro c'assle
sons.
with Viola Dana as the leading
star In "The Match Breaker;" alsi
ROBIiEU IS SHOT.
t
Davenport, la., Dec. 15. One presenting- - "April Fool," t. a
eomedv. with a
robber was shct and Instantly
Pnstlmo Theater Popular Tom
killed and his' companion captured
It an attempt to rob the Stockman's Mix is still at the Pastime, as th"
a rattling goal
in "Trallln"'
star
Saving bank at Long Grove, Iowa,
today. While one bank employe picture with many thrills; also rewas handing out cash another em- peating "the Goiter," a Sunshine
comedy.
ploye killed one of the robbers.

15

n,
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Private Session to Be Held
Today; Vote on Ratification of Irish Treaty May
Come Sunday.
(By The Aanorinlcd

Prcta.)

this treaty.''

were Indiscussions
Heated
dulged In before this afternoon's
meeting was called, various members of the dail gathering In groups
about the corridors of the University college. They were so engrossed that the meeting which was
scheduled to assemble at 4 o'clock
was not actually called to order
until more than an hour later.
Even then, the members had to be
reminded that the speaker had called the assembly to order.

CONGRESSMAN OF
CALIFORNIA IS
FOUND IN RIVER
N (By The Annnvlnted Prmn.)
Washington, Dec. IB. The

body
of Representative John A. Elstun,
of California, was found floating in
the Potomac river late today. A
note found In the congressman's
ooat said he was caught in "a chain
of circumstances which spelled

ruin."

Mr. Elston, It was said, disappeared Tuesday, but was found bya
detectives that evening. Within
few hours, however, he again disappeared and that was the last seen
of him. K la believed he plunged
into the river late that night. He
apparently had been suffering un-he
der mental depression, although
had given no evidence of It until
he disappeared Tuesday. Upon being found that evening he was given
medical attention.Failure of the government to undertake extensive development of
the Alameda, California, naval base
to have
understood
project was
been a cause of great concern to
attention
close
had
given
him, as he
to the plan. Whether other matters
district had also
his
to
pertainingon
his mind could not as-be
weighed
said tonight, although it was
serted he had decided not to stand

for

Mr. Elston's hat and overcoat
were found on the bank of the river
about the time the body was recovered. The note said:
"I am in a chain. of circumstances
ofthat spell ruin, although my the
fense was Innocently made in
come
I hope all facts
beginning.
out. My stay means embarrassment to my district end to a worthy
people Clean and generous." -

KENTUCKY! BANDITS
ARE STILL EVADING
NATIONAL GUARDS
Jackson, Ky., Dec. 15. While
national guardsmen were endeavoring to drive "Bud" Noble and his
two eons, who participated in an
attack on the Breathitt county
Jail last Saturday, out of a cave
on Little Creek, five alleged members of the gang now under arrest
were taken to Lexington. The mw
were Indicted today.
Whether the Nobles still were In
the cave when the troops made
their attack with tear gas could not
be learned here tonight.
KAT0NKA AND WIFE
TAKEN IN CUSTODY
BY SAN JUAN MEN
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 15. Steve
F. Katonka and his wife, Alice,
wanted In San Juan county, N. M .

In connection with the disappearance of two taxicab drivers on an
Indian reservation last August,
were discharged by federal authorities today because of
They were turned over to the
San Juan deputy sheriffs, however,
who left with the couple for New
Mexico late tonight.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICK OF PUOBATK.
No.
In th Probate Court, State of New
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
In the Matter of the Last Will and
Testament of Nicholas M. Cuda- bao. Deceased.
To Cora E. Cudahao, Alfred Cuda- bao, Hiram Cudabac, and To
Whom It May Concern t
You are hereby notified that a
paper purporting to be the last
will and testament of Nicholas M.
Cndabao, deceased, has this day
been filed in the Bernalillo Probate
Court, and that said court has set
the same tor hearing at the court
house in Old Albuquerque, New
Mexico, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m. on the 19th day of January,
1922, at which time and place any
person Interested may appear and
cause why the r said will
show
'
should not be admitted to probate.
.
Witness my hand and the seal of
the said court on this 15th day of
December, 1921. '
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
;
v Clerk. '.
k
.

ji uie

Golden

BLEDSflEKILLIHG

Roberts'

Y. M. C. A. intermediate

THIS AFTERNOON

MEETING

Dublin, Dec. 15, The second private session of the dull elreann today having under consideration the
Anglo-Iris- h
until
lasted
treaty,
noarly 8 p. m. and adjourned without reaching a decision. It will reassemble In private session tomorrow.
The most that can be said tonight is that there Is a strcng possibility that the public session at
which It Is hoped to take a vote on
ratification may not be held until
Sunday. If matters should progress
no further tomorrow than today it
was thought likely that Saturday's
sitting would be private and that
the public session would be postponed until next week.
The Interpretation placed on this
la that it is felt to be undesirable
to debate the controversial points
In detail before newspaper men and
that public sessions, of course, will
be arranged beforehand. The peace
delegates and some of their supporters are said to be determined to
afford themselves of an opportunity
of stating In public to the dail elreann and through the dail to the
country, the reason why they recommend acceptance of the treaty
Opponents are equally anxious ob-to
explain their objections. Some
In the
ject to Inclusion .of Ireland
British empire and some to the
court
privy council as the supreme
of appeal, and there are numerous
of
a
share
to
assuming
objections
Great Britain's war debts.
Dr. Ada English, a woman member of the dail, commenting on the
situation, said:
"We need a strong man to get our
leaders together. We must have

Paire Three
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AN OLD STORE: WITH A NEW

IfJEFEiE

Shnemar

THE STORE OF CHRISTMAS CHEER

5,

-

t

i

'

INSANE WOMAN
BLOCKS TRAFFIC
AT NOGALES GATE
lu.f

s

SA1JILL HILL

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16th
ONLY TWO

DOLLAR DAYS 'TILL CHRISTMAS

MOKE

Dolls

Each

DOLLS
2 for $1

DOLLS
3 for $1

All Sleeping Dolls with light and dark hair, dressed ready for
Dolls. The larger ones are
the tree. 10, 12, 13 and
jointed. Almost 500 to 'select from.
lS-in-

best quality, in pink and blue for
(J-- !
baby carriage robes, bath robes,
Yard
eta,
,.

Now patterns,
grounds of red, nnvy.
Q-Copenhagen, tan lavender and grey,
) J.
with
patterns. 3 yards
J

all-ov-

$1.25 BAR

v.

.

,

45c CRETONS

s

CLOSE
i--nn

TQ1HT

j

uni in

Splendid assortment, light and dark colors,
floral and Persian patterns,
(JJ1
t9-S

Theaters Today

two-par-

star-cas-

YEASTor

iMiliiU li ifrilfiii

1i

health

n winiii imMt iM-l-

A TWEED
SUIT- -WOULD BE JUST THE THING FOR I

' Avoid

Broken lines of all wool, wool mixed and
fleece lined Union Suits and pants;
tDl
sizes 36 to 42. Each

yeast preparations, Many
of these contain only a small amount of yeast as little
of a yeast cake mixed with drugs or
as
il
medicines. The familiar
package with the yellow
label Is the only form in which yoa can get Fleischmann's Yeast for Health. Be sure it's Fleischmann's
fresh Yeast, Do not be misled by

INFANT'S

SACQUES

knitted sacques, white with
Infants'
pink and blue trimmings.
fljl
iJL
Each

Women' Wool Mixed Drawers

(V-

Broken line, bleached, ankle length;
sizes 5 and 9; Merode make, 2 pair,..,

(

GOODS

STAMPED

Stamped on fine quality nainsooks and art
cloths, Including night gowns, combl- - (t- nations, scarfs, center pieces. Each..., (9 J.

40c Women's Colored

59c BLEACHED BATH TOWELS
Extra heavy weight, double thread,
2 for
bleached; size 22x45.

tU

Linen Handkerchiefs

Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, hemstitched edge, in shades of d I
pink, mais, orchid, rose, reseda, tan and Copenhagen. 4 for P JL
Limit 4 to a customer.
--

WOMEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
Neat hemstitched edge, white or colored embroidered
r. . .
corners. 3 in a box, for
Hair Eow Ribbons Splendid
quality for children's hair bows in
C"
plain colors and figured.
L
4 yard3.

Men's Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs Fine weave, hemstitched edge
with fancy colored borders of laven&
der, tan, blue, and green.

Our best

(Ti
3) i- -

Fancy Kimona Silks,
Oriental patterns, in shades of green,
tan, rose, cerise and yellow,
) I
Yard

65c Colgate's Toilet Water Regular
65c line in several different odors, inri- cluding Cashmere Bouquet,
Dactylis, etc. 2 for

$1.25 Toilet Waters Our regular line
of Colgate's. Special for Dollar
assorted odors. Each. . . .

Value's to 95c Willirds Stationery-Sha- des
of blue, mais and white. Correspondence Cards, Paperettes

China Silks

i

Unbleached Muslin

h

quality, Sea Island (cotton ;
regular 25c grade. 5 yards

th. use of

,

J?X

,

Underwear

Values to $2.50 Women'

40-inc-

a medicine.

$1.50

-

finish,

all-wo- ol

35c

Builds up system, acts on intestines.
Makes you fit and keeps you fit
Eat two to three cakes daily.
Fleischmann's Yeast is a food not

PINS

Ithlnestone settings, diamond
safety clasp. Each

yards

run iiuuufUQji

.'I

VELOURS

KIMONA

EIDERDOWN

WOOL

$1.25

ch

N. . .

8

for

1)

iI

Kimona Silks
36-inc- h.

one-ten- th

tin-fo-

HIS CHRISTMAS PRESENT

II

I

We are showing the new ideas in
1
popular color combinations in spring

vl

mnmmmtmim

at prices that make these
suits an attractive buy.
models

Special
$32.50 to $40.00
Holiday

and Pound Paper.
Wool Batiste

We have a complete stock of Bath

Excursion Fares

Robes, House Coats, . Slippers and
Ties Anything a man needs you'll

1921
On Sale December
Final return limit January 4, 1922

find here.

Fares will apply where one-wa- y
rate i& $25.00 or less. The minimum excursion fare being $2.50

22-23-2-

4,

All-woo-

2

for

l,

36-i- n.

vl

Batiste

Regular 79c quality in
several shades, for fancy work,
doll dresses, etc. 2 yards ....

SI

75c Sea Linen

36-in- ch

Sea Linen,

in grey and red ; splendid qual- - tf 1
P i-ity for dresses. 2 yards

bleached, splendid quality for
uniforms and art work. 2 yds. .

36 inches wide, highly
mercerized finish, fine weave; in all
the popular shades, including (?"

Misses' and Boys' Busttsr Brown Hose
Fine ribbed Misses' Hose in black
and brown; also boys' fine ribb-jC
heavy weight in black,
t1
all sizes. 4 pair

60c Sateen

black.

2

PA

yards

Qi

. Cp JL

,

'

.

"

',

I

Mail Orders Delivered Free Anywhere.

lere
E.

L.

grasp it

GO!!

Let me give you details, actual rates, and ret your reservations.

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers

0

Phono 804

'

. R.

$1.35 Boudoir Ccps

TO $2.25

Women's
SILK HOSE

is your opportunity

Washburn Co.

VALUES

W. HOYT, Agent
'

Albnanerqne.

Black, white and cordovan,
pure thread Silts Hose in
plain and rancy weaves.
Buster Brown and Burson
brands; all
Q"
sizes.

Pair...

i- -

1

Made of good quality wash
satin, with lace trimming?
and ' net combinations, in
C t
nink. hlne and

lavender.

Each.;...

01'

NO C. O. D.'s, REFUNDS
OR TELEPHONE ORDERS

BOXERS ALL SET FOR BOUT AT
SULTANA BROUGHT
TO DIRE POVERTY
CRYSTAL TONIGHT; CORDOVA AND
BY WILY SWINDLER

NEW METHOD OF

nnnnrPTiMP

THY

uunnLuiinti iha

t GU1MSM0PTED
Claims

Govern-me-

Against
for-

Over-Asses-

nt

HERRERA ARE BOTH CONFIDENT

vr"
0fcA

s-

ments
Without Filing Claim.

Th following announcement
colleo-to- r
made by B. C. Hernandez,
of Internal revenue tor the district of New Mexico: In income
Important change
by comtax procedure directed
missioner David H. Blair are
bodied in a treasury tax decision
effective December 18 which
for the prompt adjustment
of claims for refund and abatement of federal taxes.
Heretofore when an
ment or overpayment was disclosed by the audit of an income
invittax return the taxpayer was abateed to file a claim for the
or the
ment of the
When
refund of the overpayment.
received the claim was registered
In
reached
and filed away until
Bedue course for consideration.
cause of the large number of well
claims filed delay in adjustment
necessarily resulted.
15
taxpayers
After December
will not be advised of their privreilege of filing a claim for the
fund of taxes which have been paid
duo
in excess of amounts legally
but Instead will receive a certifiand a
cate of
check in correction of the error, or
is
assessment
outstanding
if any
against the taxpayer for income or
excess profits tax the overpayment will be applied as t credit
and the
against the assessment
balance immediately refunded.
This method will be of distinct
financial advantage to both the
It
taxpayer and the government. for
will do away with the necessity
the taxpayer filing a claim for refund and will greatly reduce the
amount of work to be done by the
bureau In the adjustment of claims.
Taxpayers may continue to file
claims for abatement and refund
but It is expected that the number of such claims filed each
month will be greatly reduced.
Efforts are being made by the
bureau to adjust within six months
all claims now pending and thereafter to keep the work current.
The revenue act of 1921 provides
that under certain conditions interest shall be paid
upon
claims from the date of the
payment of the tax to the date
of the allowance of the claim. The
new procedure should greatly reduce the amount of interest which
the government must of necessity
pay upon claims for refund.

.

ss

HEALTH LABORATORY
AT U. N. M. MAKING
IMPORTANT STUDIES
I
bacteri-

Miss Myrtle Greenfield,

ologist at the state publlo health
laboratory of the New Mexicoat
department of health, located 705
the state university, reports
made during the
examinations
month of November. The report
shows an unusually large number
of specimens for the diagnosis of
diphtheria and syphlllis. Water
of 90
samples to the number
were also examined and reported
upon.
The detailed report is as follows:
Diphtheria Diagnosis

.Positive

.

......... ,

7
21

.--.

............

n
Negative
Release
Positive
, ... .
Negative
Gonococcus
..........
; Positive
Negative
Tuberculosis
Positive
Negative
Vasserman
Positive
Negative
Anticompumentary
Hemollzed

.... t

............

.........

.
-

82

. 09
8
3

-

2

..................

,

. ... .

26
70

,
............
.
.........
. .

.

.TTldal

Positive
Negative ...-,..Feces, Typhoid
' Positive
"Negative
Urine, Typhoid-Nega- tive

.

........

Typhoid Culture;
Negative
Feces, Intestinal Parasites
Negative
"Water

Diphtheria
I Total

1

Consider for instance, the woeful
experience of Princess Fatinia of
Afghanistant, who came here three
months ago with her three sons,
Hashim, Azic and Akber, was received by Mayor Hylan at the city
hall, dazzled New Yorkers for a
while and then went into oblivion.
But the limelight is again upon
is broke,
her. For the Sultana
busted, cleaned out.
came
who
from the
The princess
land of Arabian Nights, where her
brother is absolute ruler of the
an.1
of Afghanistan
kingdom
where fantastic Afghanistan is
finds
herself
facing
regnant,
today
the grim specter of want.
Tricked, She Says.
And all because, she says, she
lent a willing ear to the seductive
words of the character known as
"Dr. Clifford Sterling "Weyman,"
who tricked her out of a pretty
penny, according to her assertions.
"Dr. Weyman" burst into the
public prints some time ago, when
he bamboozled Dr. Adolf Ixirenz,
the Viennese surgeon, into the belief that he had been commissioned
by Dr. Royal g. Copeland, health,
commissioner of New York, to
guide him in his work of charity.
His status was unearthed, however,
after an investigation had . been
made by Dr. Copeland and he was
fired as "secretary" of the surgeon.
Using a pleasant exterior and a
great deal of diplomatic skill, "Dr.
Weyman" talked himself into the
confidence of the oriental princess

with keen, intelll- get eyes, the Sultana was soon
the object of considerable attention.
She wore her picturesaue
native costume and went about
her face only thinly veiled.
She said at that time that her
three sons. Prince Mohammed
Hashim,
19; Mohammed
Ain
Khan, 17, and Mohammed Akber.
12, would remain in the United
States to attend school.
Then bobbed tin "Dr. Clifford
Sterling Weyman," He told the1
Sultana that he had been sent by
the State department to look after
Falr-sklnne- d,

ner affairs.

"It costs money to Day the re
and photographers." ha
said. The princess
thoueht he
was charming, and she showered
money on him for that purpose.
He kept it, she says now.
porters
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CORDOVA

Hcrrera in Main ETent at the
Local Boxer VlTio Will Meet
.
Crystal Theater Tonight.
There will be a four-rouBenny Cordova and Frank Her-rer- a Herrera.
are ell set for their fifteen-roun- d
and a battle
preliminary
bout, which Is scheduled as royal. Six boys of various sizes
enterthe main event at the boxing
have signed up for the battle
tainment at the Crystal theater this v. hich should give the fans atroyal,
least
work-ou- t
last
a
night
minute of real action.
evening. Light
completed their training for the
Although Cordova and Herrera
bout, which Is expected to prove have both had a number of bouts
one of the best that has been' in the southwest, they have never
booked In Albuquerque for some before been matched and the bout
time.
looks like one of the best. Both of
Aside from the main event, the the boys have enviable records becard at the Crystal carries a
hind them and they are Btlll going
semi-fini
bout between Jim strong.
Flynn, of Albuquerque, and Bony
Benny Cordova.
Galiardi, the fighting Italian, who
Benny, who is an
came down from Trinidad with boy, has come throughAlbuquerque
more than
ten-rou-

al

I

Dr. King's

Indian reservation
work, the
number of sanitary
inspectors
needed for the state during the
coming year and the financial condition of the New Mexico Sheep
sanitary board were were among
Make Bowe. Normal. Nature'i
the subjects discussed by the board way is the way of Dr. King's Pills
members at their meeting; at the gentry and firmiy tjeiilatkig the bowels,
board, offices here yesterday.
eliminating tbe intestine clogging
i All of the board members were waste. At efi
drngpsts, 25c,
present at the session. The folPROMPT! TfOiTt GKTPS
lowing men compose the board:
M. A. Gonzalez, Ablqulu, president;
Jose R. Salazar, Albuquerque, vice
president: Antonio Balazar, Cedar-valPrager Miller, Roswell;
Gallegos, Gallegos; and J.
B. Robertson, Albuquerque, secre-

New
Discovery
Colds

e;

io

i

1

W!"Of

$20.00
$22.50
$25.00
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

.

An the eason'
ne9t over- coatings to choose from, In- woolens
of all col- eluding
ors- - light- - medium, and dark
backs, eto:,
Pl0 cloths, plaid Rnc-lnTT1.
Id Chesterfield.
steretta. and T?nnr)nti- - mnrt.
els. Some plain, some belted
all around and' some belted
in the back only.

'TKll Iflln
A llipl.r VW
,(iii:Kt
y1

Overcoats

Overcoats.,
Overcoats.
Overcoats. . ,
Overcoats. . ,
Overcoats.
Overcoats. . .v.
Overcoats.

FLEISCHER TO HEAD

i

. .

....

Discount

89S

Roaster,
Bale

Regular Price,

17x12

--

B.

Blue and White Enameled Ware
Most of our ware has

Electric Irons, No.

6

OCT IT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mail it to Foley & Co.,
Sheffield Ave.. Chicago. III., writ
Ing your'name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
.and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains in sides and back; rheu- .nattsm. backache, kidney ana oiaa
der aliments; end Foley Cathartto
Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for constipaheadaches, and
tion, biliousness,
sluggish bowels. Bold everywhere,

Tins

$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00

$5.00

Shirts
Shirts
Shirts

$1.50
$2.00
$2.40
Shirts..... $2.80
Shirts..... $3.20
Shirts
$4.00

tin

Journal Want Ads brinff results.

Robeson

Brand

reduced

from

EOo

to

$1.00

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

Reduced to...

.

... iPtlf

Here's a chance' to get the best golf hose for a fraction
of its real value. Tou can choose from all sizes and all
kinds of heather mixtures.

...

$3.50 Golf Hose..........
$4.00 Golf Hose

$2.75

.$3.25

Men's $1.35 heavy Jersey ribbed
Union Suits. Reduced
AA
. . tj
for the Sale.
Men's $2.00 heavy Jersey ribbed
Union Suits. Reduced
PA

Ji
.. tPXetll
Sale....
WOOL UNDERWEAR

An Assortment of the Best Woolen Union
Suits.
Suits and
Two-Pie-

$3.50 Wool

Stripes,

Lengths

$7.50 Crepe de Chine
and Jersey Shirts. . $5.00
$8.50 Crepe de Chine
and Jersey Shirts. $6.00
,$10.00 Crepe de Chine
and Jersey Shirts. $7.50

1.UU

for the

Underwear, "reduced

fl0
tyVX)

for this Sale,
QA
Per Suit. .... . . .,.;. . . . , .
$4.00 Wool Underwear, reduced
for this Sale,
;
dQ Opf
. . . . tPOesSt)
.
Per Suit.
$5.00 Wool Underwear, reduced

S:S..;;.'.$4.00:

Off!

One-Fourt- h

HATS
$ 4.00
. $ 5.00
$ 6.00

Hats,
Hats,
Hats,
t 7.50 Hats,
$ 8.60 Hats,
$10.00 Hats,

7'

put aside any purchase made now and deliver It later
gale Prices Cosh ami for Stock on Hand Only.

WHITNEY

HARDYARE CO.

It. F. MEAD, Manager.
7

CM A

AH $50.00 Suits

.... ...

All Sizes, All Sleeve

sachuA

We' wllf

PHONE

dQ
$00

Our entire stock of smart hats and caps have been reducsd substantially.
In the assortment of hats you will find felts of all colors and brim widths,
the finest imported, velours and the smart cloth hats of the season.
Tou will find all the popular color oaps represented. Including the famous
camel hair caps which have taken the eastern college towns by storm.

We also wish to direct your attention to our' lines of Community Plate (see the new Grosvenor Design), Pyrex Ware,
Winchester Guns, Flashlights and Tools.

prices.

Suit

Reduced to

Underwear

All Hats and Gaps

Elegant Line Carving Sets Tnlversnl and Robeson.
Discount 25
Already marked at factory prices.

of the wide variety of cakes and
pastry that we bake fresh every
day. Our cakes and pastry represent the acme of the baking
art because we employ expert
bakers and use only the purest
For special occaingredients.
sions we will supply you with
cakes' to order at reasonable

AI1 $4S.OO

2OQ

MEN'S GOLF HOSE

All fuaranteed one year. Regular price, $6.75. 16.00 and $5.00.

(9

Take Your Choice

'All Colors, All

All colors, all combinations,
all stripes; all latest designs

Guaranteed Pocket Knives

monitor. Rabbi Molse Berg
man and Ivan
Grunsfeld were
named as representatives to the
Brand lodge. The order Is a char'
itable one and functions In this
capacity throughout the country.

$32

Silk Shirts

Percale and
Madras Shirts

lready

'

Hot Point, Edison,
Domanco

CCA

was elected presi
dent of the Independant Order
B'nal B'rith at Ha annual meeting
Other officers are J.
yesterday.
Mandell, vice president; Albert
Stern, secretary, and Ivan Gruns-fel-

All $40.00 Suits
Reduced to... . .

Tou can't afford to miss thle
of shirts.
Prices
display
quoted below are reHuctlonc
were
which
from the prices
conceded the lowest in Alv
buquerque.

$9.00.

8r King's Pills

$sO

See These Shirts

l

(TJ rTE?
DU.4U

Discount.
Complete line 25
been marked at new prices.

All $35.00 Suits
Reduced to. . . .

MEN!
Gift
Buyers

Complete Line

Inches.
price

ALL $25.00 SUITS REDUCED TO $19.00

(13.50 Shoes. . .$10.00
$15.00 Shoes. . .$11.00
$17.50 Shoes. . .$13.50
All Boys' Shoes V4 Off

Sample Price
No.

$15.00
$17.00
. .$19.00
$24.00
$28.00
$32.00
$36.00
. .$40.00

'

A. Fleischer

CUT

. .

$6.00
$8.00 Shoes
$10.00 Shoes
$7.50
$12.50 Shoes
$9.00
All Work Shoes Va Off

tary.

CJTYJ. 0. B.

..

Eubank Brothers have always been,
for their value giving In
men's suits. In this great assortment
you choose from single and double
breasted conservative,
and sport models. Among the
materials are fine gage serges, fin- - ")
lshed and unfinished worsteds, anu
nappy tweeds and homespuns.
known

PRTPIT'S.

RAT.ir:

1

Every Man's Attention

BEST

ill

M'JUIL

i

1

AND

DATEST

ALL SHOES REDUCED

Of the liberal patronage accorded us during the
year 1921, and in the hope that we may make
many new friends for 1922, we inaugurate this
Christmas Sale.

and Cxuhs

For

DUKE

At Prices Which Compel

HMItfli S11 Ihk'V
14

In Appreciatio- n-

25

Discovery. Fifty years a standard
SANITARY QUESTIONS
remedy for colds. Children like it
DISCUSSED BY SHEEP
No harmful drugs. All druggists, 60c
BOARD AT MEET HERE

,

.M

Wwflm
HWt

i

705

'

Finest Suits

A
f--r"i

WW

1

T'HE Tiofent paroxysms of coughing
soon eased by Dr. King's New

1

Sale

as

Aluminum Ware

Doiit cougk

ten-rou-

al

Universal

1

-

Flynn-Galiard-

WnHfri

r

1
90

Mobile, Ala., Dec. 15. Permission to bury the body of an American seaman on Mexican soil was
denied officers
of the United
States shipping board tanker Hal-fa- y
by Mexican officials at Fort
Lobez, Mexico, when the vessel
docked there recently, according to
George Bryant, chief officer of the
tanker. The dead man was John
Lee, 82, of Weston, Iowa, a pump
man, who was suffocated whila in
the hold of the vessel repairing a
manhole. No reason was given by
the Mexican authorities for their

Your Pick of the Season 's

.i

.:

(By The flsoclateO PreM.I

,

Suits, Overcoats, Shirts, Hats
Underwear and Shoes at a
Real Saving In Eubank's Big

orient.

Americans.

CANNOT BURY YANKEE
SEAMANJN MEXICO

of Trinidad,
Bony Galiardi,
chamclaims the middleweight
the United States
pionship of
navy. He has taught at a number
of weights, from 140 to 166. He
holds a
draw with Frank
Herrera. Since leaving the navy,
he has met a number of good boys
l.
with credit.
He is 19 years old
Jim Flynn, of Albuqueraue. who and has been boxing main and
meets Bony Galiardi for ten rounds, semi-finbouts for mora than two
nas come through a number of years.
attitude.

In Our Hardware Department We Offer
The Following Specials

Virulence-Nega- tive

......... w..,. ........

be Sultana wearing her famouit
boss diamond.
New Tork, Doc. IB. (Special.)
It's hard sledding for oriental
princesses in this democratic city
When the thrill has worn off the
jaded New Yorker yawns, looks for
another object of Interest and proceeds to forget his visions of the

and bo separated her from her
wealth, she claims.
Pawned Gem.
Since that time her fortune has
been going down, down, down. To
halt the Juggernaut of her reverses,
the princess was forced to pawn
her rare "Duryalnoor"
diamond
and the $2,000 raised on that gem
nas since evaporated.
Arrayed with jewels which were
valued at that time at millions of
dollars, the princess arrived in
America three months ego and
was very much taken with the
charm and hospitality of the

tights here and has ended them all
with a K. O. long before the time
limit. Five rounds is the longest
any one has stood against him.
Flynn has never boxed outside of
He will enter the
Albuquerque.
ring weighing about 140 pounds.

Here's a Christmas Present
For Every Man In Town

pro-vid-

over-asse-

He carries
Benny In weight.
record against some of the best
buys in the country of his weight
and in 124 fights has only been
knocked out once. 'Kid Palmer
turned the trick, but Kid had Herrera outweighed, fifteen pounds.
Hererra has beat Benny Garcia
twice, and Benny Garcia managed
to stand up with Benny Cordova for
twelve rounds. This is about the
best comparison dope that is avail
able, but Benny Cordova claims he
never was In better shape than now
and the fans have noticed that he
had developed more speed than he
has ever before shown.

,1

r

Is

100 bouts, some of them with the
best lightweights in this ceuntry
and Mexico. 10 is 20 years old and
started" as a main eventer at El
Paso in 1915. Among his most
brilliant bouts was that at Demlng
when he knocked out Bud Anderson, title contender, in the , nined
teenth round of a
schedule. Benny has usually fought
around 135 pounds, but will weigh
about 138 when he enters the ring
tonight against Herrera.
.Frank Hererra.
Frank Herrera, of Trinidad,
started his main event career a
year before Benny, when he met
one of the best Paclflo coast boys
at Los Angeles in 1914. He is 26
years old and will also match
forty-roun-

Be Handled

Will

16, 1921.
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WEST CENTO All

'

For

...
obvious

......v. ..$3.00
S3.7S
--

.........
...........S4.5U
$5.S
8.4o

$7.50

2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$8.50

Caps,
Caps,,
Caps,
Caps,
Caps,
Caps,

CAPS
now . ...ttv. .. 91.80
now
now
now
now
now

.,........$1.90
...... . ...S2.2S

OS

..... ... $8.
$8.75
...,$5.00

,
reasons,1

all purchases made ai
this sale will be for
cash.

118

now
now
now
,now
now
now

'

West Central

Eubank Bros.

For obvious reasons,
all purchases made at
this sale will be for
v
cash.

Phone 513;

December 16, 1921.
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ADTY CHATS

Social Calendar

FFICIEHT HOUSEKEEPIBG

Br Edna Kent Forbes.

atment.

FOOT

I have told before' In this space
the story of the woman who has
her toenails rouged and polished
with a buffer every day. I think
it 19 not at an a baa laea for a
woman who has plenty of money
and nothing In the world to do except to make herself as beautiful
as possible.
Unfortunately few of us have
time enough for such luxury. Yet
we should all keep our feet as
healthy as possible, Blmply because
we will gain that much more In
comfort and efficiency.
It need
not take a great deal of time.
If the feet are very tired, or If
they are inclined to be tender, glvo
thorn a daily bath by soaking them
in hot salt water.
If there is any
tendency toward an unpleasant
odor, they require a special treatment which will be talked about
another time. If there is any tendency toward callouses or corns,
it will pay you to buy a good
quality corn knife and to learn
the proper way to use it. You can
even make use of the little Bafety
razor blades if you are careful how
you handle them.
After- - the feet have been soaked,
preferably after you have had
your bath, go over them with a
knife and take off the tough yellow skin which, if neglected, will
form a permanent corn. You must
be very careful, for you will hurt
yourself if you cut live skin and
poison yourself if a cut Is neg

speaks of you. It isn't my expression."
Joan's vocabulary of slang was
almost limitless when
to tease her mother. Yet she seldom used it otherwise.
Her fifteenth birthday had passA party on
ed, then her sixteenth.
the lawn marked the first, a small
dance the second.
Ted Walters
had come on for the dance, and
several others Joan had met in
the intervening summer spent at
the same hotel In Maine.
Margaret looked no older because of the two years. Many of
her friends said Bhe looked younger. Perhaps, because her life had
held more variety, they were right.
Sho had visited New York each
winter at Mrs. Walters' invitation.
This visit Mrs.. Walters and Ted
had repaid in the fall when Margaret's home was at Its loveliest.
Craig Forrester had been abroad
If Margaret missed
continuously.
him; if she wondered why he had
so almost entirely drdpped out of
her life, she gave no sign. A postal
card, a snapshot from some far oft
place let her know he was still
alive. Jiut he gave her no address,
so naturally did not expect her to
write. If she was a bit piqued, no
one knew It.
As far as wearing what she
chose went, Margaret now paid no
attention to Joan's wishes in the
matter.
But save when In New
York, she habitually wore simple
gowns, usually of a neutral color.
Once when dressing Bhe had murmured:
"No one cares now." Who t'no
one" was, she did not state.
Joan was) Inexpressibly gratified
by Forrester's absence. Only once
did she speak of him. Then she
said:
"It's Just heavenly to have you
all safe for my very own and not
have that Forrester man hanging
about the house."
Margaret made no reply.

"I HkR her saying 'if you think
best,' " Joan blustered. "One would
think me a baby. I'll go if I choose.
If I don't I shall stay at home!"
Joan, who had overheard the Invitation, declared In the impudent
tone she occasionally adopted, but
which her mother realized was not
Intentional Impudence,
"She doesn't understand onr way
of living and thinking, dear," Margaret answered. And Joan knowing It was so said no more.
"It's good to be back In school,"
she remarked after she had commenced the term. "I had a perfectly bully time this summer, yet
I gueps I like home best."
It was the sort of remark Joan
often marlt!, and which never fail
ed to astonish her mother.
"It Is good to be home," Marga
ret replied, "yet I too enjoyed myself every moment of the time.
And It did us both good, .Toan- -broadened us. Sometimes I think
we stay by ourselves too much, or
with those who lead the same sort
of lives."
"Now you are talking like Mrs.
Walters."
"Perhaps, yet I think she was
right. No one Is as happy as sho
who leads any but the right kind
Of life."
"Ted was awfully nice, too but LIGHT
not as nice as Malcolm."
Margaret never teased Joan
about her boy friends,
Now sho
smiled ns she thought; she has relove.
to
her
first
turned
"Malcolm Is a great favorite of
mine, two."
"He thinks you are the whole
i

chopne."
"Oh,

,

Joan!"
"That's what he says when he

AFTERNOONS

FOR

Jffi'Sjk

1
few
Ite'teY
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mmt
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Last row p.
narrowed row as follows:

for over,

"Silas Marner,"
the famous
George Eliot classic which Frank
1'. Donovan produced as a screen
play, is completed and is now
being edited and cut. Many weeks
were spent on this picture and it
Is accurately and 'falthfiilly- - produced, it is Bald.

Spoof...
Shuffle

Pit

....... $1.00

Bug...

35c

Rook, Flinch : ... .90c
Mail Orders Special
,

Service

STRONG'S
BOOK STORE

CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.

"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle coughing.
Fcley'g Honey and Tar relieved her
cough, and I recommend It to any
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble,
clears nose and throat of mucus,
heals raw and Inflamed surfaces,
loosens tightness of the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
everywhere,

GIFT

SHOP

E'S

AriD

WO;

SECOND

high-price-

Women's

Costs but little more tjian cheap powders
valuable in quality.

SILK

GIFT

(J-

. .

Af

J)XtD
J

QP
pXtD

(J--

.
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$4 Kid Gloves
Now

$2.95

You save when you use it.

You save materials it is used with. Calumet
never fails with any kind of eceipe or with any

kind of flour always produces perfectly raised, delicious bakings.
You'll notice a great difference when you use Calumet
Calumet produces light, sweet, wholesome, flaky bak
ings. You will notice with some of the cheaper
brands the bakings are soggy, heavy, dark in color,
and sometimes have a bitter taste.
Used by leading
chets and domestic scientists, and
by more house-

be provided by Mrs. S. B. Miller,
who will give some vocal solos, by
Mrs. E. B. Garcia, who will give a
musical reading, and by Mariano
Garcia, Jr., who will play some
piano numbers.

"""I

9.

HA 01

Y

A

wives than any
other brand. Made
in the world's

TWnX?5w!ifw

largest and finest

baking powder
'

Best by test. A
trial proves it.

IS

$3.58

Kid

DlaneDsln"
"Pane's
"really
does" put bad stomachs In order
"really does" overcome, lndlges-- :
tlon, dyspepsia, gun, heartburn and
sourness In five minutes that
Just that makes Papo's Diapep-- j
stomach;
Sin, the largest Belling
regulator in the world. If what
stubborn
Into
eat
ferments
you
lumps you belch gas and eructate
sour undigested food and acid;
head Is dizzy and aches; remember
the moment "Pape's Dlapepsln"
comes In contact with the stomac'i
It's
all such distress vanishes.
truly astonishing almost marvel ous and the Joy Is Its harmlesscase oi
ncss. A large sixty-cePape's Dlapepsln is worth its
weight In gold to men and women who can't get their stomachs
regulated. It ' belongs in, your
home should always be
kept
handy In case of a sick, sour, up
or
set stomach during the day
at
night. It's the most efficient
antacid and stomach regulator in
;
the world,

o'V

The Law Says 16 oz. to a Pound
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz.
Some baking powders come in 12 oz. cans
instead of 16 oz. cans. Be sure you get a pound
when you want it

Sale Price of

D.

A.

GIFT

A Few

SHOP

An honest product, scientifically handled
Milk, Butter, Buttermilk, Ice Cream

ive
Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Ope-

321 North Second

raf

Phone 351

SECOND

95c Banquet Lamps,
Candle, Candle Stick
and Shade

Rockers
S3.95 to $6.95

,...35c

ROBES
$2.95, $3.95 and $8.95

S2.95 to S8.25

All colors and plaid, all full standard
All extraordinary bargains.
size.

;

A comprehensive' line of Doll Carriages, ranging in quality from the
folding black steel frame,
to the smart hand woven
reed carriage.

Floor and Table Lamps
Silk and" Parchment Shades
Half Price and Less

rs

THREE DinnER

SET

BARGAINS

45-pie-

.......

of

AUTO

Doll Carriages

$85.00
Imported
China Dinner Sets.
Bavarian
$95.00
China Dinner Sets.

consisting

$7.50, $12.50 and $17.50

Children's Chairs and Rockers in hand
woven reed, finished in cream, ivory
and grey. They" are worth double
the $3.95 to $6.95 we ask for them.

Children's

FLOOR

Bargains From Rosenwald's
Third Floor

Children Chairs and

$125.00
China Dinner

MILK

$4.95

Women's white and black
Kid Gloves, which were considered
as unusually good values at $6.50,
have been reduced to
.,.$4.95

.$4.95

'

Kid

on

Gloves

Kid
Tan, grey
Wrist Strap Gauntlets, at the Fire

54-pie-

A.

16-Boit-

Now

four-wheele-

fVTjAmMS

$6.50

$4.95
and fawn washable

i

Possesses

A domestic science demonstration

with particular holiday emphasis
on Christmas puddings will be on
the program at the Woman's club
meeting at 3 o clock this after
noon. Mrs. M. A. Brennan will oe
the leader and she will be assisted
by Mrs. Ernest Nye, Mrs. B. H.
Porter and Mrs. T. G. Winfrey.
An entertainment program will

fino .Kid Gloves, In
white, brown, grey and black : all
sizes, now.....
.$2.95

"Two-clas- p

Now

far more

more than the ordinary raising force you use
only half as, much as is ordinarily required.

.

AfiD

Oaisnflds

d

CHRISTMAS PUDDING
AT
DEMONSTRATION
WOMAN'S CLUB TODAY

,

KID

TH

These fine
come
in fawn color only. They are indeed rare bargains at
$4.95

, ings than most other baking powders.
You save when you buy it. The price is
moderate it leaves you money over the cost of
brands for purchase of other articles.

When the Mediterranean arrived
recently on, board was Violet
who has been In Italy and
Germany for the lastthree months.
Miss Violet has been working for
Fox In the pretentious spectacle,
"Nero," which Gordon Edwards Is
directing abroad.

nt

FLOOR

USS

$4.95
Suede Gauntlets

reaching baking powder economy. It is
the most economical leavening agent. It saves
in more ways and makes more important sav

;

Mrs. Q. Grab, 8116 Washington
Ave., New Orleans,
La., writes;

f"
tDtUO

antlcts

Calumet possesses the farthest- -

pro-pari-

STOiCH

$3.95

$7.50 and $8.50 Crepe de Chine Gowns in flesh, light blue, maize, orchid and
&A
peach. Beautiful lace and ribbon trimmed models, undamaged
by fire, waiter or smoke. On Sale in the Fire Sale at

$7 Wrist

plants.

For wear to the afternoon reception or for shopping this type of
coat and skirt worn ""with a soft
brimmed hat of wool velour Is most
becoming to the young debutante.

.

Women's and Misses' $2.50 white,
black and taupe double Kid Glovesi

Km

Fox Film corporation will be
nine years old at the close of next
January, and William Fox is
a big birthday celebration.
From January 2. to February 4,
inclusive will be known as Fox anniversary week wherever motion
pictures are shown.

IF

$2.95

$4.50 and $5.00 plain and lace trimmed Envelope Chemise, of
flesh colored Jersey Silk. In the Fire Sale at

Now

TAKE'IPEPI'
.....

$3.50 and $4.00 Bloomers of Vanity Fair Jersey Silk; flesh
color only. In the Fire Sale at

Women's and Misses' $3.00 brown,
white, black and grey Kid Gloves. .

WEAK Oil UPSET,

Always enjoyable gifts
for Children
Traveller and Pirate $2.75
Ouija. . ., ..... . . . . .$1.00
Rumme
. .90c
Table Croquet.
,75c
. .35c
Peter Coddle3. .
Uncle Wiggley
$1.00
Lotto. . . .$2.25 and $1.25
,. ;$1.50
Parcheesi. i

'All Hi

These Gloves were undamaged by fire, water or
smoke. Many of them were in transit during
the fire, and they are all being sold at real
Fire Sale Prices. This is an opportunity you
don't want to overlook.

1

GAMES

$3.50 and $4.00 Vests in plain and drop
stitch Jersey silk, in flesh, rose and orchid.
These were extra values at their old price.
They are undamaged by fire, water or
3moke, but are on sale in
QC AP
the Gift Shop at.
fLd.UO

.

1920-192-

t

3ltD
nr

ing woman In Ooldwyn's "Remembrance," by Rupert Hughes, Bends
this photograph of herself witn
Christinas greetings. She Bays she
believes in doing her Christmas
greeting early and she got al!
dressed up to do it, crepe paper,
holly, bells and everything.
Goldwyn has numerous pretty
leading women, but they are very
slow about giving us any of the
fair ladies' pictures. Patsy, however, in her Christmas
togs will
satisfy us for a long time.

1908-190-

ACT

$2.50 and $3.00 lace trimmed and hand
trimmed Bandeaux in the Gift Shop
&- at the Fire Sale
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
;
tj)
...
of.
...
price
Xatt)

Patsy Ruth Miller as th Christ-ma- s
Spirit."
Dainty Patsy ltuth Miller, lead-

i

nf

flhPTTii'aa

............

VES

the winter semester
1
there were 6,137 women
In
Prussian universities
studying
over against 1,680 in the winter
Medieino
semester of
seems to be an especially attractive
war.
subject since the
7

$9 Kft and $3.00 tfnwlnno
beautiful flesh, wash satin in
the Gift Shop at.

3-

During

I

L

left edge of collar.

irit-he-

Mer-serea- u,

SUIT GOOD

CHIT.D'S

hu Jdim

By JANE FHELPS

CHAPTER 40.
The weeks passed rapidly. Soon
It was time to go home If Joan
W'ere to be there when her school
term commenced.
A real frlend-Ihl- p
had sprung up between Margaret and Mrs. Walters, while Joan
and Ted were "chummy as could
be," to use Joan's expression.
Mrs. Walters lived in New York.
Before tltey separated she made
Margaret promise that she would
visit her before the year was out.
"Bring Joan if you think best,
but be sure and come yourself. One
needs a bit of metropolitan gayety
once In a while.
It acts like n

"TEDDY
BEAR SUIT" YOURSELF.

KNIT YOUR

Make a
K. 1, Blip 1, k. 1, pass slipped Bt.
k. to within 3 sts. ot end, k.
The following directions
2 together, k. 1.
Narrow each k.
knitting a "Teddy Bear Suit" forolda row
in this way until 3 sts, remain.
child from two to three years
off.
Make band for right
(consisting of sweater, leggings Bind
and cap part of it continued to- front in Bams way, but with buta
me
sent
to
were
first buttonhole
tonholes,
making
by
morrow)
SPIRIT
reader - mother with the request 1 inch from bottom edge, and
BY ACTRESS that I publish them hero to help others spaeo about 2 inches apart.
To make buttonholes bind off 4
other mothers.
Materials: 16 Skeins blue" zephyr sts. 2 sts In from each end of 1
In next row cast them
row
germantown, 1 pair No. 4 knitting on and
again. Pew one edge of band
germantown, 1 pair No. 4 knitting to
sow other edge beand
needles, and 2 pairs No. 8 needles. hindfront, surface
In. Take collar
Sweator Eack:With blue and No. sts. onit, p.
needle and with blue k. 1
4 needles cast on 66 sts. (11 Inch
row
and p. one Tow alternately,
es) and k. 1 row and p. 1 row alLast row p. beginning first row at left end of
ternately for 3 inches. cast-ocollar
anil increasing in second st.
n
Double work, turn
odge
back against last row, p. surface from each end of each k, row.
in. K. 1 row, picking up a loop Do this until border is same width
bands when latter are
from cast-o- n
edge with each st. as front then
narrow at each end
K. in ridges doubled,
This forms hem.
of each k. row. When border ;
(plain garter Bt.) until work is 9 Ya same
width as bands, bind off.
Inches long. Cast on 80 sts. at
and sew down. Sew
each side, for sleeves; work even fold doublo
corners together.
mitred
until end of sleeve measures four
Girdle: Use blue and steel
inches.
needles. Cast on 10 sts. and k. 1
Front: K. 55 and run them onto row.
becond row k. 2 in each st.
wun a puruns
" ro' sup
back of neck ;on remaining 65 sts. I
k. 8 ridges (6 rows) and at end slip, thread In fiont of needle; k
1
and repeat theso 2 sts. to end of
of last row cast on 8 Bts. Work
front of sleeve same width as back. needle. Is Repeat second row until
right length, about 33
bind off sleeve Bts. and make lower girdle
inches. K. 2 together across row,
front to correspond with back. and
bind off. Make a ch. loop at
Hem for front should be sewed
down to make it same as back. each end, catching ends of ch. in
corners.
Make 1 slip st. in each
Make other front to correspond,
Sew up scams of garment.
working with sts. held at shoulder. ch.
Collar: Use white. Pick up Bts. Cover small button molds with S,
worked with white, and sew
along neck edge, holding inside ot C.
front. Cover two large molds
garment toward you. K. In ridges down
for 3 inches and break thread, in same way and bow to side Beams
for girdle.
holding sts. on st. holder.
Cuff: Use blue and steel needles.
Her first novel hardly will bo
Pick up 48 sts. across end of sleeve
and k. 2 p. for S
Change off the profs before Miss Isabella
to white, working first row on In- Holt of Chicago will bo on her way
side of sleeve. K. in ridges for 3 to Europe to gather material for
inches. Fasten oft white and with another novel. "The Marriotts and
blue, making a double hem, -i the Powells" will be out shortly
V
inch wide, like that at bottom of and a few days later Miss Holt and
her mother, Mrs. Charles S. Holt,
garment.
Front Band: Use blue and larger will sail from New York.
needles. Cast on 15 fits, and k. 1
row and p. 1 row alternately until
Ninety-nin- e
per cent of the
women cannot read or write.
band fits up left front and along

anywhere
30 years of age your weight is
about 40 pounds too much. No CHRISTMAS
wonder your 'Stomach and hips are
POSED
too large. Take bending exercises
and rolling. Reduce by dieting. If
you want my reduction tables send
me a letter with a
stamped envelope.
Anxious: Your description of "the
tender, bleeding gums seems to me
to be a perfect description of pyorrhea. This is caused by tartar getting against and under the gum,
where it irritates, making the gum
sensitive. Sometimes it makes lit'
tie puss pockets and eventually the
gums shrink.
A good dentist - will clean the
teeth, getting his instrument under
the edge of the gum and removing
all this hard, irritating tartar.
Many dentists neglect this sort of
fundamental work, which is one
reason why pyorrhea is so common. Frankly, I would advise you
to see another dentist at once anet
have your teeth cleaned properly.
utnerwise ,you may loose them.
and you are far too young for any-- 1
thing like that.
M. L. C: A girl 19 years old
should weigh about 115 pounds,
but the exact weight denends on
her height. Try olive oil and grape
juice to get rat.

THE NEW GENERATION
SWEET SIXTEEN.

IN

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

Frldav.
recital at university at 11
lected. If you are afraid to use a a. Muslo
m.
corn knife, use a strip of sandWoman's club will meet at S p
paper or emery paper instead. m.
Keep the naila cut straight across
"Peg o' My Heart" at high school
and fairly short by using sharp
at 8:15 p. m.
scissors, and clean them under- auditorium
Christmas party at university In
neath and around the edges.
M. C: If you are
near gymnasium at 8 p. ms
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$50.95
$74.95
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To Contest&nts

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

THE BIG "SECOND PERIOD" VOTE SCHEDULE

IS REDUCED PROMPTLY AT
10:00 O'CLOCK TOMORROW NIGHT, SATURDAY, DEC. 17th.

if'.

r

. iiv,V M

a

w

p -

I

if

1 ..

1

s

Those contestants, if any, in The Journal office at that hour will be waited upon and pert
mitted to turn in their subscriptions on this vote schedule, but no one will be allowed to enter
the office after that hour to take advantage of the big votes.
,

v

in
Any subscriptions mailed in any postoffice anywhere before 10.00 o'clock tomorrow
night, however, will be counted and given the benefit of the big votes even though they do
not reach The Journal office till later.
I
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1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED

FROM

AND

ON

DISPLAY

CAR

iniow jio

AT

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

ill

The big subscription and "Second Payments" on subscriptions count faster now.

subscription counts 470,000 votes if turned in now A half dozen of thes

Every
would count

2,820,000

STANDINGS

DISTRICT NUMBER
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes...
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr..
Miss Dorothy Bowmann.:......,,Ui.w
Miss Helen Gurule
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
G. Albert Linder
Mrs. R. M. Marx....,

Mies

Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

Ada Philbrick. ... . . ...
G. D. Ramsey. . ..;.
Louise Roark
Margaret Schaltegger

H.

J. Tompkins

Edna L. Williams.
James Ross, Jr. . . .

1

Mrs. L. B. Sweney. . . ...j
Miss Lillian Yrisarri. . . . ..

VOTES

ONE

1,633,000
1,779,150
1,109,900
. . . 1,730,500
1,592,600
..
47,000
.. .
1,3.41,600
172,800
1,456,600
. . 1,538,400
1,306,400
182,100
882,300
.
1,511,300
... .
1,631,800
1,686,000
161,000
. .,;
277,000
. .

...

t.

:

....... ...

'

i

"A

Every subscription for one year given earlier in the campaign, extended five years NOW!
counts 261,000 votes PLUS the CLUB VOTES.
Just three
subscriptions given before Saturday night count

?

six-ye-

ar

1 .4 1

,.. ..

0000
V

yOTES

"

DISTRICT NUMBER TWO
Mrs. Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M. .ltu;. .,I(1
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M
vin., .
Rene Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
..
F. C. Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Miss Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M..
J. F. Jamison, Raton, N. M.. .....a..,. . .u,', .,
R. M. Kimbro, Flagstaff, Ariz.
i.1K. .;...:
Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup, N. M.
tViumt:..
Miss Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M. . . , . ..iu
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M.. ..r.uui-- , :
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
..
Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M.
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
.
:
Matt Radosevic, Gallup, N. M.
'.utfr.
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M..ltl.j.

..

hi

..

..,.

DISTRICT

1,081,300
169,100
1,296,200
1,642,300
1,410,900
556,200
5,000
1,315,100
906,100
329,000
908,000
1,346,600
614,000
5,000
192,500

"V

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

NUMBER THREE

T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M

1

1,594,800
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home, Portales. . ;. .
197,300
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz. ..,..it . . . . ,
182,400
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz.. .
.1W. . 1,324,800
H. L. Hart, Carlsbad, N. M.
5,000
Miss Geraldine Hodge, Vaughn, N. M....-..- ,
10,000
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M
1,577,900
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M..
195,400
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
1V. . . . . taM 1,740,100
Rev. C. D. Poston, Clovis, N. M
38,200
mv. ..
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M..t.j... . . . . 1,557,600
Clarence Stoldt, Artesia, N. M..
5,000
L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M
1,238,600
J. A. Shaw, Mountainair, N. M.. . . .
35,000
F. C. Burgess, Socorro, N. M.
....... ,: 1,615,000
i

... .......

w:-.;.-

-.

1022 MODEL STUDEBAKER
V

LIGHT "6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

.
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NEW CABINS AR E

RAISED

$7,550

BEING BUILT HT

YESTERDAY FOR

THE NEW HOTEL
Weil Is Extremely

Optimis-

tic, and Predicts Success;

Appeal Made to 18 Highest Workers of February

The total subscriptions for yesterday in the hotel campaign
amounted to J7.760, according to a
statement made last night by Sidney M. Weil.
whether
"Anyone who doubts
1150,000 can be raised," said Mr.
Weil last night, "has been to
con-fid- er

that the persistent effort
by even our small force of
workers will bring In that amount,
If the dally subscriptions continue
to come In at yesterday's rate.

"We are sending out a call,"
continued Mr. Weil, "to the eighteen highest workers In the February campaign which reads as follows:
"Dear Sirs: Durmg the drive ol
February, you entered the work
your heart and soul, and you works
stands out on the list of sales
one of the leaders of the campaign.
There Is irresponsibility you ow?
to the people to whom you sold
stock, to say nothing of the
to yourself to see that
this Job is completed. If presentation in this liRht appeals to yon,
come to the Chamber of Commerce
Friday morning at 10 o'clock and
help us finish our duty to d the
This Is a
community.
1nh. and it: tnkoa men to finish V
If you will come as requested, and
are Joined Dy the seventeen otner
to whom a slmlia
call is being made, we can finish
Come
the Job before Christmas.
on! What ao you say7 (Signed)
Sidney M. Well."
"The most gratifying part of
the campaign is not only getting
old subscribers to double
their
subscriptions," went on Dr. Well,
of new
"but also the addition
business on the books."
Frank Mubbell, in his speech to
the workers yesterday, told them
that he was doubling his subscrin
tlon because he believed that If the
hotel project failed, every bit of
property In Albuquerque would de
terlorate at least 10 per cent.
d
A huge
Is , being
erected on the site of the hotel on
'
the corner of Sixth and Central,
where the results of each day's
work will be put up, showing the
Rmountn necessary to complete the
nnnncing.
"It is the intention of the com
mlttee," said Mr. Weil, "to kee;j
tne
there until the financing is completed, where it will
be a monument to the failure of
the town, or be replaced by a
monument of clvlo progress of the
man-size-

sign-boar-

sign-noa-

ra

hotel itself."
The Springer Transfer company
noon yesterday responded to a
mil from community hotel work
ers by doubling its subscription to
the hotel stock.
The company
subscribed originally for $1,000 of
tne stock, it took $1,000 more yes

at

'

terday.
Louis Ilfeld, president of the
company, returned from El
Faso this morning- bringing with
him the subscription
of W. E.
Mauger, of Raabe and Maugcr. for
Mr. Mauger, Mr. Ilfeld
$1,1)00.
said, considered the building nf th
hotel necessary for the growth of
Aiouquerque, although his personal business as a wool merchant
was little affected by hotel accommodations or their lark.
T E. Whitmer, of the Whttmer-.Tackso- n
ofcompany,
fered to Increase hisyesterday
personal subscription to the hotel by $1,000 if
there were five more subscribers
whj would add an equal amount.
Five volunteers to this special subscription proposal are wanted.

McKEE WILL REMAIN
WITH C. OF C. UNTIL
FIRST OF THE YEAR
Although the resignation of D.
B. McKee, secretary of the chamber of commerce, was to faku nffnet
yesterday, Mr. McKee stated that as
the reorganization of the chamber
was not yet completed he would assist at the work until January 1,
when he expects to take a much
needeif vacation. A great amount
of the detail work of reorganizing
tne cnamDer has been under the
direction of the secretary and it
would be almost Impossible to con.
tlnue the work without his assist'

ance.

Secretary McKee stated yesterday
that his hooks would be ready for
the auditing committee by the last
week of the year.

CHARITY COLON!
Improvements were started et
the bureau of charity colony at
Third street and Mountain road yes- torday. The unsightly tent houses,
considerable
which have caused
complaint from neighbors, have
been torn down and six new cabins
are being built. Three of the cabins
have been donated by Justice of
the Peace W, W. McCIellan.
Offices of the Salvation army will
be established at the colony and
the Balvstlon army will supervise
the colony work.
The bureau
colony takes the
place of the usual city or county
number of needy
home
a
and
poor
and deserving persons are accommodated there at all times, some
e
have been inmates
colony
for several years.
at-th-

DEH NGPQET

01

ILL

SONGS IN CITY
Vachel Lindsay, Who
Appear Here Saturday,
Received
by
Warmly

turned the fire the men leaped
from the car and ran, leaving the

FEDERALAGENTS

car. In which was found a quantity
of whiskey. Investigation disclosed pools of blood In the car, Indicating that at least one of the occupants had been seriously hurt.
The men escaped.
The same report contained a
statement of the seizure near the
same spot of a Dodge touring car
with a large amount of tequila.
Three men were arrested and will
have their hearing shortly before
the United States commissioner at
Silver City.

LOCATE WHISKY
IN MANY PLAGES

Ladies Keep Your Skin

0

Clear, Sweet, Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Talcum
ALUMINUM ROASTERS, TEA KETTLES,
BOILERS, CAKE PANS, ETC.
AT THE NEW LOW PRICES

Stills and Liquor Seized at
Las Vegas and on Road
Between El Paso and Sil- COSTS GOVERNMENT
3 CENTS TO COLLECT
ver City Two Cars Taken

ONE DOLLAR !N N. M.

Prohibition agents who returned
to Albuquerque last night from Las
VCgas reported the arrest of two
porsons there charged with the
possession and sale of liquor; and
the seizure of two stills, a quantity
of liquor and sixty gallons of mash.
The two persons arrested were
Mrs. Guitera Mlera ind Andres
Polaco. The latter Is the head
Janitor at the state normal school
at Las Vegas, and Is said to have
been selling the liquor to students
at the school. Mrs. Miera is accused of assisting Mm in the manufacture and sale of the liquor.
The two were taken before the
at
States commissioner
United
Santa Fe yesterday and their bonds
them
of
set at $600 each. Both
made the bond.
Report was received at the prohibition headquarters yesterday of
the shooting on Wednesday of n
unidentified man at Hill, N. M. The
victim and one or two other men
were riding in an Overland car
when they were ordered to halt by
two agents from the office here.
They at once opened fire on the
officers and the agents returned
the shots. When the officers re

Out of every dollar of federal
revenue collected 4n New Mexico,
three cents is expended on the cost
of collection, according to figures
States
contained in the United
commissioner of Internal revenue,
officials
here
recently.
received by
The cost In New Mexico Is somewhat over nine times as much tin
Is required In the country as a
whole. The average cost throughd
of a
out the country Is
cent for every dollar, while In New
OS
cents
3.
for
Mexico It amounts to
every dollar.
Officials here attribute the proportionately greater expense to the
fact that the overhead expense
here is necessarily greater, and to
the fact that losses sustained by
the livestock and mining Industries make collections difficult.
one-thir-
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See Them At
When anyone Is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
that lingers on and grows worse at
night, the loss of sleep tends to
weaken the sufferer and grows
more serious the longer it Is neglected. Mrs. M. 8uter, 647
k
Ave., Stratford, Conn., Writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar hns given
mj great relief from a severe attack of bronchitis."
No medicine
stands higher throughout the nation as a family remedy for colds,
coughs and croup. Bold everywhere

J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store"
8
Phone 878
North Second Street

Long-broo-

212-22-

RKADT.
Minn., Deo. 15. Topping off their training with light
workouts today, the two St. Paul
Mikes O'Dowd and Gibbons declared themselves in readiness for
their meeting here tomorrow night
d
bout.
in a
GIBBONS-O'nOW-

D

St. Paul,

Poetry Lovers.
Vachel Lindsay, who has been
acclaimed by Bernard Shaw. O, K.
Chesterton and other famous Englishmen as the most national poet
of this country, arrived in Albu
querque last night for his second
Visit here.
Mr. Lindsay appeafed tinder the
auspices of the Little Theater as
sociation two years ago and shock'
Into realization
ed his audience
that there is n new kind of poetry.
rmmical and full of meat, which has
nothing to do wltji the old

0

stuff.

His audience, as is invariably the
case, whs either entirely charmed
or left half nuzzled.
Since that, time, Mr. Lindsay has
appeared before great audiences in
London and other cities of England.
where he was received with much
enthusiasm.
Cut lately returning
to this country, he has again start
ed out on his regular biennial tour
of the colleges at most of which he
has appeared at least twice. This
is the new phase of Mr. Lindsay's
vagabondage.
In the old days when he was a
struggling young poet he tramped
through the south and the west,
scattering his leaflets of verse; now
he travels in a Pullman car which
means, of course, that his work is
better and more lucrntive.
Chinese
"The Congo," "The
William
"General
Nightingale,"
Booth Enters Heaven" and several
shorter productions have won for
him permanent fame, so that there
Is no longer a question
of shoe
leather or road rails. In Justice to
Mr. Lindsay, however, it must re
stated that his tramps were entirely voluntary, undertaken with the
desire to carry beauty, both In
verse and In picture, to the less
thickly populated sections of our
country.
Mr. Lindsay will again appear
here at the Woman's club Saturday
night and will give interpretative
readings from his poems. Including
the delicate- l- beautiful "Chinese
Nightlngnle" and. it is to be Roped,
that caustic ballad about a neighbor state, "The Golden Whales of
California."
Many social features have been
planned for the poet. Including a
smoker and a tea, and his visit here
promises to be a busy one.

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed, by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by milions for
'
Headache
Rheumatism
Colds
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago

THE SALE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR

Accept onlf "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

On the Vacant Lots
AT THIRD and GOLD

.Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All drupgist.
trtds mirk ct liijct Manufacture ot Monoicetlctdfeater of Sallcrllnelil

Aaplrin is til

SGFFERMG
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IS A MODERN CRIM
Now That Robust Health Can Be Enjoyed
Through Use of New Product.

Tou can't go on Indefinitely feel
ing bad all the time. Don't you
realize that the longer you go Just
that much worse the cause of your
trouble will grow.
Very often headaches, backaches,
nervousness. Irritability, Joss or
weight, sleeplessness, etc.. are just
the beginning of severe sickness.
These "warnings" are Nature's way
of telling you that something is
TOMBSTONE BANKERS
wrong In your delicate system. You
must heed them and correct the
CHARGE
ON
ARRESTED
trouble.
OF FALSE ACCOUNTS
People who suffer from those
constantly nagging and distressing
ailments can get surprisingly quick
Prem.)
(tor The
Tombstone Ariz.. Dec. IB. S. B relief from them through the faithBrown, former president, and J. C. ful use of Garren's Tonic, the new
Reld, Jr., former cashier of the medicine which thousands of peo
defunct Central Bank of Willcox.
Ariz., were arrested today on
charges filed by the county attor
ney of having falsified the records
of the bank to an extent Involving
Two alleged
$S5.000 In deposits.
time denoslta entered as credit to
Central
Bank of
the bank from the
Phoenix, which also closed Its
doors several months ago, formed
the basis for the complaint.
Two other charges alleging Ir
regularities In the records of the
Central Bank of Willcox had been
filed against Brown and Reid prior
to their arrest again today.
AsMW-lsfr-

ple are now praising. There Is no
more need to fret and worry about
how bad you feel, or how thin and
weak you are.
Garren's Tonlo will put your
stomach and blood In the condition
it must be to get nourishment In
the form of iron and vitamines
from the food you eat. That is
what you need to strengthen your
nerves and build healthy tissue
which puts sound flesh on your
thin and weakened boy to resist
the fatal effect that overwork,
strain and worry otherwise has on
your system.
Garren's Tonlo Is sold In Albuquerque by Alvarado
Pharmacy,
and the leading druggists In every
Adv.
city.

Albuquerque dealers in the cars best known on this market have pooled
their interests in this cooperative clean up sale of used cars. Into this sale
these dealers have put all of the used cars; a majority of them as good as
new; which they have taken in on sales of new cars in recent weeks. They
include practically every make of automobile in use in New Mexico and
offer an array of bargains that has never been approached in the southwest
before.

SALES HOURS

j

9

a. m. to 4 p. m.

Sale Continues Saturday
and Sunday, Dec. 17 & 18

'

Up

MRS. JOHN W. WILSON
RECEIVES APPOINTMENT
According to word received yesterday Mrs. John W. Wilson, presi
dent of the Fortnightly olub and
former county school superintendent. Is appointed to the educational
work in the federal board for voca

SCHUMANN-HEIN-

X

A Gift That Will Be
Appreciated by 'Him'

BT

Ernestine

NEW MEXICO CIGAR CO.
Tea Wagons
For Gifts
Monday Evening;
December 26

V

National Guard
Armory,
Albuquerque.1
Tickets on Sale At
Now Mexico Phonograph Co..
402 West Central; and by mcm- Dcrs or tne Apollo Club, under
whose auspices this concert Is
being given.

Admission . . . . $2.00
School Children 75c

Tou really ought to
see the Tea Wagon
we have purchased foi
Christmas. Period designs and Fibre models
the Period de
ft 1 g n s
developed in
brown mahogany
Every household without a Tea Wagon It
something
missing
that makes at once
for convenience
beauty and utility.
- I .

Showing

Holiday Gifts For v Men.

i

(

Cigar
Cases;
Boxes,
Cigars

a Magnificent Assortment of

cat

'
I

e,

WE
TOM MOORE
ROTHENBERG
EL SIDELLO
LITTLE TOM

SOUS AGENCY

01VI)

OR

OH

ANYTHING

TERMS
WE'LL

0!!

WE'LL

--

CONSIDER

SELL
A

FOR

TRADE

WHEELS

IF YOU EVER DREAMED OF OWNING A CAR YOU CAN MAKE;)
THE DREAM COME TRUE AT THIS SALE

J

FEATURE

Quality
Cigars

YOUR

There's a reason for this sale. It will soon be "new car" season again, when all the 'new 1922 models
will be coming on. The dealers have real money tied up in these used cars which they need in their
business. That's why this sale is the biggest bargain event in local history; indoors or out; because
prices have been made on these cars that make them irresistible to any one who needs an automobile.

Humidors, Smoking Sets, Poker Seta, Cigarette
Briar and Meerchaum Pines, Cigarettes in Fancy
Cigar and Cigarette Holders and all our Leading
in Boxes of Twenty-fiv-

'

t Iran riffirwt

OR

FOR

The French hang tip the mistletoe, but they don't kiss under it.

CONCERT

MAKE

CAfl

CASH

tional education at Albuquerque.
The appointment came from the
district manager of training centers at Washington, D. C. Mrs.
Wilson will begin her duties at
once.

K

Si

YOU

NEW MEXICO MOTOR CORP.

MOZART
LA CALDERA
LA AZORA
HARVESTER
FOB

r

Whitman's Famous Chocolates and Confections
Make yonr shopping' headquarters here. We will be
glad to check your packages while yon do your Christmas
Shopping.

FREE DELIVERY TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
113 West Central
,
Phone 788

(Cadillac)

517 West Central Ave.
LAUDERBAUGH
(Hudson-Essex-

MOTOR CO.

)

Fifth St. and Gold Ave .
McCOLLOUGH

BUICK CO.

(Buick)
Fifth St. and Gold 'Ave.

KISTLER

OVERLAND

CO.

(Overland-Willy- s

211

Knight)
North Fourth St.

JOE MYERS
(Franklin)
209 North Fourth St.
ROLAND

SAUER

& CO.

(Packard)
420 JWest Central

THE

AMERICAN

GARAGE

(Hupmobile)
Fourth St. and Tijeras Ave.
HOOVER MOTOR CO.

T

(Nash, Jordan, Lafayette)
418 West Copper Ave.
QUICKEL AUTO CO,

(Ford)

Sixth St. and Central Ave.

v
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UNCLE SAM TEACHING DETECTIVES HOW TO DETECT
William J. Burns, head of the United States Government's
detective forces, who plans vast betterment of the personnel.

Schools in Washington and New York Formed
by Department of Justice to Improve
Efficiency of Government Sleuths
1

Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C. Saturday.
"School for Detectives" at which
supplement humorists are
of poking; fun, has becomo a
sober reality, and at least that part of the
Is
population of tho United States which
its
to
is
change
Inclined
likely
criminally
opinion of such Institutions in short order,
according to William J. Burns, detective par
excellence and director of tho Bureau of
Investigation of the Department of Justice.
Two Federal training schools for operatlves of the Department of Justice have
already been established, one at New York
and the other at Chicago, and it Is likely
that a third will be located In the near future
at San Francisco. Other schools probably
will follow as the need for them develops.
In these Institutions Federal detectives
are given a thorough course of training In
tho principles of their work. Experts of
proved knowledge and experience are their
Instructors. Courses are given In certain
phases of law, In criminal psychology, and
in evidence, and study is made of practically
every branch of criminal endeavor. The
great criminal cases of the past are studied,
In much the same way as the cadets at West
Point study the great battles of history, and
tho student detectives are required to take
the roles of the various principals. Hypothetical cases are also taken up, the students
sometimes, playing the part of criminal and
at other times that of the relentless sleuth.

THE

bring Into play as the means of preventing
tho potential criminal from becoming an
actual violator of the laws of tho land. To
this end he Is striving to make the Department of Justice Bureau of Investigation so
in its ramifications
efficient, so
and operations that it will put not the fear
of God, perhaps, but so to speak, the fear of
Burns into tho hearts of all budding young
potential criminals,
One of tho first steps In this process of
increasing the efficiency of tho Department
of Justice was taken by Mr. Burns when
ho began weeding out the "dead wood" in
his organization. Burns has no objection to
fat detectives, provided they are fat below
and not above tho necktie. He has gone
through the record of every man in his de- partment, and has Interviewed most of his
0Deratlvc,
nf,rson
Detectives Who Can Teach
f.
To Be Made Instructors
Upon some tho axe has fallen. Others
have been assigned to work for which they

not hesitate to ferret out the evil deed of
the rich and powerful.
"My quarry was the rich then," said
Hums, "and I went after the rich crook Just
as I would go after any menace to society,
Whether a crook has millions at his com- mand or just his wits and a knife makes no
difference to me. My business is to detect
criminals and bring thcrr. to the courts for
trial. In San Francisco
hen I was after
the men of wealth and Xong established
political power, a price was.et on my head,
Jhst as It was set afterwarot wian I started
to drive from their hiding places the men
with torch and dynamite who -- vi.anUi!ned
in labors name.
per- "These two situations, bringing
sonal peril may be Interesting, the 01 com- Ing about through the prosecution X
th
throrich malefactor and the
search for the malefactorsNwho
representat yes of labor
"The wealthy criminals felt ray .et draw- lng closer and closer, and they Umed to
realize that my elimination woulf help de- -

W. H. Moran, director of the Secret
Service, which deals chiefly with
guarding the President and suppressing counterfeiting.

Wesley Simmons, chief of the Post
Office Inspectors, whose work may be

far-seei-
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seemed more fitted than what they had been
doing. Still others have been detailed to
one or the other of the two training schools
for a course of instruction.
In a few instances men of exceptional
ability, or of a peculiar aptitude for Imparting their knowledge to others have been detailed to the instruction schools as professors or lecturers. A few members of the
faculty of these schools have been engaged
irom outside, the service because of outstanding qualifications for some highly specialized branch of Instruction.
In no case, however, has a man been dismissed for political reasons.
Ability aloqe,
or at. least capacity for Improvement have
Various Departments to Be
been considered In retaining men, it being
the cardinal principle of Burns that politics
Incorporated in Justice Bureau bo
kept out of his department.
It has been Intimated that when the new
So much for personnel. Tho second great
p!an for the reorganization of all executive step In the direction of greater efficiency was
departments of the United States Governthe extension of the operations of the Bureau-oment Is complete, It will contain provisions
Investigations to practically every noolc
for the consolidation of all the various and corner of the United
States. Under the
bureaus of Investigation now maintained by old regime, the work of the department had
the different departments. Into one central
agency, to be under the direction of a single
official. This would mean that the secret
service, most ably administered by Chief
William H. Moran, under the Treasury De
partment; the Inspectors' Department of the
I'ost Office, which comes under the depart
N article entitled "The' First
Will H. Hays,
ment of Postmaster-Generlately published in La ItevuJ
con
and other similar agencies, will all be
by Alphonse Seche has a
solidated with the Department of Justice
bureau.
special interest due to the coming InternaAs matters stand now the organization of tional discussion of limiting armament to be
Chief Moran Is charged wth the duty heloV In Washington. This author, who may
of protecting the life of the President and bo called a successor of Paul Deroulede, who
of the United States and of after 1870 kept shouting "Revenge!" like
apprehending those who commit crimes him no doubt expresses the views of many
Instead of favoring dlsarma- against the currency of the United States. Frenchmen.
The Post Office Inspector's Department, ment In any degree Seche advocates arming
under the leadership of Chief Wesley Sim- every citizen, man and woman, and entrust- mons, Is assigned the task of apprehending lrg the safety of France to a truly national
those who make attempts against the United army.
States malls. The. Bureau of Investigations
Seche uses the allegorical method of
of the Department of Justice, as the name spreading these ideas. He tells of having
Indicates, Is responsible for the department's
Investigations In connection with practically
all other violations of Federal statutes.
If the reorganization plans should go
through, It Is certain that Moran and Sim
mons would nave tne moorsemeni ot ecre- - r
eiymoiogy ot sieepiecnase is too
Hays,
obvious to need set explanation.
tary Mellon and Postmaster-Generrespectively, for the positions of chief of the
Founders of the sport merely fixed
reorganized bureaus, as both these Cabinet
officers are known to be well satisfied with upon a distant steeple and rode straight to
it, crossing gallantly hedge, ditch, paling,
the efficiency of their subordinates.
It is most emphatically certain, however, turf or timber, pasture, crops, moorland or
that Mr. Burns would have the Indorsement ridge and furrow whoso riding stralghtest,
Jt
ot his chief, Attorney-GenerDaugherty, came in first and was winner.
But there are few, indeed, to whom a
and that Indorsement would probably have
great weight with President Harding. Aa wild goose chase bears any Implication of
for Mr. Burns, he declines to discuss any sport, yet the phrase derives from a sport
is said to have begun
such eventuality as his becoming the chief of hazardous, Indeed. It
'
all the Federal forces of Investigation, put- - in Ireland, where a chosen leader took
ting all questions aside with the statement mounted men cross country, but chose al- that he has no official knowledge of any such ' ways the roughest, wildest golg to be
found. If mischance befell the leader some
plans.
Mr. Burns Is perfectly willing to talk about other took Op the office occasionally there
his present Job in the Department of Justice, was a change of leaders if the first proved
He timorous. For danger real and thrilling
lowever, and he talks enthusiastically.
uaugn- - was the spice of tho wild goose chase.
firmly agrees wltn Attorney-uenerine winner was not ne who came home.
erty's idea that the department can b'
made an agency not only for the apprehenfirst, but he who had flunked nothing in
sion of criminals, but also that It will to a the route, even possibly have gone further
considerable degree operate for the preven-tlc- n around to negotiate an extra hazard.
of crime. Being a scientific, modern deKnowing this I have wondered a little
tective, Mr. Burns believes in psychology, If the Wild Geese the Irish legions who,
crima
made
of
he
and
has
profound study
fighting for alien kings, have shown theminal psychology.
selves prodigies of valor did not take their
It is the psychological effect of the fear name from the sport nearest the heart of
oi detection which Mr. Burns expects to their homeland.
"
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phase of the stu-

dents' Instructions. He is determined that
every operative of the department shall bo
thoroughly trained In what constitutes the
rights of an American citizen, and he has
let It bo known that there is no place in his
organization for the old school detective who
was accustomed to "flash his badge" and
take the law into his own hands, sometimes
with cheerful disregard of the constitutional
rights of the suspect.
Indeed It was as a result of Mr. Daugher-ty'- s
somewhat novel conception of the functions of the Department of Justice that
William J. Burns was retained as Director
of the Bureau of Investigation.
Mr. Daugherty believes that the Department of Justice
should be an agency for the protection of
the American people and he is also convinced that It can to some extent, at least,
be made an Instrument for the prevention of
crime.
Mr. Daugherty had not held his seat In
President Harding's Cabinet many weeks before he became convinced that tho department was In need of complete reorganization. He saw that in the past there had
been a good deal of lost motion in the vast
and complicated machinery for preventing
and punishing Infractions of the Federal
statutes of the United States.
Convinced that the situation demanded the
services of an expert organizer, he looked
about for some time and after considering
the merits of several hundred applicants for
the Job, settled upon Burns as not only an
Investigator of International reputation as a
"go getter" but a man with the necessary
executive ability for conceiving and putting
Into effect a highly specialized and scientific human machine for the apprehension
of criminals.
Without further ado. Mr. Daugherty called
Burns In, told him what was wanted and
gavo him practically carte blanche as to the
method of accomplishing It.

-
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Student Sleuth Studies
Rights of the Citizen
But Attorney-GenerHarry Daugherty.
Ihe energetic head of the Department of
Justice, has insisted that special emphasis be
laid upon one particular

.William J. Burns Works Out Plan in Reorganizing Force and Consolidation of Crime
Prevention Agencies May Be Result
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been carried on in a somewhat perfunctoryway. Operatives were sent out from headquarters on particular cases, and sometimes
their mission took them into out of the way
places. There was not, however, a unified
and coordinated system for covering the
whole of the United States.
What Burns did was so simple that one
wonders why no one ever thought of doing
It before. He merely annexed to his force of
working operatives practically every city
police department, county sheriff, village
constable and other local peace officers In the
United States. By securing this cooperation.
which in most cases was given with grc-cheerfulness, Burns has virtually Increased
Si3;personnel several thousandfold with little
no additional cost to tho Government,
It Is as if ho had In one fell swoop added a
rouple of hundred thousand active working
members to his staff. The Department of
Justice now stretches In a perfect network,
not only from Portland, Ore., to Portland, Me.,
and from San Diego to Key West, but likewise betwixt and between. If Burns
"wants" a man whose approximate whereabouts he knows, all he has to do Is to notify
his various agencies in that vicinity, and
sooner or Inter that man is almost sure to
bo "picked up." Or, In the converse operation. If the Chief of Police of Podunk arrests a suspicious character and finds from
papers or other evidences on his person
facts which seem to Indicate that the Department of Justice would bo interested In
the case, ho promptly notifies Washington.
In this way many important malefactors
have been picked up.
In appearance Burns docs not comport
with the popular idea of a detective. He
has none of the "earmarks" of either ,the
"Sherlocko" of the funny papers, or even
of the "flatfooted sleuth" of popular fiction.
Beyond a certain keenness of the eye and
a somewhat disconcerting manner of asking
questions, there is nothing to suggest the
professional investigator.
Though, he was
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"There Is nothing to the detective business but the application of energy, perseverance, common sense and Imagination. t ho
Is fond of saying.
An examination of any of a dozen or more
famous cases In w'llch Burns was the chief
Investigator shows, however, that he has
brought some other qualities Into play from
time to time. Notable of these Is that of
I 1
physical courage. Scarcely a day goes by
that Burns does not receive a couple or more
1
threatening letters, and in the past, especially In tho heat of some big Investigation
such as that of the famous boodle cases In
Q VUNSDMSII
Kan Francisco, the notorious McNnmara
strov
net.
A
man
from
that
thft sutifitratA.
case or tho various bomb outrages prior to
and during the world war, tho number of of human depravity contracted with certain
parties to murder five of us and to murder
these threatening letters has run Into hunour chief witness, Gallagher. His price was
dreds a day.
J3.000 for tho five lives. The deaths of
The Crook Millionaire Is
Gallagher and myself would have meant the
Quarry Like the Poor Criminal complete ruin of the chances of the prosecuRepeatedly attempts upon his life have tion for success. The assassin got busy, but
been made, sometimes by bombs placed on fortunately we learned of his contract in
the doorstep, sometimes by Infernal matime, and he was balked. Not, however,
chines sent through the mails, but they until he had blown up Gallagher's house. It
is clearly in the recollection of the majority
have niver frightened him Into abandoning
cf newspaper readers what the next stop
his purpose.
Burns's effective activity In tho McNa-mar- a was. Francis J. Heney, the special proscu-to- r
of the graft cases, was shot down in open
case has been used to attempt to show
that he was hostile to labor. Prior to Sep- court.
"Some of mv renorts will show how. on th
tember 4, 1910, he was considered anything
but an enemy of labor. He had been em other hand, those alleged representatives and
ployed In numerous Instances to uncover and apostles of labor Involved In the McNamara
bring to Justice doers of evil among the rich, dynamiting outrages tried to plant dress suit
The Oregon land fraud cases had been cases filled with nitroglycerin in rooms ad- brousht to a successful conclusion by him Joining mine at hotels, and how they planned
and his activities in bringing to Justice boss to blow up my offices with every one in
Reuf of San Francisco, and Mayor Schmidt, them."
As a matter of fact, Burns never has been
his tool, had shown conclusively that he did
.

Mad Terrors of the New War Portrayed
Att-jck-

Origin of Steeplechase
1

al

ai

spert the evening at the Comedie Francais
wh'.ra a revival was on of Cornellle's "Hor- aci" and how on his way home he rehearsed
the vehement words of a character of the
piece who Inveighed against Rome and called
down on the wicked city a deluge of fire. The
author asks himself if such a rage against
one's country is a natural feeling. He answers that he has heard equal Invective in
the mouths of Frenchmen who for their

pacific notions and love of humanity would
sacrifice their brothers and their country.
Crossing the Seine by the Pont Neuf he
contemplates the illuminations in the water
8
and recalls the nights of
when the
same scenes were lighted by the'burstlng of
German bombs, &c.
,
He hears the noise of a motor over his
head and takes It for a patrol airplane. At
the same time he has a hallucination and
fancies that he overlooks the enilre city
Areh of Trhimnh Trnradero. Klffpl Tnwlpr.
streets, gardens, monuments. It lies under
his eye like an illuminated map.
A tremendous explosion followed by others
interrupts his revery. All at once the great,
sleeping city at all points bursts into flames.
Men flee from the ruins, uttering cries of
fright. A bomb falls on the Palace of Justice, obliterating the vast building.
Was the' author afraid? He does not
know. But he was powerless to even try
to eecape the universal destruction.
A period of unconsciousness follows, from
which he rouses In 'tho dawn, although the
light Is so sombre he Is in doubt if it be
day. Everyhere he t'tes ruin, of statue,
church, palace, not a house Is intact. The
Louvre is but a mass of rubble.
He picks his way to Notre Dame. ' It was
a rvln. Not far from the statu- of Charle- magne lies a broken airplane, a colossus,
with dislocated wings and its entrails still on
fire. Near by He the bodies of four aviators,
They were the instruments of death.
This Is the first attack. In a few Instants
it had annihilated the work of ten centuries.
The author sits imong the ruins and asks
himself what definite disaster is to follow.
Wht is to be done to meet or avoid new at- tacks?
l am not yet know, he says, "that the.
Ministries of War, Interior, Marine, had been
1917-191-

-

totally destroyed, that the aviation fields, cal parties of incapacity, politics, grafting.
hanears. Ac. were but a mass of glowing some incapable of ennpelvfnir. nfhr nnt
embers. What I saw prepared me for worse wishing to take the trouble of organizing and
still others who refuse to believe, from senti- evils to follow."
This destruction might have been fore- - mental reasons, in the return of war, the
seen, these officials had done nothing to pre- author proclaims that the only safety is in
vent it Why?
a nation armed. A word, he says, but adds
Because of lack of imagination, because that this word will be found sufficient
'
of routine.
.
The lessons of the last war had been,
quickly forgotten. The military spirit repels
I
wx
invention; it Is a spirit of application; It
suspects every new invention.
the days of the "Wild and Woolly
War, moreover, is a work demanding all
the faculties of man, physical, moral, Intel
plainsmen and travellers by
locti al. The most industrious the most
wagons held to the belief that
courageous, the strongest triumph. Famous a long
journey could be made more speedily
manoeuvres do not gain a battle. Great cap- in me
tains were great because they had new ideas,
To crganlze a surprise and to avoid being army the impression is general that the In- taken by surprise that is the art of war. , fantry can
the cavalry on long,
Thft lpnrinrn bnd dlnnutprt tnv nftnr ilav trrindlnff- marches, but tn th Rnntn Tnrr
of
New Mexico belongs the credit
whether a military service .of eighteen Indians
of chasing wild horses over the ramres of
months or two years was referable!
hills
until
tho
thouanimals are exhausted and
Because they had constructed some
sands of tanks, some hundreds of airplanes, submit to capture.
No
Marathon
was
runners have ever been re- they thought the country
prepared!
These "defenders" had paid no more atten- - cruited from this tribe of Pueblo Indians, for
tlon to the plans of some young officers than the wonderful powers of endurance of the
they had given to the ideas of national de- - runners of the tribe are little known outside
fence of a writer, a pekin! whoso book, ap- - of the district immediately surrounding their
.
,
pearing in 1916, had cast a prophetic vision village.
These runners of the Santo Domingo come
on the war. Then the author writes:
"It Is a tradition to put the military on from a race of fleet footed ancestors. Like
one side, civilians on the other. It is the all tribes of American Indians, they have ac- ancicnt distinction between combatant and) cepted the means of travelling best suited to
There is always a Chinese tho country where they live. The Sioux of
'noncombatant.
wall supposed to be on the frontier, behind the Dakotas are horsemen. The Santo Do- which the nation continues its normal life as mingos have been walkers and runners al- far as possible. Because it was so in 1917, ways. Their physique shows the result of
because our state of being unprepared con generatlons of footmen. Great chests, almost
strained us to accept this paradox, the Gov- - abnormal in development, slope downward to
ernment has accepted the necessity of falling slender waists, while sinewy talves proclaim
into tne same error.
the strength to hold to ,a hard trail.
"The dead, men, women "and children, lie
Usually their chases of the bands of- wild
there by hundreds of thousands under the horses owned by the tribe aro matters of
ruins of Paris. Why have these nonprofe- - necessity. Tho enormous stretches of broken
slonals of war been sacrificed?
country where the horses graze, and the un- "Armies? Derision! . There Is onlv a tamed spirits of animals, manv of which
nation. And since this nation Is vulnerable have not been touched by man in' their sev- en Hoc it ought to Tie defended en 6Ioo or eral years of existence in the hills, 'make it
allowed to defend Itself."
necessary to wear the creatures out and run
After accusing military leaders and polltl- - them down.

Copyright, 1921, by Th New Tork Herald.
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the representatives, real or alleged, of either
labor or capital have been guilty of crime
he has not hesitated to fight them, arfd a
number of crooks now serving prison aen- fences would probably be willing to testify
that he Is "some fighter "
"I do not say," Mr. Burns observed "that
there are hundreds or thousands who' would
siay me, but I do know of those who tried
their best to eliminate me. So far as I am
concerned they have failed, but these same
pponI(, have taken the ve8 of more thftn
h rdred other human beings. I have
a number of them to Justice, and I brought
am still
aljve and watchfu, for
own gaf
name ,s wnam JaBur
and
di
,3 W(MrtlIngton
New York Lon(J
p ,
Montreal,
Chicago, San Francisco,
Los
Seattle, New Orleans, Boston, Phlla- dclphla clevelan(1 and wherever eIse'a law.
fl d
ablding cIUzen
know how to go quietly about throwing out
of mbugh a hldden assaaaln
from cover criminals who prey upon those
who walk Btraight."
One of the most Important phases of the
reorganization work which Mr. Burns' Is undertaking In the Department of Justice has
to do with the establishment of a central
finger print record bureau. This bureau Is
to be located In Washington, and In Its
establishment the Department of Justice will
cooperate with the police departments of
practically every city In America, as well as
the various private protective associations
throughout the country.
For years a small finger prtot bureau has
been maintained by the Federal Government
at Leavenworth, Kan., and while it has been
useful, It has never attempted to operate on
anything like the scale contemplated for the
new central establishment.
Tho records of
the Leavenworth bureau, however, will be
brought to Washington and Incorporated Into
tho new establishment.

WA

mi

Central Finger Printing
Bureau to Be Formed
The records of this central fcureau will
constitute a "rogues' gallery" more exact and
more valuable than any which might be filled
with photographs of the most desperate

born In 1SC1 ho gives the idea of vigorous I KV
young middle age, and his whole manner of s
conducting business is suggestive of more
than usual physical energy.
Burns Is Inclined to ridicule the conventional short story conception of the detec-

tive.

an enemy of labor, Just as he never has been
an enemy of capital. When convinced that

criminals In the country.
The discovery that there Is a peculiar significance in finger prints Is an ancient one.
Mr. Francis Galton, the famous sociologist,
long ago observed that significance, partly
of a ceremonial and partly of a superstitious nature, was attached to finger prints
by the ancients, and by a series of patient
experiments and observations, established
that, the finger prints of an individual remain practically unchanged from birth to
death In old age.
His conclusions were based on examination
of many sets of prints taken at different
tunes, and covering the interval from child
hood to boyhood, from boyhood to early manhood, from early manhood to middle age and
from middle to extreme old age.
"As there Is no sign except in one case,"
he said, "of change during any of these four
Intervals, which together almost wholly
cover the ordinary life of man, we are Justified in inferring- - that between birth and
death there Is absolutely no change in say.
699 out of 700 of the numerous characteristics of the markings of the fingers of the
same person such as can be Impressed by
him wherever it is desirable to do so. Neither
can there be any change after death up to
the time when the skin perishes through decomposition; for example, the marks on the
fingers of many Egyptian mummies and 'on
tho paws of stuffed monkeys still remain
legible."
The value of the collection which Mr.
Burns is establishing in Washington Is
almost Incalculable. As time goes on and
it is added to, it will become a perfect
book for the identification of criminals.
K a crime is committed in Los Aneeles for
e3rample, the police department of that city
mauer or routine, forward to the
ceotral bureau in Washington, photographs
ot any "nKer prints which may be loft at the
Bcene of the crime. These finger
prints will
be compared with those on file in the
central
bureau and possibly they will be found to
correspond With those of some criminal
whose name (is known. If
they cannot be
identified, they will be filed away with careful notations as to the circumstances of
their being made, and when at some future
date a crook, apprehended for a mlnnr orim
Perhaps,' is found to have the same finger
prints, it Will at once be known tho ho
aJso committed the more serious
previous
r""BTne Washington central bureau will also
c0PeI-t- e
with the finger
bureau of.
tho iaentity section of theprint
War Depart- ment, also located in Washington, which has
a collection of approximately 5,000,000
finger
print records of young men who came lm
contact witn the draft system during the
urm war.
This great cnlWtinn
k
already proved Its value, not nniv in 4r- ttlfying criminals but also in identifying
known deal. and In a few cases of
d
with
i!!lPf,rST Yh have beoome
aphasia.
Mr. Burns counts.
uuriu io piay a very Important
in nls pIan tor rnaklng the Department part
of
Justice an instrument for the prevention of
crime. He argues that
nls n"8er prints and name are on record In
tne central bureau will hesitate to enxnen In
an undertaking where he is almost sure to
leave the telltale Imprints somewhere about,
11 nas been suggested that the
Washlng- ton central bureau of finger
prints
might
eventually be given a truly national char- acter, and that flngar print impressions
wou'd eventually be taken of every child at
birth and forwarded to the central bureau as
a master of routine, thus serving as a per- foct means of identification throughout the
llfe of that particular child. This ldentifica- tlon would) prove useful in many other
ways than in the detection of criminals, for
would often establish the Innocence of
persons wrongfully accused of crime, might
very reasonably prove of use in the estab- Hshment of the Identity of persons involved
n cases of disputed inheritance, 'anil
talnly would be useful at times In identifying
victims of train wrecks, floods and nth.
disasters,
Mr. Burns disclaims any knowledge of an
official movement to get legislation
through
Congress to establish such a national system
of identification, but finger nrlnt nmn. the Department of Justice, as well as in the
War Department identification bureau be-lleve that such an institution would prove
immensely valuable.
.
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her mother, two brothers and a sister. The body was taken to Garcia
and Sons' funeral parlors, pending

EMUHGEO HERE

arrangements,

Will Erect New Building,
Which Will Double Ca

pacity; Employ 75 More.
The plant of the Whitmer-Jac- k
son Sash and Door company is to
he enlarged by the addition of a
new building, to be 100x100 feet,
to an announcement
according
made yesterday by T. E. Whltmer.
In speaking of the new plant,
Mr. Whltmer stated that it would
double the firm's present capacity
and would necessitate the further
employment of over seventy-fiv- e
men. Plans for the new building
are now being completed, and the
actual eonstructlon work will begin
as soon as possible.

services
CAMPBELL Funeral
for James Campbell were held at
the Immaculate Conception church
yesterday morning at 9 o'clock.
hlgU
Father Mandalari saying
mass. The body was taken on
train No. 2 to Raton, N. M., accompanied by his family. Strong
Brothers were in charge.

f

Mr. Whltmer further stated that
the new plant was necessary to
take care of the increased business
of the firm, which supplies warehouses of the company in Buffalo,

The
Cleveland
and Rochester.
company recently opened offloes in
Los Angeles and San Francisco and
expects to draw a large amount of
trade from these coast cities.
The Whitmer sash and door factory was opened here about two
years ago, shortly after the McKin-- :
ley Land and Lumber company re-- ,
opened its lumber mill here. Mr.
Whltmer came here from Cleveland to take charge of the factory,
which has rapidly increased Its
business.
:

A Spanish lady

the street alone,

rarely goes Into

'

CALOMEL

GOOD

butne: XT

DOSE

I! S

T

lumber situation.

BETRH BUSINESS
IN CDMIWG YEAH
Club Look Forto Continuance of
Fortune Duke City
Has Enjoyed in Past.
TDf

last night to his former home hi pression.
George A. Kaseman, opening the
Pa, . - Strong Brothers
Pittsburgh,
discussion, asserted that in a numwere in charge.
ber of particulars Albuquerque had
fortunate,
NABOURS Funeral services for been very
"I am glad I am living In New
Mrs. Vida Johnson Nabours, who
in Albuquerque," he
Mexico
and
died Wednesday morning, were held
"for I consider it the most
yesterday afternoon from French's stated,
fortunate place of its size in the
chapel, the Kev. Lester x sage
States. We have been able
The following acted as United
of th,e financial deJ. i Wenborne, Wm. to miss much
pallbearers:
At the
J, A. pression felt everywhere.
Whitehiil, J. A. Rutledge,
Hammond, Charles A. Hall and time when railroad businesswaslagged
lim
in
shops
Wm. McElvain. Burial was in Fair-vie- and employment
ited, we had the construction o' the
cemotery.
Santa Fe's huge plant here and it
active.
OTERO The funeral of Mrs. kept employment
"I believe in community effort,
Veneranda Otero, who died last
not
work to the reshould
but
it
Wednesday, will be held this after- striction of individual business. We
noon from the family residence at
3 o'clock.
Burial will be at Santa must not be 'hurrahed' into givingA
Barbara cemetery. CroJJott will be money which we cannot afford.
prosperous city results from a numin cnarge.
ber of prosperous buslne.s estaband we must have a solid
GUTIERREZ
Mrs, Teodora M. lishments
foundation In the prosperity and
Gutierrez, aeed 86 years, died last
of
the individual business
stability
night at her residence on North and
citizen,
Fourth street. She is survived by
"We have had a reduction In the
six daughters and three sons. The
to see the
of coal. I
body was taken to the Crollott fun- price come down hope,
some more and
price
eral parlors, pending funeral ar- we
may see a further reduction In
rangements.
the spring."
J. J. Foley, district manager of
SANDOVAL Miss Manuellta San- the
Oil company,
Continental
doval, aged 18 years, died last night stressed the point that the business
at her parents' home in San Jose outlook would depend on national
after a short Jllness. She is surHe pointed out
vived by her parents and one accomplishments.
who had been
merchants
the
that
to
brother. The body was taken
were those who
slowest in
the Crollott funeral parlors pend- had been inpaying
business long, the reaing the arrival here of the brother. son being that they had been carcustomers.
Credits, thererying
LENNER
The remains of Rob- fore, would remain slow until a full
ert Oliver Lenner, who died "Wed- readjustment had been reached.
nesday night, will lie in state this , Col. G. E. Breece discussed the
afternoon at the Crollott funeral
chapel after 2 o'clock. Friends
may view the remains at this time.
w

--

It

is .Mercury, Quicksilver,
Shocks Liver and Attacks
Your Bones

Calomel salivation Is horrible. It
swells the tongue, loosens the teeth
and starts rheumatism.
There's no
reason why a person should take
sickening, salivating calomel wen
a few cents buys a large bottle of
Dodson's Liver Tone a perfect
substitute for calomel. It is a pleasant vegetable liquid which will stan
your liver Just as surely as calomel,
but it doesn't make you sick and
can not salivate.
Calomel is a dangerous drug, besides it may make you feel weak,
sick and nauseated tomorrow. Don't
lose a day's work. Take a spoonful
of Dodson's LivcY Tone instead and
you will wake up feeling great. No
salts Necessary. Tour druggist says
if you don't find DodsonV Liver
Tone acts better then treacherous
calomel your money is waiting for
you.

ITe told how the
west coast firms were preparing to
take advantage of freo tolls and
cheap ships to dominate the eastern markets. Taking up the question of foreign trade, he said:
"Before the war 2S per cent of
our lumber went to Europe. Today
only 1 per cent is going there. Now
the lumber from the west coast Is
sent to China, Japan and other
countries if it is exported."
Colonel Breece pointed out that
due to freight rates his company
could not compete at Clovls or
Amarlllo or El Pnso and that it
could not sell lumber east of Dodge
City. He predicted that the railroads would soon remedy this and
that, while the west coast firms
were supplying the east, the Rocky
mountain mills would care' for the
middle west.
Capt. R. G. Guest was elected an
active member of the club. Dr.
Frederick Hatch made an address
Anon education
of children.
nouncement was made of a meeting
with the Business nnd Professional
Women's club on December 29 at
tho Country club.

SEE

Members of the Albuquerque Rotary club, speaking at the noon
luncheon on the business outlook
for 1922. expressed a belief that
the city would profit in the future
by the same favoring circumstances
which have enabled it to miss much
of the financial trouble felt in the
east. They agreed that Albuquerhad been particularly fortunate
que
ANDERSON The remains of
Edward Anderson were shipped in its condition during times of de-

'

't

RUNS

MESTAS Funeral services for
Maria Veronica Mestas, who died
IWembers
Wednesday night, will be held this
morning at 10 o'clock. Interment
ward
will be in San Jose cemetery. GarGood
cia and Sons are in charge.

Company

n

FUNERALS

CHAVEZ MIrs Fermlnia Chavez, 17 years old, daughter o Mr.
and Mrs. Jose Chavez, died yesterday
morning at her home, 1407 Sout'i
Fourth street. She is survived bv

FACTORY TO BE

Whitmer-Jackso-

AND

ORTEGA Mrs. Luclnda Ortegai
aged IS years, died yesterday afternoon at her residence in Old Albuquerque, after a week's illness. She
Is survived by her husband and one
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Lopes, of
this city. The body was taken to
the Crollott funeral parlors. Funeral arrangements will be announced later.
CRrM

The line-u- p
of the Central fch'ool O'.Ive Harden, Thomas V. Calklnsl more and more of the load of anPOLO IS UNDER WAY AT
team was: Lucero, g.; Dul'ois, (?; and Jbouis llessemen.
guish which she wild became un
Extra seating space will be ar- bearable and drove her to take a
Hurgea, f. The
t.; was:
CORONADO BEACH, WITH Jones, p.; Kelly,
Mundra-goBernalillo line-ulife. Mrs. Lillian S. Italzen, tonight
ranged for the public.
CRACK EASTERN TEAMS
f.; Garcia, f.; Achibcque, c.;
supplied an added motive for the
Znmora, g; Perea, g.
shooting of Dr. Abraham Gilck-stelThe Central school team will play WOMAN SHOWS MORE
Polo at Coronado Beach, Calif.,
y
the high school freshman this
MURDER
REASONS FOR
This, she confessed, was'lhat
this winter is assured, and the afternoon.
intisix
of
the
their
years
OF NEW YORK DOCTOR during
magnificent turf fields, conceded
macy Dr. Ollcksteln had performed
to be the finest in America by naan operation which had rendered
New York, Dec. 15. Revealing her Incapable of motherhood.
tional and International players, FINAL ASSEMBLY OF
will be the scene of many spectac1921 AT U. N. M. TO
ular contests in the coming tourna-mentCONSIST OF CONCERT
Definite wora lias been re-

SHORT SPORT

J

Milwaukee, Wis., Deo. 15. Pal
defeated
Moore, of
Memphis,
Johnny Buff, bantamweight chamno
pion of the world in a
deoislon contest tonight, according
to newspaper critics at the ringside.

n,

p

n.

craes

s.

ceived by MaJ. Colin G. Ross, who
will be in full charge of polo activities, that two teams will be en
route to Coronado shortly after the
middle of the present month. One
is the Denver Polo club team, captained by Barry Huston, who last
year made a splendid showing at
Coronado snd the north with the
Wichita polo team. With Huston
will be R. D, Brooks. John CamLafaypion and I. B. Humphreys.
ette Hughes will also accompany
the Denver team and play at Coronado during the early part of the
season.
The other polo outfit is a Canadian team captained by T. B.
The lineup of the Canadian team has not been received
but Jenklnson advises Coronado officials that his four will include
some of the best players in the
n.

The final assembly nt the state
university before the Christmas adjournment will consist of a musical
program, to be presented by some
of the city's best talent which will
come from the university itself.
The concert will take place this
morning in Rodey hall at 11 o'clock,
and will be undor the direction of
the music department of tho university. The U. N. M. Womcns'
to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
Glee club, the male octet, and the
university orchestra will be among physic your bowels when you have
Headache
the organizations represented.
Indigestion
Sour Stomach
Colds
Soloista for the occasion are Miss
Biliousness
Dizziness
Evelyn Mearns, Miss Opal Nixon,
Miss Dorothy Cameron, Miss Norma Is candy-lik- e
Cascaret. One or
Miss
two
will
Carol
Miss
Williams,
empty your
tonight
Wilson,

twenty-se-

(Mii.tiifliniHiiiNli.
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The Iron Food
for Vitality

AT"

ten-rou-

mid-wint-

three-cushio-

You Need It
"The Iron Food for Vitality"

a,

le

That Dainty Loaf

LOSER

BERNALILLO

O

Ppeatello, Idaho, Deo. 15. Spue
TO CENTRAL SCHOOL
Myers, of Poeatello, Idaho, knocked out Frankle Regan, of Pueblo,
The Central school basketball
Colo., here tonight In the eleventh
round of their scheduled twelve team defeated the Bernalillo team
yesterday on the Central school
round bout. The men. are
grounds by the Bcore of 27 to 12.

a builder of healthful
supplies food-irovitality in women 'their greatest charm
n

Raisin Pie
Jfn nr

at night

Quickly refreshed

by a dessert iik thi

Here's

dainty luncheon so
that you'll be apt to
overlook the healthful benefits it
brings if thinking only of Its
a

delicious

WORK SHOES
ARMY BREECHES
ARMY BLANKETS
ARMY O. D. SHIRTS
ETC., ETC.

GOODS

ARMY

at a Price Far Below the Market

luscious flavor.
Those benefits are due to the
rich food-iro- n
content of the
raisins.
Food-iro- n
fortifies the blood-br- ings
rosy checks, bright eyes.
But more than that, a proper
daily, iron supply, if long continued, builds strong, healthy,

Stewed Raisins

m

vigorous

Btrv for brtakfatt tvtry morning
mnd gwt your daily iron thit way

Cover

vitality, that magnetic
force, is "personality" and is
yours, and every woman's greatest charm.

Be.A.d Rat-

d

lin, with cold wat.r And add a
lie. of lemon or orange. Place
on are; brine to a boll and allow to almmer for on. hour.
Sugar may b. added but Is not
Seeded
n.c.flsary. a.
Ralalns

You'll Find Rock Bottom Prices on the Whole Lot
Select Useful Christmas Gifts Here:

contain

natural fruit

76

per

vitality.

That

cent

ugar.

L
O
O
K

FROM

OLD ONES
Contain and

lttn Ml

)m. what thlt itiaail.
Wi da nat cot,

WaraMUthara,
W in fh fuiiNt'
OMtfmtWaftSyatajV

Wool Army
in
Blankets,
good condi
tion. Full
bed size, at.
O.

Owing to our modern machinery and
workmen we
are able to do first class work at pre-w- efficient
.Men's Soles, sewed, and rubber heels prices..,..11.43
.
Ladies' Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$1.80

3

Sun-Mai-

essed and packed immaculately
great modern California plant.
Seeded (seeds removed); Seed

And if you are looking
a nice useful
Christmas gift you can't
make a mistake
in
selecting a few of these.
A Regulation Army Cv
D Wool Shirt (new) at

and

soles

Class

A,

Blankets,
and full

$1.75

,

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
J1S South Second St.

Prompt Attention

$1.00

phone 80

7--

Given to Mall Orders
We ray Parcel Post
Charges to Any Fart
of Mew Mexico.

Liberty Army Supply Co.

PA

Your
Christmas Guide

Order Your
Christmas Gifts
Now WhUe Stock
Is Complete

117 NORTH FIRST STREET
'
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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Cook Books
Pianos

AND Dad, too poorDa'd, who usually gets
Phonographs
. Silverware
,
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for him,
Tea Wagons
Vacuum
a regular gift this year
Cleaners r
AND Baby Betsy it's her first real Christ
Gifts for Her ,
mas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on Flowers
Furs

Christmas morn

Handkerchiefs

AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, per-

YOUR CHOICE OF

MEYE R & MEYER

DO YOUR "shopping" at home your buy Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
ing at the stores.
Blocks
BUT' There are so many, many wants to fill
Dolls
Kiddie Kars
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
Battles
shopping at homer '
Kings
Wagons
THERE'S Mother dear, old Mother, her
for
the Home
Gifts
silver-grashows
y
hair
where once 'twas
golden for her it must be the best Christ- Bookcases

mas ever

haps

Any Overcoat in House at Only

i

.State.

Ctty.

Let Ibe Journal

At the time of our big sale a few weeks ago our Overcoats were
.gone after 4he first few hours of the sale. We wired for more
coats to take care of hundreds of customers. The coats were
shipped but delayed in transit. They are here now. It's late in
the season. They must be sold.

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

I

tQ
size....... tDOetll

with

Delayed Shipment Just Received

114

Name

Hospital
good weight

Overcoats I Overcoats ! !
,

California Associated Raisin Co. .
Dept.
Fresno, Calif.
Pleaie send me copy of your free book

-

.

, I'

less (grown without seeds)
Clusters (on the stem). Also a
fine, ever-rtadessert.
Raisins are cheaper by 30 per
cent than formerly see that you
get plenty in your foods.

CutThls Out and Send It

100

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
...RAISIN CO.
MrmbtrMp 13,000 Qronrrt
Dept.
Fresno, Calif.

ar

Children's shoe work from 60o to
Shoes called for and delivered free,

W'H enl

Luicious Raiiin
Recipes in s fret book to any
one who mailicoupon.

n'."d.. $5.00

.tOp.a.....$5.00
have these
strap or spring.

PVeA
4 A

pair. . . .
Sport Sweater Coats, all

....$5.50
We

...$1.00

new half
heels,

LEATHER PUTTEES
A useful Chritmas gift.

for

pair.

Repaired Army Shoes,

$2.95

v

$3.50

NORMAL TIMES ARE HERE

D.

as

RAISINS

d
Use
Raisins, made
from California's finest table
grapes American raisins, proc'

Heavy weight Woollen

Hundreds of reclaimed

pair of O. D.
Wool Army Breeches,
reclaimed,
P7ff
IO
on sale at. . .

You need but a small bit 6f
iron daily, yet that need w vital.
Get it through right foods
this luscious raisin bread Is ona
way.
Have it toasted every morning, with your coffee; and thus
get the benefits of regularity. Try
today this captivating, vitalizing food. It will be your favorite breakfast toast.
Delicious raisin bread is sold
by bake shops and groceries
everywhere. Buy of them to sav
baking at home.
Real raisin bread It made with
lots of raisint. Invstonit. First-clabakers do tiot stint.

SUN-MAI- D

d

. 1,000
NEW SHOES

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Cascarots never
stir you up or gripe like SaltB,
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

t

in a

s,
T
O
P

Liver

northwest.

Just Received, A Large
Bought

Bilious

Bowels

For Constipated

The Denver team will ship
fine mounts to Coronado
about December 20, and Jenklnson
Is shipping immediately a car load
of highly trained thoroughbred
polo ponies from the north. Stables
are in readiness for the two big
O
shipments nnd others are expected
follow from other points.
Peoria, 111., Dec. 15. Ever Ham- to With
the early arrival of two
mer, of Chicago, ha a shade over polo teams the
presence during
in
a
Eud Chrlstlano, of Buffalo,
January and February of many
bout here tonight, according other teams and individual players
to a majority of newspaper men at who will remain to participate in
tho ringside.
tournament In
the
O
March is confidently expected. FreKieck-hefe- r,
15.
Dec.
Augie
Chicago,
quent match games from the first
n
of Chicago,
until the big tourpart of
billiard champion, tonight mado 44 nament January
begins are assured.
Seda-llpoints while John Layton, of
It is expected that the first polo
Mo., former
champion, made game will be scheduled for Sunday,
of
three
first
in
the
match
sixty
January 1. On January 2 the first
blocks of sixty points each for the event
of the season's golf program,
world's
Layton's the New Year's tournament, will
championship.
Kleck-hefer- 's
while
was
run
eight,
high
be played on Coronado's
grass
was five.
medal
course. It will be
O
under
and
open to
handicap
play
Wausau, Wis., Doc. 15. Matty members
of golf clubs recognized
out
knocked
of
Racine,,
Smith,
United States Golf associaFred Nelson, of Pittsburgh, with by the
the first punch in the first round tion.
tonight. The men are lightweights.

Mnnfle'

M. Crum
died st a local hospital at 8 o'clock
.Mrs.
Crum
morning.
yesterday
cam here lnt May from Hotslng-ton- .
Kans. Her mother. Mrs. F. E.
Bailey, and one fin were with her
when sjie died. She leaves besides
these a husband, two children and
a sister. The sister will arrive today. Tho body was taken to the
Blakemore mortuary home pending arrangements.
Mrs.

Page Nin

Necklaces
Gifts for Him
to
Belt Buckles

a score.

GOOD gracious 'there's so many gifts
make ancf so little ime to look around.
I KNOW Let's select from the vChristmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The Aforn-In- g
Journal. We can "shop" there and save
VALUES UP TO $55.00
Every Coat Positively Under Cost

PHONE 520

.hours

Hosiery
Lingerie
Jewel Cases

Cigars

and 'dollars.

SHOP THE JOURNAL
YOUR

Cigarette Cases
Canes

Hair Brushes
Safety Razors
Tobacco

WAY

CHRISTMAS WILL BE COMPLETE

Jars

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal

every auction sale celebrated the recording of a
bigger mortgage.
The auctions have stopped. This Is at least a
symptom of an Improvement. The farmers who did
not succumb, to the lure of speculation doubtless
are persuaded that "they are in the best line of
business."
But because of the wild, unbalanced
period of pyramiding the farming business has suffered severely. Many farm holders find themselveh
in a business capitalized far beyond the hope of fair
returns now that the bottom Is out of the market.
There will be many losses and much disappoint
ment. The best that can be said Is that the good,
value
productive land represents a
and those who treat It rightly and do business on
a basis of honest dealing and careful financing, will
find themselves secure in a livelihood that is independent and honorable.

BESIDES

"

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
CARL C. MAOEE.
D. A. MACPHtSKSON,
President.
Swretarv
D. A. MACPHEHSUN
Business Manage!
CARL C. MA HE ill
Krtltor-lChlel
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bid., Chicago, III
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. 48 E. 42d St.. New ?ork
Entered a second-clas- s
matter at the postofflce
of Albuquerque, N. Mm under act ot Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, ISc:
yearly. In advance, $9.09.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper in New
Mexico." The
American
Newspaper Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
It is the unanimous hope that free Ireland will
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
mean a prosperous country ana not a snooting
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
the use. for
of all newa credited to gallery.
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
A GOOD 6IG.V.
the local news published herein.
FRIDAY
December 16, 1921
"The railroad situation Is more conducive to
A CHANCE FOR HUNTERS.
optimism than It has been for many months," says
Ben Hooper, vice chairman of the railroad labor
Within fifty miles of Albuquerque there Is a spot board, who ought to be in a position to know what
where rabbits are plentiful. Hunters who have been he is talking about. And indications are that the
there testify .that game is seldom so accessible railroads are simply reflecting the general tendency
They assert that a man can kill a hundred rabbits toward better business conditions.
The railroads are first to feel even the slightest
In a day and have fine shooting all the time.
The presence" of the game indicates the possi- increase in traffic, and generally speaking there Is
imbility of furnishing food for Christmas dinners to no growth In freight without a corresponding
situation.
trade
In
the
provement
general
the poor of Albuquerque. If an expedition could be
Mr. Hooper's observation is most encouraging,
arranged, consisting of a dozen to twenty sportsmen,
enough rabbits to feed all the poor In and around Indeed.
Albuquerque might be secured.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Claus are up to their necks in
If a dozen sportsmen would form a party they
would doubtless enjoy a gala day. Reports Indicate work these days and nights.
that from three to six rabbits would be in sight for
each hunter at all times. A fair day's bag for tha
Among the most carefully scanned books at
time are the bank books.
Christmas
a
would
If
be
thousand
rabbits.
Then
the
party
use of a truck were donated the game could be
hauled here and distributed.
What do you say, sportsmen?
Is it worth or
ganizlng?
n
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estimates from Canada counted at
a further stimulus at the finish.
Upturns in corn and oats also
were mainly ascribed to Russian
relief talk. On the other hand liberal sales of corn to go Into storage
here acted somewhat as a counter
Bjr lilt AmocIrImI Prw.)
New York. Dec. 15. On a turn balance.
on eastern acScattered
over approximating one million count upheld buying
provisions.
shares, the stock market today
Closing prices:
Wheat
moved very generally to higher
May,
$1.12; July,
H.
levels, the railway list being the $1.03
Corn
July, 64o.
May,
only important department to manOats May, 52c; July, 38c.
ifest hesitation or irregularity.
Pork Jan., 37c;
$14.75.
Lard March, $8.75; May, $8.95,
Oils, metals, motors, the cheaper coalers and numerous other IsRibs Jan., $7.52; May, $7.77.
sues were carried forward by the
NEW YORK COTTON.
buying power. The rise was at its
height In the final hour, regardless
New York, Dec. 15. Cotton fu
of call money s unexpected advance
tures closed steady. Dec, 17.78;
to 6 per cent. .
Specific features of strength em Jan., 17.60; March. 17.48; May,
braced various California issues, 17.27; July. 16.88.
Oil, Standard
notably Associated
Oil of California and Pacific Gas
NEW YORK MONEY.
and Electric at gains ot one to al
New York, Deo. 15. Call money
most five points.
Firmer. High, offered at and last
Among other strong stocks were
Atlantic Gulf. "United Fruit. Amerl loan, 6 per cent; low, 4 per cent;
can International',' ,Mercantlle Ma ruling rate, 6 per cent; closing bid,
rine preferred, Corn Products and ZVi per cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
Anaconda, Chile and Utah Coppers,
these making gains of one to three days and six months, 5 to 5
per
. cent; prime mercantile paper, i to
points.
Several of the higher priced oils
per cent
and rails, also secondary rubber
NEW YORK METALS.
and equipment shares were attect-e- d
by moderate offerings but most
reactions were retrieved at the New York, Dec. 15. Copper
Firm. Electrolytic, spot and nearstrong finish.
i
14c; later, 14c. ,
French and Belgian currencies by. 13
Tin Strong.
were depressed as a result of the
Spot and nearby,
announcement that Germany would $34.00; futures, $84.00.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
be unable to meet fully the repara
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.7004.80..
tions payments maturing in JanuZinc Quiet. East St. Loult de- - '
ary and February. Paris and Brus
sels rates eased about twenty points livery spot, $4.904.95.
each and sterling lost 1 cent on the
Antimony
Spot, $4.50.
German marks snowea
pound.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE
only slight depreciation '.nd rates
on the north European countries
rose ten to twenty points.
New York, Dec, 15. Foreign ex
The feature of the bond market change Irregular, Great Britain dewas the New York city $55,000,000 mand, $4.18; cables, $4.18.
4
offering, France demand, 7.95; cables,
per cent
which went to a banking syndicate 7.96. Italy demand. 4.57! cables,
on what was regarded as satisfactory 4.68. Belgium demand. 7.62
ca
une bles, 7.63. Germany demand .53;
terms to the municipality,
Holland demand.
general bond llflt was active and cables,
especial 36.40; cables, 86:46. Norway, de
steady, although lacking innew
from
aside
high
Sweden demand,
15.15,
mand.
developments,
records for the year by both issues 24.60. Denmark demand. 18.30.
of Victory notes. Total sales, par Switzerland demand, 19,42.
Spata
demand, 15.00. Greece derftan,
value, $17,775,000.
,
4.25,
Argentina demand, 88.11,
Closing prices:
28
Brazil demand, 12.87.
American Beet Sugar
lAetitreaL
34
92
American Can
47
&
Ret'g..
American Smelting
CHICAGO PRODUCE,
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 30
117
American Tel. & Tel
(
13
15. Peultry- Dec.
American Zinc
Chicago.
49
Anaconda Copper
Alive, higher.
Fowls, 142$
2
Atchison
springs,
turkeys. !7o; roost-er- a,
85
16c.
Baltimore & Ohio
67
Ret
Potatoes Market steady.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
20
Butte & Superior
ceipts 25 cars. Total U.
ship
48
413.
Wisconsin
ments,
sacked
California Petroleum
round white, $1.7001.80 cwt,; Mliw
Canadian Pacifio
31
nesota ditto, $1.66 cwt.; laaht)
Central Leather
sacked Rurals, $1,90 cwL
?
Chesapeake & Ohio
19
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
9
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Chino Copper
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Kansas City, Deo. 10. Butter)
Crucible Steel
Market unchanged.
Cuba Cane Sugar
Eggs Market to lower. Firsts,
Erie
74
Knrthern nfd
40c; seconds, SJo.
1
Poultry Hens and pringv nn
Inspiration Copper
65
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
changed; turkeys 2o to 40 lower,
27
39c.
Kennecott Copper
108
Louisville & Nashville
119
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Mexican Petroleum
27
Miami Copper
IT 14
mlcaaniirt Pacific
Chicago livestock.
Chicago, Dec, 15. Cattle Re
New York Central
ceipts 14,000. Early sales beet
Northern Pacific
steers steady to 25c lower, quality
J?
Pennsylvania
15
plain. Early top yearlings $lO.00;
Ray Consolidated Copper....
bulk beef steers, $6.607.60; she
Reading
64j
stock weak; bulls and Blockers
nomitilln Trnn & Steel
23
A
cinninii. nil
Refining
lower on Teal
steady;
bidding
79
calves.
Southern Pacifio
1
47,000.
Market
Hogs
Southern Railway
l steady to Receipts
10c lower than yesterday's
Studebaker Corporation
average, mostly steady, big packTexas Company
ers doing nothing. Top, $7.50 for
Tobacco Products
,2
126
light lights;
Union Pacific
average up
7
to $7.25; bulk 190 pounds and up,
United States Steel
8S
to 10
Utah Copper
$6.857.15;
pigs
steady
y
lower; bulk desirable. $7.4007.60,
LIBERTY BONDS.
Sheep Receipts 28,000, Market
opened very slow, little dons early.
New York, Dec. 15. Liberty One double deck fat lambs to pack$95.10; first 4s. ers at $11.00, and one double
bonds closed:
$97.08 bid; second 4. $96.84; first
yearlings at $9.25; look 35
$87.04; lower; few good
ewes,
$97.40; second
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PAYING A DEBT.

Mil,
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Across far skies I stretch my gaze
And, all too wakeful, fondly dream
Last summer, while In London, Vachel Lindsay
That outlined In the distant haze
-ia
to
the
The
southwest.
I see a rainbow faintly gleam.
paid
high compliment
American poet, whose utterances were eagerly read
Not like the spectrum's shades aglow
by the English people, declared that the great south
That never more shall vast floods be.
west had the most promising future of any part of
The colors there within my bow
this country. He lavishly praised New Mexico and
Are clear and deep, and number three.
doubtless interested more Britishers in the state
Thy promise, oh, my rainbow dream,
than any other single Individual has done.
MuBt, in the future days, come true!
Saturday night he will speak on poetry and read
Set In the sky your colors gleam
some of his verses at the Woman's club here. He
For peace on earth Red, White and Bliie!
Lurana Sheldon.
Is an outstanding figure in American literature.
Albuquerqueans would be displaying Ingratitude if
they failed to give him a respectable audience. If
there la little Interest here in the new poetry, there
should be sincere appreciation for the advertising
HOPING FOR THE BEST.
which the great poet has given the southwest, parSanta Claus would not be the optimist he is if
ticularly New Mexico.
he didn't put a few pocket flasks In his pack. Bir
mingham
DISCARDING THE EXAMS.
NO ROUGH-HOUSWANTED.
China feels that Just because the door Is to be
The student body has never had any doubt that open is no reason why guests should behave like
By WALT MASON,
college examinations are a nuisance.
they were in a barn. Dallas News,
By Howard B. GarU
The determination of the faculty of the Wharton
THEY LOOK GOOD. ANYWAY.
School of the University of Pennsylvania to abolish
You Just can't conviffce a thirsty man In the au
THE SAFE SIDE.
dragged along the road a culverln
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
examinations comes as a result of long deliberation dience that those stage cocktails are anything less
on wheels. And he Is loaded down
Newspaper Syndicate.
Colo"The
time
the
has
said
New
with guns till life seems flat and
come,"
real thing.
York Telegraph.
on the subject. It has not yet been decided Just than
AND
UNCLE
JACKIE'S
WIGGILY
nel
Hays, "when patience halts stale, for he must guard the prewhat sort of educational device will be Introduced
THOUGHTS ON THE MARK.
duns that come to me by
HAND.
and
falls, and wo shall shoot all cious
to take their place; but there is no doubt about It
man. a sawca-or- r
Judging from their looks some Americans who
shotgun on his
that In all college circles It would be a cause for put good money Into them several years ago realizis
'Will you be here when I come locoed Jays who try to rob the back, and all equipped to kill, he
too
malls.
Too
have
long,
long
this
are
afternoon?"
thus
much
German
from
school
home
delivers
that
easier
the
at
than
examinaif
a more adequate substitute for
today
they
my shack the
rejoicing
d
asked Jackie Bow Wow, the littlo graceless scamps defied me to my tailor's
mark. New 'Orleans States.
bill. With his
tions could be found.
and
stolen
have
face,
postage brass knucks and lance and gun
they
puppy dog boy, ot Uncle Wiggily
And he leaves his smoke behind, and
It Is of
Importance that the learner
The bunny was stamps until It's a disgrace.
one morning.
at
now
last
the he looks like a war lord Hun who
they've
In
spilled
should be confronted at times with the necessity of
of
at
front
gate.
the
standing
his hollow stump bungalow,
has "Der Tag" in mind. Now peace
and beans, they've shocked the voters'
aklng a survey of all he has acquired within a given
maI
and
have
the
drafted
souls,
enshrouds my wintry dome and
Jackie was hurrying past with his
time during his college course, and to organize this
to
rines
Bhoot
them
full
of
holes.
bundle of booka under his paw.
comfort fills my soul, for I can
DISINTEGRATION IN EVROPE.
ocean
The
soldiers
on
Information for the purpose of setting it down on
are
guard,
In
mall
off
a priceless pome, and feel
I
be
the
woods
"Well, may
looltlng for an adventure, or I may no more shall bandits scoff, and 'twill reach its goal. And when the
paper or delivering it orally. This is good practics
the Chicago Tribune.)
who
(From
he
a
will
steals
card
postal
sa'd
grocer sends his bill with threat
for everyone, whether he is a college student or no.
Serious rioting is reported from Vienna. A few be here helping: Nurse. Jane."
dome blown off." The of law and Jail, 'twill reach
uncle. "Why do you have his comes
my
e
examination did days ago revolutionary outbreaks In Portugal be- the bunny
Bus this requirement the
to
and
postman
abode,
my
on the hill, since gunmen
Jackie?"
came so serious that the French, Italian and Spanish ask,
and sore he feels, for he has cottage
tired
not fulfill.
mail.
the
guard
"Because, Uncle Wlgrglly, I have,
From
were considering Intervention.
If the Wharton school faculty can produce a governments
Amsterdam comes news that the Dutch government something I want to show you,"
method of testing which has In it none of the In- has had to take drastic measures to prevent com- answered Jackie. "I have It hi suppose Jackie has trained some cried
Uncle Wlggily, springing out
school and I'm going to bring it ot the animal
outrages in Holland.
boys to play on and holding up his red, white and third
justices and inadequacies of the present examina- munist
fourth
$98.14;
home with me this afternoon."
are
unstable
These
of
reminders
the
equilibmouth
tin
Whistles
very
organs,
combs,
tion It will mean a decided step forward In education.
$10M2; Vic$97.42; Victory
"What is it, Jackie?" Something and the like of that. Maybe he's blue striped rheumatism crutch.
rium of Europe today, but the case of Vienna is
"Pooh! As if I was afraid of tory 4 s,
52v
Vienna Is crying for bread. you made, as Baby Bunty made training them to play Christmas
especially significant.
snarled the Wolf. "First,
WHERE THE PLANS DIFFER.
It escaped bolshevlsm because the level of intelli- the Christmas star?"
music. Yes, I shall certainly like you!"
OF TRADE.
BOARD
CHICAGO
nibble
I'll
It
Jackie's ears, then I'll
"No,
Isn't a Christmas tree to see Jackie's band."
gence of the Viennese is very hlRh. But an empty
nibble yours. What's that bannis the greatest of revolutionaries, and the star," barked Jackie with a laugh.
stomach
Then
called
Jane
to
Nurse
Uncle
Grain prices
15.
over
The gloating of league of nations advocates
out of your pocket?" he sudChicago, Dec.
a band, and "
long suffering Austrian people will not die with- "It's
Wiggily to go to the store for her. ing
largely as
today
strength
to
developed
some"But Just then the school bell and
what they affect to believe Is President Harding's out
denly
asked,
a struggle.
pointing
the muskrat lady housekeeper
black and twisty dangling a result or- - gosnm mu vtj..B
conversion to the principle of .the Wilson-Smut- s
The fate of Austria Is one of the chief exhibits
wanted so many things that the thing
would .appropriate funds for the
in the overwhelming case against the
peace
rabbit gentleman was kept busy from the doggie Boy's pocket.
15.000,000 bushels of
plan does no credit to their intelligence. The asso- of
"That? That's my band," said purchase of 3,000,000
It is not only a reproach to the humanity
until late in the afternoon.
bushels of
ciation of nations which the president would bring of Paris.
corn and
Jackie.
band
"My
victors but a demonstration of the folly of
the
"And
went
now," he said, as he
whent for Russian relief. Wheat
Into fc lng would be a
society volu- their statecraft. It is a warning, as all Europe
to the store for the last time to
"Oh, ho! A land!" cried the closed strong, lc to
ImiV
net hleh-g
of in- smoldering Europe Is a warning that the treaties
do Nurse Jan a favor, "now I Wolf. "Just what I want!" and
ntary striving to promote the
to $1.12
$1.12
Mav
with
the
with
the compliance
think I'll go and meet Jackie com- he pulled from Jackie's pocket a and July $1.03
great powers,
dividual states and of civilization in general. The Imposed by
to 81.03W. Corn
representative, are unworkable and
lng from schooL with his band."
large, stretchy rubber band, very gained
o and oats ytc to
c to
difference between his conception and the abortive of the American
There will be no peace,
Off through the forest hopped strong ana snappy.
persistently mischievous.
c.
Provisions were uncnanseu
league whose covenant was tacked on to the treaty there will be no secure advance until they are rethe bunny uncle. Now and then
"Here! Don't take that! I'm go- to
up.
he stopped to listen.
of Versailles is strikingly illustrated for any who vised or replaced by conditions which make ecoto make an airship and show
ing
At first wheat showed a down
nomic restoration possible.
"For," said Uncle Wlggily to it to Uncle Wlggily!" barked Jack- ward tendency because of pros
will consider the case of China.
Revenge and foolish ambition are imperiling the
himself, "if Jackie is leading his ie. "I'm going to use that strong pects of rain or snow likely to af
The league of nations Is Incapable of doing Jus whole
fabric of European society, and there are very
band ot players through the woods rubber band to make the propeller ford relief from
drought in the
tice to China. What the prospective Harding asso few signs of any Intelligent realization of this fact
I shall hear them.
Never was go around.
Give me back my southwest.
It being tho fifth sen.
day
there a crowd of boys with mouth band!"
elation might do for that country and for others among its governments or its peoples. America is
of declining prices, however,
told Its duty Is to help. But Europe offers
organs, tin whistles and combs
which have been victimized in the past by predatory solemnly
Inor was onlv half hearted, and cau.
No!"
"No!
howled
Wolf.
the
us no
to help. Instead, we see great
with paper over them, but what "I'm
to take it to make a tlon .on the bear side was further
states Is exemplified in what is being attempted at armiesencouragement
maintained by bankrupt governments; mailthey played every now and then. springgoing
for my door." He pulled on suggested by a drop In receipts at
Soon I shall the Jolly music!"
Washington right now. The league of nations la a ed fists shaken where open hands should, he thrust
one
of
end
the stretchy band. It northern terminals.
Gradually atBut, though Uncle Wlggily list- strung out as long
union of military powers committed to preserve the out. We see resources greedily held where they
as a yardstick. tention of traders began to focus
should
be
combined
mutual
We
benefit.
for
no
music
did
freely
he
ened,
hear.
Jackie held the other end of the on the possible martlet effects of
existing territorial Integrity of states. Its tendency see foolish grabbing of
ekekie
and foolish erection
Kw end
"Strange," he said to himself. rubber.
a proposal to expend $29,000,000 to
is to preserve the integrity of China by clamping of custom walls where territory
there should be pooling of
am
on
"I
the
path Jackie must
for Russia. Consethe- ruJbter
"Let go, Jackie! Let go!" sud- buy foodstuffs of
take in coming from school, yet I
tighter the bonds that fetter the great Asian nation: strength and free exchange of needed commodities.
bullish sentiment
cried Uncle Wlggily. Jackie quent increase
cannot
survive
even
denly
if
such
not
not
even
a
Europe
hear
folly,
mouth
I
In
their
states
of
organ.
by protecting exploiting
possession
let go his end of the rubber band. showed itself first in corn but later
America were foolish enough to throw Its resources rang the last don't you dare to be wonder what has happened?"
in wheat.
more
was
manifest
extorted rights.
much
into the pit Europe is digging for Itself. European late bell and Jackie had to hurry
Just then Uncle Wiggily heard a
Snap! went this end, crack-o- !
Active commission house buying of
The Versailles treaty made the case ot China governments must face facts, must obey economic along.
voice he well knew. It was that bang-o- !
against the nose of the wheat followed, especially during
"But I'll brinsr my band with me of Jackie, and the doggie boy was Wolf.
worse than it had been and the league of nations laws, must free the great resources of materials and
the last half hour. Reduced crop
"Oh, wowl Oh, wow! Oh, wow!"
covenant required those adhering to it to back up energy now bound by stupid political policies. Until when I coma home from school!" saying:
this is done the descent of Europe toward anarchy he called back to Uncle Wiggily.
"Now you atop chasing me! Let howled the Woozle chap.
"Oh,
the plunderers. It may be we shall have disclosure will continue.
"Please do." invited Uncle Wlg me alone!"
what a pain!" and he dropped the snappy band, Jackie, for It played
that the world is not ready for a change, that selWhat Europe needs most is not American help gily, with' a twinkle of his pink
"My I That sounds like trouble!' rubber band and ran away.
a good trick on the Wolf."
In
a
a
own
but
nose.
in
its
mood
fond
"I am very
of peace
of music said Unole Wiggily to himself. "I
morals,
change
fish ambitions still rule the hearts of statesmen of
Jackie picked up the stretchy
So the bad chap didn't nibble
of
the
mood
to
war
now
stead
of
which
and
see
and
I'd
like
listen
to
must
if
band."
your
Jackie
needs help!"
ptece of rubber and held it out to anybody's ears and his nose was
the Old World. In that case there will be no active a little plain business sense. Schemes prevails,
for Bagdad
The bunny uncle peered through Uncle Wlggily.
Jackie seemed surprised at that,
sore for a week, serving him right,
movement for organizing the Harding association railways, for new balances of power and new en- and said something, but what It the bushes and saw the Woozle
to I think. And If the sugar spoon
"This Is the band I was
of nations. It could not do any good before the: circlements, for selfish hoarding of natural resour- was the rabbit gentleman could Wolf chasing the doggie boy. show you," he said to thegoing
bunny. doesn't go swimming in the glass
Jackie was running as fast as he
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Mr, Long-ear- s. of milk with the carving knife and
nations are ready to be Just for the sake of justice, ces, for receiverships of great nations, are foolish not hear.
and
dreams
obstruct
for
Mr,
'I
worse,
the
said
could
way
suppose,
only
the
was
but
"And
Longears
was
amu- - get its face all wet, I'll tell you
Wolf
scrabble,
I
they
it
thought
instead of coerce because con to salvation, which is
and to
v
by economic reconstruction to himself, as he settled his tall right after him,
slcal band with mouth organs and next about Uncle Wiggily and
is the better way for all. through peace and
vinced that
of effort.
his
over
silk hat down
"Halt! Stop! Let Jackie aTone!" tin flutes) But I'm glad it was a Grandpa Goosey.
eyes, "I

i
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For Little Ones

The whack of the auctioneer's gavel Is not heard
In the country so frequently as it was a year or two
ago. The editor of a leading farmers' Journal comments upon the fact that there are fewer sales this
fall and ventures the .interpretation that "more
farmers are coming to appreciate that they are In
the best line of business."
The phenomenon is interesting in view of the
fact that agriculture has slumped from an era ot
unprecedentedly high prices to one in which the
level la disproportionately low as compared with all
other market averages, Everywhere farmers are
talking discouragement but sticking to the farm.
Two years ago when potatoes sold like pranges and
"good as wheat" was a stronger phrase than "good
as gold," auction sales of farming equipment and
even of farms were of dally occurrence. These were
indications, not of unprofitable business on the
farms, but of a speculative fever fomented by real
estate manipulators.
Many farmers who, through
long years of toll and economy had acquired their
property, were Induced to "cash in" and retire on
what seemed to them a competence. The buyer
wass persuaded through glib talk of big money to
be made at the present high prices. And so land
sales values wore boosted with each turnover, and

zic;

'

Bedtime Stories
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FEWER AUCTIONS.

16, 1921.
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$3.00.

Knnsfts City livestock.
Kansas City. Dec. 15. Cattts
Canners
Receipts 7,000.
active,
strong to 25o higher; all other
classes slow; few sales beef steers
15c to 25o lower, some
bid off
more. Light yearlings. $8.50: few
head $9.00; she stock steady to
weak, most cows $3.60 4.26; many
heifers, $4.005.75; few lots, $.6ft
8.25; other classes steady; bulla
mostly $3.00 4.00; better grades
vealers. $7.00 7.50; good Texas
stockers, $5.75.
Market
Hogs Receipts 8,000
slow, generally steady, closed about
6o lower; heavy mixed and packing sows neglected. Light lights t
shippers up to $6.90; practical top,
$6.86; bulk ot sales. $6.506.80;
packing top on 190 to
hogs, $6.80; pigs 10c higher, best
.

225-pou-

$7.20.

Sheep Receipts '8,000.
Sheep
weak to 25o lower; no choice light
ewes offered. Most heavy natives,
$3.50 3.75;
lambs and yearlings
strong to 25c higher; fed yearlings,
$8.60; fed westerns. $10.80,

Denver Livestock,
Denver, Dee. 15. Cattle Receipts 1,600. Market steady. Beef
steers, $5.00 7.00; cows and heif
ers, $3.60 5.40; calves $6.60'
9.60; bulls, $2.003.00;
stockers
and feeders, $5.006.25,
Hogs Receipts 1,500. No trad
lng, buyers refuse to bid, prioss
lower.
strong.

Lambs, $9.0009.75;

$3.254.'50; feeder lambs,

ewes,
$8.26

One of the most sumptious ban
quets Pittsburgh ever has seen will
be tendered to Captain Tom Davis
of the University
of Titthnh
football team on December 12.

By Gene Byrnet
i
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IIOTEIi
We have listed for a few days
a
hotel, nicely furnished; 22 outside rooms; hot
and cold running water In
each room; steam heated. This
hotel Is in cood location and
Is doing a fine business, but
owner Is leaving town and
will Bell at a bargain for cash.

1921

Opyrlght.
UOOK, AT ME
THE
DE LEVAREt. ASiE.
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ROOM WITH
THAT BATU ROBfTl

By George McManut
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V. 8. Patent Utile.
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OH BOYI
Why not this brand new bungalow of lour rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping;, porch, two screen
for that Christmas
porch'-home? It. has hard wood floors
built-i- n
throughout,
china closet, kitchen cupboards; sidewalk, alfalfa all
around the house In season,
shade
trees, fine neighborhood. It's a dandy. Price only
J3.8D0; terms.

HELLO
fOLK'a:

'

PLEA-bGR-

fire-plac- e,

l

MEET HIM

'

.

DARL1N!

ON'

.

AXI) ROOMIXtJ
HOUSE
This Is a good one eifrht
rooms
three
and
sleeping;
front
and back
porches,
100x142
lot
screened;
porches
feet; Kns, sidewalks, fences,
large varioty of berries, fruit,
etc. Pest frnrden soil, ditch
water. Now Just think of a.11
this at $5,400, and your own
terms.
BOATtniXO

GOOD FRAME XIOfSE
Located close in. In the Highlands; has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; Is arranged so
can bo used for two families.
This will make a very comfortable home, or can be used
as a home and Income
FOR RENT
very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses
and apartments in all parts of
the city.
Tell us what you want we
may have it.
- Borne

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
. Gold.
1'hone 907--

810

MAKE US AN OFFER
brick
double
On a
two baths. Five-roodwelling with on
each side, furand bath
nished, separate entrance, only
five blocks from postofflce..
ten-roo- m

m

D, T. KINGSBURY,
'

1921 8V iNT'b FCATURI

OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO BELL, so call
& GRIFFITH,
ACKERSON
Realtors.
Phono 414.
S.
.
Fourth.
120

FOK SALE
frame cottage, sleeping
furnished, corner
porch, completely
lot; highlands, one block from Central avenue; termf.
18,000 One of the flnut homes on Bast
Silver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
extra fine Bleeping porch; full basement: hot water hoat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage 71111
servant's Quarters.
2,100

SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renon Kodak finishing
service
sudden
ders
Work
to people who demand quality.
.
m. mailed eame day.
:n before 11
Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB BED ARBOW,
B. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
CWe want
representative la TO'JR
SUDDEN

In nil Its branches, Loans, territory.)
Surety Bonos.
eseU.
South Fourth Street, Next to P. 0.
:
l'hone 614.
"SOME

Insurance
.

.

,

Ill

,

2-

HOME

CENTRAL AVEXCE

porches, fire
features. Com
place, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishes and kitchen utensils. Gar-

'Of five, rooms, two

age,

full-size-

Make

lot.

d

this

your' Christmas gift to
Priced at $5,600. with reasonable terms.
ROLL1.V E. GraiRXDGE,
314 W. Gold.
Phone 1023.

SALE

FOR
'"S

FOR

HER.

Poultry-Egg- s

ALEFTns Khode VaialidrCoiter!

124 South Walter;

FOH SALE S. C. White Leghorn twek- erels. Phone J420-RFOH, SALE Choice milk and grain fed
turkeys, ducks and chickens, rnone
t
WE BUV POULTRY, AND RABBIT8
102 South
all, kinds. v Phone 151-Broadway.
FOR SALE American Roller cansrli
B,
C. English White
and
Leghorn cockerels. 11 North Fifteenth
FOR SALE Entire stock purobrod B. C.
R. I. Reds, breeding pena r singles;
also a fine lot of bronze turkeys, Mtt.
H.
Watklns. phono 2416-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
H. C. R. I.
Reds, Ringlet Barred Kocks,
cockerels, pullets, hene and pena for breed
ing 418 West Atlantic phone 1488-FOR SALE All kinds of nice young
hens, reasonable; also springs, duetts,
302 South
geese, turkeys. Phone 855-Broadway,
BABY CHICKS HATCHING EGGS
y
White Leghorns
FROM our
Chicks 120 per 100: ectrs 112 per 100.
R. I. Reds that are real Reds. Chicks
122 per. 100; eggs, $14 per 100. Hatch off
each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
prepaid. Mesilla valley Hatchery, Mrs.
It. V. Bundy. Las Cruces. N. M.

Houses

WANTED

house;
modern
WANTED Four-roounless price la right don't waste your
time; state price, looation ana ternis.
Address Mr. Kugel. earn Journal.
WANTED Albuquerque residence; four
to seven rooms: will exchange room'
Ing house close In, lands, suitable for
Jive stock ranch, vacant property, ii.uuu
R. E. note, several other properties. Bee
owner,' SI 5 South Third.
OH
SALE Eighty-acr- e
house, seven miles
ranch, four-rooeast jot town; fireplace, water and telephone. Call at 1105 East Central, pho.ie
.

CHIMNEY SWEEP
WE SPECIALIZE In cleaning chimneys
and furnaces. Call "Chimney Sweep,"

ar

Y. M.

1

CI,

A.

WANJ ED Board & .Room

WAITED
Protestant home an mother'scare for useful school girl, neir
Address L. M oare Jour
cliool.
high
nal.

PAINTING
WH::n YOU consider painting, plione
I547-estimates furnished free; all
work guaranteed: no Job too large.

TYPEWRITERS
iyPEvf

ITERS Ail makes overhauled
Ribbons for every maAlbuquerque Typewriter'
188 South Fourth,
phone

aBd repaired.

chine.

,

MATTRESS RENOVATING
lATTii;ys
xiltur

H12NOVATIMJ,

FOR SALE
JOK

$3 60

and

cteantns. furnltur repfllrlnn, fur
packing. Phout 472, Ervln '
Comnnny.

Real Estate

ALE

Fine 60 tool lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hammond; 824 East Sliver.

""LEGAL NOTICE
"notick of fixatj Accoimir

In the Matter of the Estate of Jesus
Salazar, Deceased.
I Notice la hereby Riven that Joie
R. Salazar, Administrator of the
estate of Jesus Salazar. deceased,
hag filed In the Probate Court of
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, his
final account aJ such Administrator
nnri the court has annotated Mnn- L!
Sim
.1
1nOO
lhv ri iiu Jn oi unnu bll j ,
a, m, as the day for
CUay, o'clock uaj
be,
hearing objections, If any there acto the approval of said final
count and the discharge of said Administrator.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 1st' day of
December, 1921,
FRED CROIXOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
HAD KIDJfKY TROUBLE TEN

T..r

YEA11S.

Don't give up hope If you are
o
suffering from backache,
pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
always tired feeling, pains In groin
and muscles or other symptoms of
rheu-matl-

J. T. Osboru, R. F.
D. No. 1. Lwcaaville, 0., writes: "I
had kidney trouble for 10 years. I
tried all kinds of kidney remedies
but they did me no good. I took one
bottle of Foley Kidney WUs and
they helped me so much S am wsll
now." Sold everywhere.

kidney trouble.

:

POUND SALE
V

On Saturday, the 17th. day 'of
December, 1921, at 9 a. m. ln front
of the city hall on North Second
street. I will sell one grey horse
about 14 hands hlnh, weiph-0pounds, '10 years' old,, branded on

uofthips-

-,
'

ri

--

-

City Marshal,

x

BARGAINS"

frame
frame
frame
two

Mcdonaad

$ 150

$1,100
lots

$1,250
$1,550

worsham'

FOR RENT

Dwellings

HOME

New pressed
brick, five large
rooms, plenty of big olosets, linen
heat,
laundry In
closet, bath,
basement, extra roomy front and
back porches with conorete floors
great, big garage. Frontage of
71 feet on one of the
In the Fourth ward.
best-street- s

SHELLEY
Phone 450

REALTY

Realtors.

--

J.

CO.,

21$ W.

Old.

HOW
Te Stop Paying Bent
Small payment down buys either of
the following:
Two-roofrome, eleeplng porch,
lot; fl,700, f 290. (25
bath,
month.
perFive-roobrlek, two porches, bath,
lot; I,7S0; 1760, 160
garage,
month.
per
Two-rooframe, steeping porch,
lot. Fourth ward; 11,260; 1500,
125 per month.
a
v

THINK
Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooms
ind glassed in sleeping porch,
built-i- n
oak floors,
features,
furnace heat and large' basement T This place is priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. L. MARTI V CO.,
.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and - Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phono 158.
223 W. Gold Ave.

FOR RENT
FOR Jlli.NX
889--

KU.NT

Bllver.

Three,

four-roo-

80 each; one two-roowith glassed-i- n porch, $20;
glassed-i- n
porch, 118; located

705

Furnished

Room
rooms,

C.

THAXTON

Mountain

Road

HOMEY IIOME.
SPLENDID HOME
Four-roobrick sleeping porchon East Silver,' new, well built, es, modern, built-i- n
dining room
five rooms, basement,
furnace, and kitchen
features;
built-i- n
location.
a
fine
lawn,
ehade,
features; furnished ready
to mdve in; good terms, and Priced to soil, $4,200. Terms.
J. P. (JILL, Real Estate.
priced to move it.
Phono 723-115 S. Second.
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
442-J
204 W. Gold
Phone
m

A

SHAD

m

3, L. PHILLIPS, Ronl Estate.
- Phone 354-110 S. Third.

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

FlTLEAngora
.

kTucnsfPhone

1608-J-

FOR
2409-R-

"Sargum"

hay.

Phone

FOR SALE St. Bernard dog. Inquire
108 Kant Silver.
TRY UODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-RFOrTTiA LE Christmas tries.
McAdams,
phone fi38-FOR SALE OuurantceO Navajo rugs.
308 South Arno.
FOR SALE liahy carriage and sulkoy
819 North Second.
FOR SALE Fresh corn-fe- d
pork; halves
and quarters. Phone 1805-KALaV-Cem- cnt
FOR
blocks, cheap. GiS
'
South Walter, phone 2314-DENVER POST dollverea at your door,
65o per month.
Phone 1940-NAAJO RUOB Positively at cost. J17
North Mulberry, phono 17.10-FOR SALE A piano, upright grand, mahogany case. Phone 956-FOK KA1.B Muu's bicycle, reasonable,
413 Weet Copper.
l'hono 908-wheel,
FOR HALE dirt's bicycle.
321 South Fifth St.
good condition.
two
FOIl SALE Winter dog house,
pairs new feather pllluws. 710 West
Lead.
FOR SALE Edison machlna and forty-fiv- e
Plroni
records; good as new.
2404-J-

FOR SALE Extra largo size
anil Monarch gas stove; fine shape,
03 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Full set new school books.
Fourth and Sixth grades. Call Elgin
Hotel, room 16.
FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson mandolin (flat model), leather cusl, cheap,
Call 606 North Second.
FOR SALE Blue velvet suit nutria col
size
lar, size 36; belted pony skin coat,
214 West Hold, phone 442-38. cheap.
6
and
Used
FOR SALE
tractors,
with gang plows. Hardware Depart
A
Co.
ment J. Korbel
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment
of plnons, 12c the pound. Robert Juac
phereon, 1114 West Central,
C1.AK1F1EO and Pasteurized milk. There
la only one place to obtain It. Albu
querque Dairy Association pnone am.
FOR SALE Frosli buttermilk and cot
in ganou
tage cheese; also Iresn mil ltli-M,
lots.
Swayne's Dairy, phone
FOH SALE Beaulllul new J. P. beebulg
n Bvar.n aniL mahoaanv case: casil .oi
easy payments, particulars pnone ihi-jFOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, Pig n
Whistle candiea, best Ice oream in me
free, college inn,
city. We deliver
hone 241
Selected strictly fresh
FOR SALE
white eggs at market price; deliveries
Address F.
Wednesday and Saturday.
W. V., care Journal.
FOR
Alfalfa, nineteen dollera ptr. .. .SALE
.,
harlav AH, SeVentyRob
flve per hundred. Phone H409-Rert E. Diets.
two
SALE
pups,
FOR
Toy
poodle
months old. thoroughbreds; delivered
M.
E.
L.
Brown,
any time, anywhere.
Barton, N. M.
SEND a genuine NAVAJO nVO cr
PILLOW TOP home for
Christmas; bargains at 1006 East C'en-tra- l,
1419-phone
CAKES made to
NICE HOME-MAD- S
order: leave your order now for iruit
Mrs. Mackey, 2i'S
oakes for Christmas.
East Silver, phone 1285-BUTTER Ask your,, grocer for Albuquerque Dairy, Association butter; If
your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
North Second,
the dairy,
PLATER piano for a Xmas gift, with
sale cheap; Liberty
for
thirty records,
bonds taken; terms to responsible party.
1018-or
1226
West Central.
Phone
Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
nrevant fallen InateDs: cures ell foot
troubles, 1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thoa.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 406 West Central.
FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arkunsaw
Black, Oanos, Ben Davis, Wine Bapps.
or call Win. Dolde, 70
Phone 1628-South Broadway.
FOR BALE Fox terrier pups, six weeks
g
stock, well
old, from
marked; ready for delivery Christmas.
Prloes 1 and 120. Address 'N. W.
James Springe, N. M.
AtmrcsTos roof paint
GOOD for all kinds Of roots, II per galSouth
The Maaano Co., 11
lon.
Try a built up
WaJnut, phone 1884-as
as
the
last
building.
will
long
roof,
FOR SALE Beautiful cabinet Columbia
con
machine, and floor lamp, perrect won
dition, reasonable: would make a
a
sacrifice.
derful Xmas gift; must sell at
ae am leaving town, sui soutn waiter.

modern FOR RENT Furnished
light house
houto
room for lady, 110 a month.
and 405keeping
South
Edith,
1415-17-front room
South Arno. Cnll at this address or phone FOR RENT Nicely furnished tor
gentle
182S-bath, cl"Seln,
adjoining
at
Gilliam,
man. 4Vf weat uoai
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch, gentleman only. i2t South
waiter, rnone ijij-j- .
WANTED Position
RENT Housekeeping roome and
FOR
1 DO- general house cleaning and floor
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
waxing, j. w. juowc, pnone
children. 110 South Walnut, ,
WANTED Washing and Ironing by the IMPERIAL ROOMS Vice, clean rooma;
Call 1204-after 6:30 p. m.
day.
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take Theater, 211
weet central.
home. 105 Eaat Coal, phone 1505-FOR KENT Qlaaeed-l- n
porch and two
WANTED To prune your fruit treee;
airy rooma; board aoroae. street, 114
first-clas- s
Phone North
work guaranteed.
le-wMaple,
phone
Bikes, 1428-J- .
RENT
nicely furnished
Large,
WB AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and FOR
steam-heateroom, central and reason- WILLIAMS
tt ZANO, sbie. ZQ7ft weet
keep Books.
uoia,
room I Mellnl building. Phone 701-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
WANTED Position as housekeeper by
114
bath,
sleeping porch adjoining
refined middle aged woman, for wid- North
Edith. Phone 2278-ower or bachelor. Address Box; 44, care HJLOIN
ruutne and
HOTJ3L
flieepin
journal.
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
WANTED Work of any kind; house week
weet
or month.
602
central.
cleaning, kalsomlnlng, odd jobs of car- FOR RENT Two nice
unfurnished
201 Bast
penter work. Phone 604-and
rooms with bath
large sleeping
Lewis.
(is West Mountain Road. Phone'
NUKHE wante position, nursing and keep porch,
J02-or
for
Invalid
healthseeker;
ing house
ss
FOR RENT Well furnished front room,
two years' experience in hospital.
steam heated, hot and cold wator, also
N. C, oftre Journal.
no sick.
(11 West CoaL phone
AMERICAN WIDOW wanta laundry to garage;
1102-- J.
do at home; 60 cents rough ary; one
room tor
dollar per doien finished. 1802 South FOR RENT Nicely furnished
bath adjoingentleman; steam heat,
High;
428 South
close la Phone 1761-ing,
MEN'S furnishings salesman wishes pos- Third.
ition at once; steady and reliable; best
Ad- - WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
references: first-cla- ss
experience.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartdreaa Box 450, care Journal
or month, tit
week
by
ments,
POSITION WANTED Office, store or South Third.day,
man, neauny, oiwiium
onteiae; young office
rooms,
experlenoe; refer- FOR RENT Two modern with
college graduate,
for housekeeping
sleeping
ences; accept temporary or permanent.
porch; no sick; no children, (OS South
AQdress cox luo, care journal,
Broadway.
OFFICE position wanted by experienced
accountant,
auditor, credit manager; FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
with large
for light housekeeping,
position rather than high
prefer steady
In
health and wish to re- sleeping porch, elec'trlo lights and gas;
good
salary;
410
Central.
no
Beet
children.
Address Box 410,
main permanently.
care Journal.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well
heated, bed room; hot and cold water
In room) close In; no sick. Phone 1174.
FOR SALE Furniture
West Iron.
t'1
FOR SALE Household goods. 708 East
FOR
Beautifully furnished front
Central.
, RENT
V.
In nHval. tlilm. hftfH ad
nnM
.FOR SALE Heating atove, dresser, but- - joining, furnace heat; employed gentlelet, Kitcnen cabinet, lmrary taoie, sani- man; no sick, tot West Marquette,
tary cot, two rockers, book ease, 411 pnone tess-j- ,
Weet Marble.
FOR RENT Well furnished room, aepa- FOR BALE Two
library tables, two
to
in nu twu,
' dressing tables, two heavy leather arm canratebe entrance, next
arranged for housekeeping; emchairs, one kitchen table, and several odd ployed person preferred, tit and up.
405 west central.
chairs.
til North Arno, psieae 1748-- after t
FOR 8ALE One bedstead, mattress and
couch
and
gas
pad,
springe, sanitary
In good condition;
T)RESSMARTNG
range, -- arm ehatr; all 207
North Arno.
never used by sick.
nriNTRn ftroMTnaklna: children's eeW1.
FOR SALE Dressers, chiffonier, child's
log specialty, Mrs. Baker, phone use-desk, Morris chair, wardrobi, china HEMSTITCHING), pleating. Williams'
of good ured
cabinet and complete slock
I0 South Broadway, ph. 777-- J.
furniture, priced right. S2S South First.
also men's shirts, neatly
DRKSSMAKINO,
done; reasonable, tot West Iron, phone
1174.
FtrRNITTJRE FOB SALE
aide and box; FOR SALE FIts hundred shares of City
BEAUTIFUL
mahogany furniture and PLEATING, aocordlon,
N. Crane, J16 North
tnall orders.
E ectrlo Railway, below par. Sr. B.
two brass beds, ror eale at a bargain;
214. U Hust, tt. T. Artnljo building.
home for eale also; leaving olty at once. Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone
UPTO-DATDRESSMAKING Toung
Mrs. Margolls, 702 North. Firtn,
ladles' dresses a specialty; reasonable.
Miss Balobuck, I0H West Central, phone FOR BALE
F. O. B. track, check Willi
st-w- .
order, 100 pounde extra good pecans,
20o pound; 100 pounds good quality dry
MONEY TO LOAN
neonna. 16o Dound: twenty-fiv- e
pounds
UGlv'kv:-TLOAN On watches,
good
quality dry peoans, SOo pound. Par
WetU
fee
fiKN
Sli
FfcR
Of
t
ipaoe.
uames-vlllguns and everything valuablew.
cel
J.
Mitcneii,
post
ur
prepaid.
n.i4
ill
Mr. B. Marcus, IIS South First.
Texas.
office, stsam USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches FOR RENT Attractivewater
furnished.
heat.' light
and
dressing. Effocto Auto Enamel, Vale- fldentlal SQottlleb Jewsiry Co.. IPS N. let. Wright building, opposite postofflce,
par, . Valspar Enamels on, automobiles.
cottage paint, Homestoao
Plymouth
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla-- , FOR RENT Three very desirable office
rooms. light, heat snd water; will "rent Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
monils watches, Liberty bonds, pianos,
Leath
automobiles.
Lowest rates. Rothmane separately af as a whole. A. B, Mllner, isfaction easured. Thoa. F. Keleher 106I-J.
er Co., 401 West Central shoos
Bonded te ths state. tit 1a West Central, phone 2I.
117 South First.
RENT

W.

'

JVST OFF WEST CENTRAL
residence that would
cost $8,000.00 to duplicate. The lot
is worth $1,200. In the most select
residence district of the city.
Modern, of course, and our price
l'houe is
only $6,800.00. Terms.

Phone 670,

KKNT several unfurnished rooms.
fr'urnishea house, four TOR
124 Kouth Edith.
rooms and bath. 425 Weet Santa Fe.
RENT
rour-rooFOR
Light housekeeping rooms.
FOR RENT
315 South Third.
house, at I2S North Fourth. Sr. Las- '
FOR RENT Two large rooms for light
terday.
housekeeping. S00 North Second
modern bungaFOR KENT Five-roolow with glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 114 FOR RENT A- -l room furnished; also
South Sixth.
garage, $21. 1007 North Second.
FOR RUNT Two-roofurnished house FOR RENT Mowern furnished "rooms,
steam heat. 608
West Central.
with sleeping porch. SIS South Edi.h,
phone 1451-FOH RENT
Nice front room and sleepFive-rooEdith.
modern house,
FOR RENT
ing poixhjcloselnllSSouth
furnished, (04 South Walter. Inquire FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
61 4 Enst Santa Fe.
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
FOR RENT Four roome and glassed FOR RENT Nloely furnished
front
sleeping porch, furnished; Ulj'.ilands.
room, adjoining bath, Sll West Iron.
inquire 710 ast central.
RENT
FOR
Nice furnished room, reaFOR RENT Several tottagea, furnished.
sonable.
16ft South Second, phone
(25, $35. M0 end MS. on oar line. In- 8 20-quire 1311 South Edith.
FOR KtfNT Furnished room with prlvl- house, furnished.
FOR RENT Five-rookge of parlor; garage available. Phone
electrlo lights, city water, pianola, etc.; 1714-0 a month.
H!S North Virginia.
FOR RENT
Neatly furnished sleeping
FOR RENT Unfurnished four rooms.
room, close In; ateam heat. S17 Bo-'- b
bath, baeement and two porches, at Third.
liOl East Copper. Inquire at 210 North FOR RENT Three rooms,
unfurnished,
Cedar, phone 2378-for housekeeping, f 16. Inquire 1624
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooSouth
Edith.
some
apartments and housee;
ateam heat. W. K. McMllllon, FOR RENT Furnished rooms; also can
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
20
West Gold.
3H67-furnished house, pnone
FOR Rent Three-rooFOR
RENT Nloely furnlalred front
201
Sou.n
Bleeping porch and bath, at
room,
stsam heat: no very elck. 702
Edith,; will be vacant December IS. In- East Central.
224
South
Edith.
quire
nice large room for
five-rooMODERN
house,
garage. FOR RENT One
housekeeping, for lady employed. 617
Fourth ward; three and four-roohouses, highlands or lowlands. Rollln E. West Silver.
VOR RENT
Sleeping rooms for gentle- Guthrldge, 214 West Gold.
men employed, 18,00 up; no sick. SIS
Two-roounfurnished
RENT
FOR
house, with sleeping porch, 11 month. West Silver.
1801 Forrester avenue. Apply J. H. Peak, FOR RENT
Two clean, well ventilated
714 West Central, phone 3s.
rooms, close In, also close to shops.
409 West Iron.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
house of five rooms with large lot, at FOR RENT Large furnished front room,
418 West Atlantic avenue; very handy to
man preferred; no sick. Phone 13S5-railroad employes. City Realty Co., 207 501 South Third St.
West Gold, phone 6117.
FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt
housekeeping; no children. 60S West
Jr'OH

To Husbands!
Every Mother longs for "Home for
self and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy thie
yearning. Tou can If you will but
only maka the etart. Delay Is danMake
gerous and time Is fleeting.
her happy this gladsome Christmas
a
contract to
by presenting her with
one of our choice
'ofe. Ton
will both be happier for the gfvi.ig.
20 cash starts you "Homeward."

DIEKMANN REALTY CO.

I0S Weet Gold Avenue.

Real testate Insurance;
108 S. Third
Phone 966--

hnufses,

FOH ' ItENT

765--

- Room
4- - Rooms,
3-

FOR

Ranches

FOR RENT

- Room

A HOMEY

FRUIT TREES .
TREES ANI ORNA-

13

PROM

MENTALS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NUIISERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOCXG & CO.
Albuquerquu, N. M.

SOLD

WHY PAY CASH?
When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of savins; rent receipts,
save money and before you
realize it your home will be
paid for.

J.

D, KELEHER,
211 West Gold.

Realtor,
Phone 410

YOU MAKE PRICE
A fine ranch, 13 acres, all kinds
2
house,
fruit, alfalfa,
miles from postofflce, $ 8,600. 8
acres all cultivated, a bartraln. 2
fine lots West Fruit. $075.
house, $5,500.
V.
MrMirXIOX, Realtor.
SOU West Gold.

FOK RENT
Several dandy furnished houses
and thiee nice unfurnished
houses.

SgRVICf.

$8,500,00
on elast

Worth of lots
flllver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few choice
lota left
and up on easy terms.
J. A. HAMMOND,
S24 F.sst Silver.
l'hone 11522 U

'

That Christmas Present

REALTORS,
ficrnnfl mid Cold Avenne.

Lots in the Anderson Addition.
Easy payments.

FRANKLIN

Phone

& CO,

Third and Gold.

Thone

WANTED
WAMKLi
24US-K-

Cattle

Miscellaneous
to

toed.

l'liom

A

INCOME
a

840

A REAL SNAP
morlcrn brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
porch, also one off the kitchen,
latest built In features, hardwood
floors find finish throughout, large
Int. Just
outsi.le
city limits, In
Fourth ward; S2.450 cash will handle, balance of J2.000 at
per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and buitr, close
in on South.
Arno street.

Realtors
G5V"

It

jn

V.

LEVEEISTT ZAIPF

Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms
to fault.

'

property brlnKlnff good return on about double the price
askod. Close In. Kasy terms.

FOR ootktug and serving dinners and
parties, phone 168D-METCALF AGENCY
OVKM i'ULlSUl'.D an
set up.
rvlQ
Heading Co., phone 471.
HAULING of all klnda dune, Joe Coro-no- ,
,
phone 18J0-M- .
Rent-Room- s
with Board
UUUUtiON & CO. Cleauiutr puper and For
FOR SALE Houses
claanln? kulsomlne, waxing floora; all HOARD ts per week. Mrs. Knight. 200
worK guaranteed,
rnone 634-South Broadway,
FOR HALS By owner, four-roohouft. SCAVENGER
AND GEXDItAL HAUL' FOlt RENT Rooms with or without
inquire 1015 West Fruit.
ISO. Keasonabla ratea. K. A. Griffith.
board.. 120 West M a rble.
FOH SALK
brick house, on 72a East Iron, pliune23H9-K- .
NICELY
furnished ioun. with board;
Edith, phone 2401-RUNION
done
LATHERS)
bathing
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR BALE Uood five-roopromptly by J. K. Thiehuff A Suns, ROOM AND BOARD with
ftouse, gar
sleeping porch,
ago and small grocery. Call at 416 1104 North Eleventh, phono 876-adjulnlng hath. 1636 Eaat Central.
jsouin ueventh.
WELDINU AND CUTTING of metals; ROOM
AND
611
BOARD.
South
FOR KALE lty owner, new modern
alio woldera supplies and carbide for
J50 sale. N. M. Hteel Co., Inc., phone 1947-house, near Robinson park,
CAN
fco
1826-AT1&
ACCOM
MOD
cash,
we lady convalper month. Phone
WANTED To buy Vlctrola; also liht
escent. Apply Casa de Oro, 613 West
a
FOR - BALE Five-rooaecond-h&ncar.
luls South Kim, Gold.
frame, modern,
convenient for two families; large lot; phone 1400-FOR RENT Room
and porch with
eastJTront; highlands, Phone I(i6-WANTED Good atandard
hot
make
board, In University Heights. Phono
FOR SAi.E"bRTRADE Modern four-roowater Incubator. Address Box 407, caru 2H05-house. Bleeping porch, garao, journal.
FOK
RENT Room and board, with
full size lot; a bargain. 1630 Eaat Cnn- - WANTED Secondhand
and
furniture
trul.
board. 410
porch; first-clatrunka. We buy everything in house- EisT
t'enrrql.
F U li SALE By ownerj four-rooinod- - hold foods.
Mux's Hurtfttin Btore, 815
FOR
RENT
ern brick huuse; two porches,
furnished
ruom with
Large
soutn First.
l'hone
table board; rates for two people. 117
furnished or unfurnished; good tirira. MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 316 South
South
Fourth.
too South Edith.
First, will pay the highest prices for JAMESON'H RANCH Ideal
FOR SALE By owner, 713 West Coal, your second-hanlocation for
clothing, shoes and
few reservations now
frame stucco, 4 rooma and bath, 2 furniture.
healthseekera;
Phone 858.
3238-available.
l'hone
large porches, newly decoruled, vacant
HUG CLKANEKS
Terms if derlred. Phone 1803-MATTRESSErt
renovated. I3.&0 and op F R RENT Room ana sleeping poreh.n
vtth board for convalescents; genrle-meFOR SALE A four-roofurnished cotfurniture
repaired and packed. Ervin
only; private home. Phone 8148-W- .
tage on 60 foot lot near R. R. shops. neddlng Co., phone 471.
Hom-mon00
Si
for quick sale. J. A.
Only
DDK Alt
BETTER
FINISHING It Is ROME HOARDING HOUKU Nice, warm
s;4 East Bllver. Thone 1B88-rooms; good home cooking.
better. Return postage paid on mall 904eleeplng
South Third; short walk from station.
FOR SAl.E Account leaving city,
orders. The Hum urn Studio, !19Ji West
or unfurnished
modFOR RENT r'lcerooms with-sleeN. M.
Central,
Albuquerque,
ern bouiie; screened porches, nicely arporcht-s- ,
with board, for convalescents.
GIVE PIANO storage an
excel
ranged for two famlllea. West Central, WILL
Rted, (12 South Broadway, phone
lent care (n private home; family of M,s.
near park. Phone owner, 2204-J- .
S26.
two adults. Can glva thoroughly
SlIRAMONTEH-ON-TilE-MEHFOR HALE By owner, five-rooand only
Address S.
satisfactory local reference.
large front porch, modern bungalow. J. B., care Journal.
A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
In good residence
section; eaat front, WANTKD
convalescents;
graduate nurse In atCaieful Kodak finishing.
lawn and trees, In very best condition;
week or month.
rates
the
tendance;
by
satisTwice
service.
Remember,
dally
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
2400-- J
faction Ruaranteed. Send your finishing call
town. Ph"ne 14811-to a reliable, established firm. Hanna R13KERVAT1CNS may now be hud at St.
FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth A Hanna,
Master' Photographers.
jonn s sanatorium ( upiscopal) : rates,
modern bungalow, garward,
to $uj per week; Includes private
RAZOR
BLADES Send or bring yoir $17,r0
age, has llcht and heat; very best resiroom with sleeping porch, connected to
dull
blades
for resharpenlng; double' bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
dential district In city; priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone; edge, 85c; single edge, 26o per dozen general nursing; excellent meals, tray
razor honed and set 'y fxshown by appointment
no extras. All rooms have steam
only. Phone have your
2040-perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Broihers service;
heat, hot end cold running water, Rev.
s
at
Ruppe Drug Store.
W. H . Zlejler,
GOOD HOME IN SANTA FE
Phone
Superintendent.
FIVE-rooWINDOW CLEANING 41.
adobe house, modern, plot- ALBUQUERQUE
CC-- .
Windows cleaned and
floors
less furnace, electrlo lights, heart rf
Santa Fe; wonderful bargain .f taktn rt scrubbed; stores, offices and houses
BUSINESS CHANCES
once; cash proposition; splendid volue. cleaned; reasonable rates and honest
Postofflce box 101, A. Gramme FOR SALE'
Mrs. Frank, 808 Hillside avenue, Banta work."
Garage, best location lu
town. Phone 879.
leave your calls American Grocery, phone
Je, New Mexico.
25 2.
FOR
SALE Small grocery and five-rooBY OWNER,
modern house In
dwelling. Call at 816 South' Seventh.
Fourth ward, hard wood floora, fireAUTOMOBILES
three
FOR SALE A meat market; everything
place, large screened
porches.
light, airy bed Tooms with extra large
KALIS
complete. Call at lloi East Central,
l'urd truck, enclosed body.
closets, fronts east on large lot with
phone 76S-420.
l'hone
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent WILL PAT
SALE One of the best business
CASiJ tor used cars,
iU FOR
terms
It
condition
Phone
desired.
properties In Albuquerque. 21S South
1977-- J.
xnrin tilgn.
First
street.
Inquire at Savoy Hotal
Full SALE Hood S'ord truck. Inquire
wortn Triirteentn.
HELP WANTED
FOR EALE
.
confectionary
EXPERT
O. K.
Radiator
Repairing-shop, handling high-grad- e
goods; good
Male.
Bheet Metal Works, 21 North Third location;
low rent.
Address Shop, care
EMPLOYMENT
5
OFFICE We furnleh all FOR SALF
Bulck
Journal.
car;
..urlng
tlrst-clai- s
kinds of help. Try our service. 110
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co., ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms all filled;
Fouth Third, phone 854-city.
central location; profitable investment.
WANTED Partner In frog business; will FUR &ALJ Borne extra good used cars; Inquire nt Everybody's Candy Shop, 82.1
require 1700 and a man that is n t
easy terms, Mcintosh Auto Co., 0 south Third.
afraid to work. Address Hogs, care
West Central.
Would like to exchange) soml
FOR TRADE Automobile Is excellent
CAPITAL PLIT3 EXPERIENCE
WANTED Ten eteel workers: also one
condition, for suitably located city lots. FOR Interest In business of proven worth.
hoisting engineer at Gallup, New Mexi- Phone 1762-J- .
Address "Ar.bitlon."
Postofflce Box
co.
For
write Worden A FOR SALE Dodse tourinir car. Rood 6S4:
Allen company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
or FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondcondition, bartraln. Phone 11112-WANTKD
hand pool tables and one billiard table.
Experienced warehouse man 114 BoutiT Edith after, 6 p. m.
capable of acting as floor foreman; FOR BALE Oldsmoblle six. In excel-- ' In first-clacondition; also one twelve-foo- t
must be permanent resident of Albusoda fountain, A- -l condition. In
lent condition; a bargain; cash or
to
querque, and able
give satisfactory terms. 104 West
quire at 120 Weat Silver.
1488-references; none other need apply. Call FOR BALE Will Central, phone
sell Chevrolet touring BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
The J. S. Brown Mercantile
Co., tlO
mercantile business, located on railcar
or
will trade for B'ord
reasonable,
North First.
road. Will sell for yalue of improvements
302 South Broad ar
runabout.
alone.
Good reason for selling.
If In
Female.
FOR BALE Ford light truck, 150; one-to- n terested In good-size- d
proposition, ad
WANTED Experienced collar girl. ExS
Ford truck, 1300, worm drive;
box
dress
53s,
Albuquerque.
postofflce
celsior Laundry,
light Bulck, 690; Bulck
I860, lie
WANTED Salesladies, Spanish speaking. Weet Hold.
FOR SALE Livestock
US South First,
see Mcintosh auto company for
ueed tires, all sizes, used parts; Max- FOR SALE Bocks, does and trying
WANTED Olrl for general work. Apply
rabbits. 710 West T.ead.
well, fitudebnker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
409 West Lead.
608 Weet Central.
Poland-China
FOR SALE Fine
boar,
WANTED Worn..- - for general houseseventeen months old. 1501 South Edith.
CARS
work; must he good cook. 70S Weet WB PAYWANTED USED
(IASH for used cars of any phone 2128-Lead.
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct FOR SALE Half Toggenourg milk goat;
WANTED Second girl to assist In care Oarage,
500 South Second.
will be fresh In March. Apply lt04
of Infant. Mrs. 8. J, Lewlneon, 60S
TO CAR OWNERS on northwest side
North Fifth.
Luna boulevard.
An opportunity to obtain winter
FOR' SALE Two horses, two colts. 100
WANTED Woman to cook and do house
In
within easy access. Serv
chickens And good collie dog, cheap.
work for family of three. Call at 1311 ice and garage
wash rack In connection. Cars Mr. Lawrence. 1204
North Eleventh.
East central.
called for and delivered. Kent Avenue
WANTED A cook In a family of four; Auto Laundry, 710 Kent avenue, phone FOR SALE care load good work horses.
some
all
mares,
good
young; some are
warea
srooiT
n rtM nnrtv.
lin. D. 664.
not
at Grands Wagon yard, 310
Weinman, 706 West Copper.
PARTY Just located In New Mexico, de Northbroke,
Broadway.
WANTED Toung ladles to rake nrdeis
sires to purchase naif lntereet In jn
Dandy little family mlk cow,
for beautiful medallions; go id par. automobile agency and service station; FOR SALE
young ana iresn; first I6& takes Her.
authorized Ford or Bulck agiosv prelau mornings, sos Norm secnni.
Bouttt
Second.
J2I
Address
Reply confidential.
EARN BOARD Room and $10 month ferred.
.
FOR BALE Fine bred rabbits; all vour.c
Busy, care Journal.
stock; new hutches; will sell reasonMaokay Business College, 90614 South
able; must leave city. Call mornings,
FOR
SALE
Ranches
main, los angeies.
rear ill Weet Marquette.
WANTED -- Ladles all over New Mexuo IF YOU WANT "to" buy a ranch, see Mo- - FOR BALE Ten head of Missouri
mules.
to take orders for mmedalllons ; good
Mullen. north of Indian school.
ten head of work horses and marcs
pay.- Write me for particulars.
Harry
FOR BALE Forty-act- s
alfalfa ranch, and twelve head of Holsteln and Jersey
,
Albiqu-'raurRea, 606 North Second,
four rullfS from olty. Inquire 4011 West milk cows, for sale cheap or trade. Cows
New Mexico.
Gold.
at corner of Mountain road and Fourth;
WANTED A young lady to keep a email FOR SALE
end rrorses at Bell s Livery Stable.
Country home, itucon house, mules
set of books; must understand some
or 45.
seven rooma steam bested, eleotrlc Phone 942-Spanish and must know how to drive lights; on ten-acIn
and
alfalfa
ranch;
a oar. Apply at Fred Crollott, 416 South
LOST AND FOUND
orchard.
AdSreis Postofflce box 177, or
Second.
Phone, 671.
I407-RLost Small dog, white, with black'
WANTED Competent, experienced sten- phone
Four-acr- e
BALE
FOR
face
miles
two
and ears; reward. Phone 808 J.
ranch,
ographer for out of town; must speak
from postofflce. on main ditch; l"ub;e LOST Airedale pup, five monthe old,
and write Spanish; also experienced
t
chicken
ols,
house,
houses,
garage,
answers to "Kim;" return to 70S West
dining room girl, neat and efficient. Ap- blooded chickens and
turkeys; also fur Iron; reward.
ply Expert Service Bureau, .J21 West
niture; terms. Phone HH-JI- .
Hold, Albuquerque, N. M.
PAKT1T who took wheel In front of drey
Stone hotel last evening, pteasa return
WANTED For Immediate duty, offlto
CARPENTERING
at once and avoid trouble.
mannger for collection depart, nant In
MAN.
PETTI
ODD
JOB
FORD THE
law office; do not apply unlese thorough
LOST Lady's brooch, made of gold MexAi. kind of worK. Thone 1S7S-ican coins, 'K. to B." on back;
ly trained and experienced. Southwestern
Educational Exchange, Chamber or com- WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, calmto Liberty Cafo: reward.
merce building, Albuquerque, N. M.
1456-Phone
ing and roof repairing.
LOST Tan leather key case, containing
six keys.
Flneler please return to
IF YOU are thinking of building, phone
1928-J- ;
clans furnished free: all work Mrs. T. J. Mlse, 111 South Walter or
H51-W- .
phone
WHEN conildrin painting, p&perhanff-ln- K guaranteed.
e
LOST
or kaliomlning, call 234, or call at IiL'ILDI.a, alterations, repairing;
pump gun, Winchester
107 K.ist Central, fur Hanson & Powera,
June or small; work by contract or by
make, swell In barrel about throe
-- el a
reasonInches
from
end.
the
mechanics
and
Lost on "anta Fe road
careful
and
first
day;
painter
paperhangen.;
we guarantee alt our work; jo Job too able
work guaranteed; estimates between Albuquerque and Domingo, Deo.
1H5-;
too
newaro.
or
free.
Call
idii-j- .
mall.
ii.
big

PAINTINGPAPERING

IV CASE
Tou Never Heard ff
UN'lVEll.SlTr
HEIGHTS
"H'o
Just mention In passing
thnt we are general agents,
and thero is mnny a happy
home up there today..
f!et your lot now only ten dollars down and ten dollars per
month.
A beautiful Christmas present.
Wo Aro At Your Service.

A. C. STARES,
819 West (.old Avenue.

I'hon.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

a ii'if.ti'.ka.

Aliorney.
and la, Cromwell Building.
Phone 11S3-J- .
I'HtBlLl.SAa AMI Ht UJtA)s).
I Bt It TUN,
bit,
llsiae f tae Stomach.
Suite, . Bnrnott Building.
Ho rns

I;J.

It,

17

H. V.

L'l.AKKC,

K)e,
,Viii and Throat.
Barueit Building,
phone 131.
Ofi- -i
Hours
to 12 a. m , and 2 to ( p. m.

lilt. asAKUAIIKT
omc. urant Ul.lg
Resldenoo

RT U It 10 HtT
Room H. Phone

iTA

East Central
Phone (71.
1123

W. M. SHERIDAN,

B7.

M. D.

I'rut'tU'o Limited to
OT.NITO . URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE 6KIN
WuHerm:iu

i.iilioritory

In

Connection.
H88.

Cmzcnslfci nk Itldg. Phono

19 and

Chiropractor.
2U A no i
jo llulldlngr.

lilTl?3sjr-rJYn- ls

and i large sleeping porches.
1117
Enst Silver.
FOlt 1!ENT New small, modern furnlstl-e- d
apartment, steam heat, hot water.-- ,
Inquire a partment 7, 1215 West Roma.
FOK KENT .Modern three-roofuraleh-t- d
apartment with ' bath, close In. Call
505 North Second.
FOlt HE.N'T Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
721 Mouth
tlecunj.
FOlt nii.vr Three furnished housekeep-In- g
rooms; also two rooms and sleeping;
1004 Forrester.
porclv
FOlt went VwiTloonie with bath,
C07
for .'trlit
housekeeping.
South First. 1 culm Savoy Hotel.
FOH HE.NT Two rooms and sleeping;
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
no small children. 208 North Walnut.
FOH It EXT lb
modern apartment, partly furnished, $37.50, wator
and light paid. Inquire 1501 Weat Mar
ble!
FOR

KENT

New rurnlshea
(.,.. mencart,
brock from Central avenui
Cnll 1315
Central, Woodlawn
Apartments, or phone I.ri75-FOlt
KENT Kurntaned
three rooma,
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
water and light furnished. Apply 100
West Cent i ai.

half

f:st

line.

FOlt KENT Three rooms and sleeping
porch, completely furnished; one and
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
Inquire 70.1 Went Silver.
FOlt KENT Apartments furnished corn-plr- te
for light housekeeping. Including
lights, heat and gas. 215 North Seventh.
Crane Apartments, phone Jli.
Foil ItE.NT Three large roome and
glassed sleepliiR porch, bath adlolnlng;
completely furnished for houeekeeplng,
gas nnd coal ranaa sir; West foal.
FOH BENT Twif Towns furnished for
light housekeeping; porch and all conveniences, five minutes from Central, on
car line, 50. Call afternoons, 70 North
Third.
ICR BKNT Two rooms, bath, closet and
pantry; three rooms, bath and closet.
all nicely furnished. In first-clas- s
condition, modern except heat; no ohlldren;
good
Inquire Dl South Sixth.
one-ha-

PERSONAL
BARBER
MONEY

For private homes. Ph. 1421 J.
osi

TO

LOAN

J300to

iCnOIr--

Albuquerque Improved property only.
Arttlrtcs C. IT., care Journal.
Lit) YOU WANT to learn conversational
Individual Instruction. Ses
Spanish?
native teacher, 415 North Sixth.

Bl., bl Ait Alio I.INri
The orange colored cars, Engle, Elephant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:30 p. bu
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
the Dam line. We drive our own cara.
Write for reservations at our expense,
HEFFERNA.M
BROS.. Props,
Hot Springs. N. M.
TIME CARDS

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

I
7

t

No. S9
No. 17

WKaTllOUN.O
Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 7:80 pm 1:10 pm
Calif. Limited. ln:30 am 11:00 am
Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:1s am
The Navajo.. 12:35 am
SOUTHBOUND.

El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

EASTBOUND.

l:ans

10:19 pm
11:10 ant

The Navajo. . 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
Calif. Limited, (.00 pm 1:40 pm
pm 1.10 pm
Eight..
38.TheF Scout
7:20 am 1:60 am

No. S
No.
No.
No. 10

FROM SOUTH.

Prom El Paso :!5 pm
From El Paso 7:00 am
No. 10 connects at Teler with No. II
for Clovls. peoea Valley. Kana.' City and
O
Coast.
No. f3 connect, at Heidi with No. 11
from Ctovla and points esst and south

Nu. 5S
No.

SO

4
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Albuquerque will build the hotel!
Albuquerque people know that It Is the next best move. The
people know that it will help build business In 1922 'and
the future. The people know that It will Increase Heal
Estate values in 1022 and the future.
There Is on the way from Chicago another cask of those
SPLENDID GREEN OLIVES
Also Vermont
Pure
you will want for Christmas dinner.
Imported Figs, etc.
Maple Syrup and Maple Sugar.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. WARD

OPERA HOUSE
Two Glad Days-Satu- rday
and Sunday

and

Dec. 17

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

TO TAXPAYERS

Albuquerque.. 7:45 am
in Santa Fe... 10:45 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque

Phone

Taxes for 1921 will be payable
January 1. Delinquent February 1. Five per cent penalty
added 15 days after delinquent.

7:30 pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Store,
Office
210

r
876

Fhone

ANROUnCEMENT

Genuine

and
FOX Presents

strel Show Combined

Kings-- 50

rel

In his llvest picture

and Queens

"

"TRAIUH'

Traveling
Steel

Max Brand)
find a murderer and
How a boy went to tlie west to lovo
Instead
found linpplncss and
i
(By

Stateroom

Cars.

Sleeping

Street Parado Dally and Band
Concerts In Front of Theater

Preceding Each Performance.

LOCAL ITEMS

Reserved

INDIAN

Matson's Book Store.
Friday, Dec.

Roth man's

Jeweler

FOGG, The

I.

A

Two-Pa-

Comedy
PRICES

rt

REGULAR

Eversharps

$1.00 to $35.00

Fountain Pens
"rT
nr.

i

P

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.
PHONES

4

wfm

svs

BV

WFmM

mm

wm

rm

ii

ii h ii r. i
UU LLa

i

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all
Add-A-Pear-

Bum

CONTINUOUS

r. .a
m ra

n

ail

U

5

trucks bring comfort '
to your home

Let our

m

mm

m

Silver Pieces of
Every Description

sWl

m

ej
pa

m
ta

TO 11 P. M.

1

stRS bfsW
ti ruhi pmin
m
w
Ei m

v

i

ls

lasts a life time
1

Cli'ristmas Will Not Be Complete Without a
Box of Chocolate Shop Chocolates
Smooth, Creamy,

Caramels:

d

Delicately-Flavore-

Fruits and Nuts n creme; Distinctive,
assortments. Everything you could desire.

Lfoselous

Well-Chose-

ORDER A BOX OF CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES TODAY I

n

AN ANNOUNCE-

SHOP

MENT TO LADIES

J.

The Muma Doll she walks and
Mandell-Dreyfus- s
is unbreakable.

talks and

Co.

OUR

WATCH REPAIRING

Dance Tonight
Barelas Hall

hand-painte-

Q

Du-ran-

To

rrrai.)
Spokesmen
for the packers announced today
that packing plants here are operating "at an approximate ofnormal
the
basis." while officials
Meat Cutters and
Amalgamated
ofNortn
Workmen
Butcher
America said the strike "looked
better than ever."
Two men were beaten by strike
sympathizers today and a brick
was hurled through the window
of an automobile as It was driven
past a crowd of persons believed
to have been strike sympathizers.
(By The Aa.uclatrd
Chicago, Dec. 15.

Co.

Cm

EI.ECTHIC SHOE SHOP
tlS goatb second.
Nwn MI-JTn Call sad Delivery.

'

In

the

Our Prices Before You Buy
i our cnrlstmas
Established
J E W E Ij R Y.

Phone

RELIABLE
& JEWELER!
W. CENTRAL AVE. .

INDIAN BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS
and many other article that
we do not mention.
Get our prices before you
buy your gifts

B. Marcus
First

213 South

1

AND WATCH IS MOVE
(Moving Is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.
AND
BROWN'S TRANSFER
STORAGE

f

modern,

Ninth

FOOL"
PRICES

-

MJM&.-&lUL,U.itxtlMfti-

8:15 Sharp
Reserved Seats at Matson's Wednesday, Dec. 14
Admission 50c and 75c

OPEN TO ADULTS ONLY

..

modern,

two

THE VERY BEST FOR KITCHEN RANGE
SUPERIOR SERVICE EVERY ORDER GUARANTEED
Unloading from Cars All Week,

LUMBER
Let Onr

5

and BUILDING MATERIALS OF QUALITY
Tracks Bring Comfort to.Yonr Home,

HEW

STATE
ANNOUNCES

COAL

COMPANY

A SUBSTANTIA!.

REDUCTION

blocks

PRICE

III

,

v

1921.-

,

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are Intending to buy
Investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1949--

lJtERaStURE.

George S. Hubbell, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. (Princeton
University). Eight Lectures and Readings." 9 a. m. Saturdays at High School.
Introductory Lecture and Registration Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921."
MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TESTS. Benjamin F. Haugflt, A. B., A: M.,
(Columbia University), Ph. D., (George Peabody). Eight Lectures and Dem9 a. m. Saturdays at High School. Registration, Introductory
onstrations.
Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
,
HOME ECONOMICS FOR HOUSEWIVES at the splendidly equipped Sara
Raynolds Hall, State Univer ity. Mrs. Walter Simpson (Ypsilanti) in charge.
Eight Lectures and Demonstrations. 9 a. m. on Saturdays at the University.
Registration, Introductory Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL TRAINING OF CHILDREN.
' Katharine McCormick, A. B., M. A. (Columbia University). Eight Lectures.
9 a. m. Saturdays at High School. Introductory vLecture, Saturday, Dec. 17,

COAL

PHONES

grades of their HIGH QUALITY GUARANTEED COAL.
Order now You may win the Christmas coal.'
. ;
85
PHONE
On all

'

iEM9

'

ENGLISH

GALLUP

MORNING EXTENSION COURSES

THE STATE UHIVEKSITY OF JEW

and

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

from Central.

-

"

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

SATURDAY

Friday Evening, December 16

one block from

Call "6 7 8"

i

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

St.

FOB SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
press KricK ana nunc Dy owner.
Gold.

Comedy

rt

REGULAR

Karat

S. First Street

213

4

Call

3 7

Junior Class Play

Two-Pa-

"APRIL

You can buy them
at loan prices. Apply

JEWELRY

I

GUYS TRANSFER

and the other

Money Savings

and Wood.
R
Gallup Lump 1 11.60 a Ton B
iHOO NORTH
FIRST STREET H
Phone 388--

A

3ee these.

We have a great line of

Coal

I-

FOR SALE
Two Diamond Rings at Great
Bargains if sold at once. These
stones are perfect in cut and
t
pure white,
Karat
One Is

91.

ATTRACTION

ADDED

CO.

A Comedy in Three Acts

W

JOH NSONOAlToTI

fiMATCH BREAKER

Albuquerque

AM--

1883

205

HONEY

"

Marinello Shop in

"Peg-O'-IVly-He- arf

MATCHMAKERS

For sale a quantity of delicious
comb honey, sweet clover flavor. Order from your dealer
or direct. J. C. SMITH, 2200
Indian School Road.
Phone 1015-R- .
-

104 W. Central Ave.
The Only Approved

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Heavy Hauling

Sand, Gravel, Etc.
iVi ton truck.
1939--

PHONE

state-st- eam

anti-vam- p;

THE MARINELLO
SHOP

Burns Longer
Least Expensive
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

COAL

a sort of sentfci
but Jane realty was an
d
to rescue those caught in the
mental
undertow of romance. Meet Jane by seeing
life-guar-

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

HAHN

fob in life

was Jane Morgan

for appointments
Phone

'

brkmomke

435--

CERRILL0S EGG COAL

heat, hot and cola
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 wee
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP,
215 South Second Street.

INCOME TAX SHOWS
INCREASE IN YEAR

The Mama Doll she walks and
talks and Is unbreakable. Mandell-Dreyfus- s

Finest rooms

MONEY TALKS
Get

girls.

Albu-

Business
less than

A. MONTOYA.
115 South Second St.

PACKERS AND UNIONS
BOTH PLEASED WITH
PROGRESS OF STRIKE

In Persia, where parents at one
time were glad to be rid of little
girls, and willingly sold them for
n few dollars.Khere Is now a strong
desire for educated womanhood, ai
evidenced by the establishment of
industrial and other schools for

first-clas- s

$5,000.

Co.

to $167,549.35.
As there has been no change In
the exemptions or tax rate since
the 1920 period, the report Is taken
to indicate en Increase In incomes
throughout the state.

on

Improved
Property. No loan

The Mama Doll she walks and
talks and is unbreakable. Mandell-Dreyfus- s

Total figures on the income tax
which
receipts for the quarter an
Inended last, night Indicate
crease of approximately $4,000 over
same
tho
the receipts for
period
last year.
Total receipts for the period
from September 1 to December 15,
The
1921, amount to $401,694.52.
last
receipts In the same period leavyear amounted to $397,696.84,
ing a net gain of $3,997.68.
In the fifteen days since the first
of the month, when the quarterly
payments became due, the receipts
in the office here have amounted

loan

querque

FEE'S

ELMSHOTEL
North First.
300

$75,000

We take pleasure in announcing that we secured
the services of an expert
in Marceling and water
waving.
Phone 441

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, BE SURE IT'S

304 West Central Ave.

Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
ROBBERS MAKE HAUL
of the Santa Io Time Service
SAND STORM ORCHESTRA
FROM BREWINGTON
Department.
HOME IN OLD TOWN
VANN
i
"iVatch Inspector. Santa Fe
un iiu nn i nu ro jS
R'j
i
Entering the home of Dr. Robert
NAVAJO RUGS-lC. Brewlngton, In Old Town, between 7 and 9 o'clock last night,
TRY "THE
Mnccnslns. Baskets.
robbers made away with a beaded
buckskin suit valued at $200, some
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.
Manhattan
Cafe
of
d
o
dishes,
quantity
X7Dir"I-IT'Trading Post.
shirts
I'OH
O Indian
Including
bedding, clothing,
VOIR MEALS
Building
and other articles of apparel. A 124
Opposite Postoffice.
North
Fourth
Btrlng of pearls and some Jewelry
were overlooked.
The robbers were trailed to
and ever to the Fourth street

pavement by Officer Holcomb, but
the trail was lost there. No clue
was found as to the identity of the
thieves.

We will deliver any box of Chocolate Shop
Chocolates Free during the Christmas season.

or rent

ss

.

'
;

"

'

.y

NOTICE: The Registration Fee for any one of these courses is Two Dollars,
,
not returnable,
7
It is important that prospective studenh should attend the Introductory Lecture
of any course elected," on Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921, at 9 a. m. The lectures
following will be resumed on Saturday, Jan. 8, 1922.
.

v

'

,

J."
"
t
7
A Rich Opportunity for Adults to Enjoy Privileges of the State
-

-

University for

'

Self-Improveme- nt.

..'

Register Promptly,

i

.i:

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Heirloom Silver

CHOCOLATE SHOP CHOCOLATES

t

LaUU
,

Dainty and genuine

Cent Taxi

Phone

ROW

$2.50 to $35.00

2.

Let Us Send a Man

ATTRACTION

"BETTY'S

Beautiful
"Picard" Gold Ware

Scat Sale At

Coal Supply Co- - fbone 4 and 5.
r
Regular meeting or Aaan tnop-te16.
No. 5, Order of Eastern .Star,
BEADED BAGS
will be held in the Masonic teinplu
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
at 7:30 o'clock this evening. Initia- a
Prices $1.10 and 85c
PILLOW
tion, Installation of officers and
TOPS,
(Including Tax)
banquet which will begin at 6:30.
RUGS,
BASKETS,
Phone 2418-JAda Philbrick
NAVAJO JEWELRY
Miss Ona White of the New Mexico Baptist convention is ill at her
home with scarlet fever.
At Reduced Prices
To replace that broken window
Miss Erna Fergusson conducted
eliiss. AlhnmiiTmie Lumber Co..
a party to Santa Fe yesterday af423 North First E
Phone 421.
ternoon on a Koshare tour. She
expects to return today. Miss Fer- a
gusson recently returned from
Koshare trip to Aconia.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-25
Music and Jewelry Store
Mrs. P. G. Paulson and her two
Day and Night Service
daughters are In the oily from
Prompt
117 8. First St.
Phone 9I7-- J
are
Fergus Falls, N.Minn. They
17
a
sister
E.
Mrs.
of
Wills,
guests
of Mrs. Paulson, at 602 West Coal
nnd Closed Cars.
Open
avenue, and will remain during
We deliver any size any
the winter.
Pat Powers, of El Paso, Tex , where. Henry Transfer Co.,
was here yesterday to attend the Phone 939.
funeral of James F. Campbell, at
Jewelry
tho Church of Immaculate ConTaxi & Baggage 158 Just out of the high rent district.
ception at 9 a. m. yesterday. Mr. 158
Powers returned to El Paso last
Opposite Postoffice.
night.
C. II. CONNER, M.
D. O.
122 S. Fourth
Phone 903-J- .
Factory wood, full truck load,
Specialist.
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company Stern Osteopathic
2033-V701-Tel.
lildg.
Phone 81.
Mrs. A. P. Hogan arrived yesterThe Mania Doll she walks and
vnn str.rc
day from Flagstaff, Arizona, to
Mandell-Dreyfuis unbreakable.
Six brand new
houses,
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. talks and Co.
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
E. Bowman, of 617 South Walter
sell one or all oh reasonable
street.
terms. See F. II. Strong or L.
The lecture which was to have
J. W. BRASFIELD
been delivered for boys by Dr. F.
d
u. Bennett.
clock
Maand
Watch,
jewelry repaired. ,
A. Hatch this evening at the
niOXES 75 or 115.
Swiss
to
American,
and
sonic Temple has been changed
English
this morning at 10:30 o'clock In the makes.
117
First
auditorium.
S.
school
Phone
91 7-- J
high

JEWELERS

ADDED

,

IN.

PAL

"God's Gold55

jJJEmBLE
&

The same high standard In quality
will be maintained and superior service rendered. Satisfaction Is yours if
you order your Fuel from the

Vaudeville Acts

PRICES

Neal Hart

1883

UKVVVkTCHMAKERS

genuine Canon City at a reduction of
"
65c per ton. ,

High Salaried

Also a SUNSHINE Comedy
"THE GOLFER"
ADMISSION

Fine

In Their Own Two

The path of true love may be rough, but ultimately every
thing come out all right. Few Lovers have ever had the
nhatarlpa tr overcome that confront Neal Hart in his new
picture, "God's Gold" and the means he takes to win
his sweetheart make one of the most interesting produc
tions we have ever presented.

AMERICA'S

to us, we therefore reduce the selling
price accordingly $1.00 per ton.
The Company from whom we purchase our Canon City coal have not
made any reduction, yet we offer

Girl, Min-

Vaudeville,

A Musical,

MIX

TOM

Shoutcra

Coon

ttEdfansrifi

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WATCHES

The Mines this day having; reduced
the price of Gallup and Dawson coal

Jubilee Singers

Darkey

rant

jbi

TODAY AND TOMORROW

"GRUEN"WR1ST

STABU SHED

Chorus

njrH

tNsak

$25 up to $200

And Octoroon Beauty

TODAY

Our New Shipment
Of the Celebrated

Don't waste money on
watches of unknown quality
when you can buy "Gruens"
at $25, $250 and up
(ask those who have one)
Gentlemen's "Gruens" "

"i '

l

i.fflni-vatf-

B

Treasurer and Collector.

Singer Cigar
West Central

w
m
afi
vh

LAST

AT

E. B. SWOPE,

Curtain Promptly nt 8:15.
R. M. HARVEY, PRESENTS

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter

Phone

REGULAR

18.

NOTICE

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

CRESCENT GROCERY

IIS Marble Arena

WILLIAM

STAGE

CRYSTA

